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HEH Rhizopoda 

4§4L848 Foraminifera d’Orbigny 

$=} Fusulinidae Moller 
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YER ce FB} Ozawainellinae Thompson & FOSter ccsecsecsccsccesceccacseeccecsscecceaseseseseesecsares 

VERS Ozawainella Thompson 

Ozawainella hunanensis Chen 〈 新 种 ) 

fame Nankinella Lee 

fem} Schubertellinae Skinner 

杨 氏 钥 属 Yangchienia Lee 

KREB Gallowatinella Chen 
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Yangchienia Rwangsiensis Chen (ffi) cvcceceeccreeeeeeceeeeeeseceneeeceesenenereeseaseeeeeees 

im} Boultoninae Skinner & Wilde 

Gallowatinella minima Chen (新 种 ) 
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subobsoletus var. okuboensis OZAWA circrsceseeeseaeeeereeeaeseeeereneeeeeaens 

tient Chen (新 种 ) …… REESE EEE EHH TEETH SEH E HE EHH THEE HE EE HEHE REED 

Rwangchiensis Chen (新 种 ) Vecdasecceceraecaeccvciesacdudvucew cave ceucenen ao 

henbesti Chen (新 种 ) … CREO H HEHE RHEE EEE EEHEHE EHH EEH THEE E ED 

wuhstiehensis Chen (新 种 ) Bee cope tee adnne. ootic dupe ic eOOee oe rere 

paralpina Chen (新 种 ) sr 

megalocula Chen (新 种 ) 本 的 信人 全 天生 下 下 和 三 这 下 下 让 人生 下 

longipertica Chen (新 种 ) ccscceceeceeeeeeeeeeeeeeceessnssaceascereeeeeseestereeneeees 

yiit Chen (新 种 ) -……… 

skinneri Chen (新 种 ) … 

ROTHER EHO H THEE HEHEHE HEHEHE DEES 
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tienchiaensis Chen (新 种 ) 0 
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multialveola Chen (新 种 ) 0 

sunt Chen (新 种 ) .……… 
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Schwagerina pactiruga Chen (fii) --+++c++s+essssececcassecsneracssccaccacccseasesscaseaeneseners 7 

Schwagerina RTANUM-AVENGE ROEMET ++0+0+-+eseeeeseeeteece eee reessenewececenesecegecuceeeeaeeeses | 

写生 信和 全 生生 用 vakixnhs aos vi.shd nae asukimebaeher eas on WE sibts skp san huaudtape 7 

Chusenella tingi Chen (2 FG) -:v:ceesesssccecenreecsecenssacnecsncsansenenceeccersaceecegeeeeeucesees 8 

Chusenella deprati 人 8 

Chusenella conicocylindrica Chen (新 家 8 

Chusenella douvillei (Colani) +--+++-+++s1+sssssessevsssseseereneneresseecsereneineateetsanensiares 8 

WIESE Paraschwagerina Dunbar & Skinner -:::+1seseeseeseeeecescesseeseessesseseeeeseen cs 9 

Paraschwagerina shengi Chen (ffi) -rceseeeeeecrseeeececseceneceseersereeceseeeteeeaeeneaneanees 9 

BEE Verbeckininae Staff & Wedekind --+:++.cescercecsescesrescecsesssccacesessrenscesegenenss Q 

FECGES Verbecehkina Staff ------esccsscsssscssccasconsccsecsnscossesassenssecssssecsascccesssarseasesasnes 9 

机 Pee 9 

Verbeekina verbeeki sphaera 区 全 9 

Verbeekina ellipsoidalis Chen (新 种 ) ccceteceecre ec ec eter er eee eeee ere eeereeeeaeaeeeeennenee ee os 9 

Verbeekina crassispira Chem (iF) cesecsrceeeeeeececceececseceereeceereaseasenseaeceeeeerersgees 9 

KER GERR Misellina Schenck & Thompson Ne 10 

Misellina lepida (Schwager) 是 入 Goa ae 和 交 汪 和 全 生生 的 生生 本村 和 下 和 10 

Misellina major Deprat See OTD Scie vein'eieoiplepisa'ou's «0'<,n0s10.00s «00 a0 ¢aleeanelemie paeie een ase 10 

Misellina Compacta Chen (pF) <rereererececeereceeeeeeceeeeeneneeeceeeeeeeeseeeaeeaeeeseeseaeeg ers 10 

PEE Psendodolioling Yabe.t&. Hanzawa ----++++++++s.+ssseesespssvessspesonsecnansns seg 10 

Pseudodoliolina ozawai Yabe & HanzZawa pp ev Seeeeeecsesevers 10 

$i 75 ma} Neoschwagerininae Dunbar & Condra pp 关于 11 

于 11 

Cancellina schellwienti Deprat Sees h eatin seceneveeassoeesccecescerceaeyb enim = siwsisieduiahtissceesc<puiiienne 11 

ECR Neoschwagerina Yabe --srrr+1:-:sersesecvecsecenseesencenceneeseeesersacsesenceeeearesees 11 

Neischisieratn Si Clex daw, p---+--+-++++0+.0n0s-sncegeeeceussgssadennen pagent tats il 

Neoschwagerina craticulifera Schwager -+::1-+s::s:ss:sscsssesceeseeseeseeessesaclaceaesasenseeses 11 

Te 12 

Neoschwagerina EOLAIIIE OZAWA 本 12 

Neoschwagerina multicircumvoluta Deprat 和 ee 12 

Weascepamerien PREECE IA), fr-s00-cegces+0soqesyeencessousapaansvosynpadganss cee coped 12 

Neoschwagerina mar garitae Deprat iusaimlsvalsaja'e.cip\ebi pines cistelas alas atai ctabaternie sia(ersiaieacpiatn ai sa/ciors e's a eet 12 

Neoschwagerina megaspherica Deprat -:1:-+:++:ssssessecsecssessessenesnsenecaseaceaeeaseneeaees 13 

cE 和 13 

7 13 

人 13 

Yabeina proboscis Chen (新 种 ) 生生 Chee a soot SCCM Ee eee gig > 14 

Yabeina SP. crs ttececeseeeceaececseccnceseencesseeeaeregeeeseeeesseeneueaeaeneneaeceseseseaeaeseneeesesereces 14 

阿 宫 汗 征 现 5 及 全 2 14 

Ai chanclla RE 14 

Aighanclla sqpiaeecimerer mis, Mauiller Gsokssnti test ag Fe selva eet eoaspnagone inp serv ehnat sed oa 14 

BEV WEN Seasussabis aemAaliz, ax seo + +-/dablipe ccaieet thins ac AUR WRB cos <gePRars tateacatonintaweeenes 15 

SUMGLFING ANNAE -VOUZ 0c cose semana denasan Comuseoe acs ecsassaseciseseusaddedesseycvessussoMmcscviccvese 15 

Sumatrina longissima Deprat 15 
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HP BY Fa ARSE ALAS — ho), HEE AR BY Pa PAO AYR AIR ee Bie oN 

RR EGEPOA, UE—-RERA es LTR FS SE Pt A ko Schwagerina, Chusenella, VerbeeRina, 

Misellina, Pseudodoliolina, Neoschwagerina, Yabeina, Afghanella, Sumatrina 等 。 

A IR BCA ES 9 RSE FRB SB EI ARE A. SER IN POI TH ,湖北 ,以 及 安徽 

BRB AD i, Pe AAS OIE ROK, ERMA HE KAIRIE Ca, ERR EKER 

灰 岩 。 PREC REDE ALE FET tt, I BASSE RC RR EEE TG 

DK EE 20 一 30 米 , 产 有 Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz, Misellina lepida Schwager 等 化 石 ， 属 茅 口 灰 岩 下 部 。 

AO The RES CS PERL BES Se ,种 类 繁多 ,形体 较 大 ,构造 复杂 , 易 论 识别 。 惜 分 层 工 

作 脊 未 进行 , 所 以 其 中 重要 艇 科 种 局 在 地 层 中 分 做 情 形 不 甚 明 上 陈 。 其 中 最 普通 而 常见 的 种 类 的 大 概 分 作 情 

形 如 下 。 

Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz 多 产 於 芭 口 灰 岩 的 中 部 ,有 时 单独 发 育 於 某 些 岩层 中 ,而 不 与 其 他 艇 类 共生 。 

Misellinu lepida Schwager 通常 发 现 认 中 、 上 部 。Psezdodoiioliza ozawai Yabe et Hanzawa fERS PRK, Neo- 

schwagerina craticulifera Schwager % PERS MIRNA, Feb, Neoschwagerina margaritae Deprat {\){% EHS 

L#h, Sumatrina annae Volz 和 和 Sumatrina longissima Deprat % RHO KSPR 

AA SILA (CAG ACARI AC EE, ON RE AH, TCR SE NOE 
BESCHA PY ARet, Feat 15 BH, 53 种 ,内 有 新 种 32 种 。 

我 甚 感激 李四光 老师 的 指 壮 伍 鼓励 。 芷 感谢 田 奇 瑞 、 备 害 民 、 李 捷 、 张 文 佑 诸 先 生 供给 许多 化 石材 料 。 

本 丸 图 版 蒙 何 炎 同 志 代 篇 整理 ,其 中 相当 数量 化 石 图 坊 中 国 科 学 院 古 生物 研究 所 刘 雪 科 先生 摄影 , 均 论 

此 致 以 谢 忱 。 
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根 足 移 Rhizopoda 434L#4 8 Foraminifera d’Orbigny 

$=} Fusulinidae 

jE ah Ozawainellinae Thompson & Foster, 1937 

5$ EE, Ozawainella Thompson, 1935 

B®! Ozawainella anguiata (Colani) = Fusulinella angulata Colani, 1924 

BET y SEAR , Hh DIPS TL TK , ARROWS PS BRIG ; FCPS AS USES EARS , PS SE Tt OA Ys Me BE 

iE, FS WAAR AE Nee, SAE VE J BL PS he EH PT ALLS; Bis EAB EE AN FES. 

Ozawainella hunanensis Chen (新 种 ) 

(talk 1, bei] 1 一 3) 

Ge) PRB NRE, RAT SCR ; Me 1.46 一 1.65 毫米 ; 直径 2.75—2.87 OKs IA 9, A a ee 



2 中 国 十 生 物 Be 新 乙 种 第 6 号 

PE, BARK AH 45°. 

Ke BCS EMBRAER HRS TRE. 隔壁 薄 而 平 直 ,隔壁 口 乱 展 形 ; 旋 奉 小 ,位 
PARE ARB  : ARE), PSERIG , RK 0.13 2ERK, 

情 位 与 产地 : We AMAUR ER, eb PS, BL Neoschwagerina craticulifera 及 Sumatrina annae 

HA, RGABIL, FOKAWTEZ, 

Ems Nankinella Lee, 1933 

属 型 Nankinella orbicularia Lee, 1931 

BSA), BO AhBA , ASA Pha RAS ; HEEB ABS BWSR AREA HR; BER 

BiB 5 inv) 5 eA ; WE OB BIE. 

Nankinella inflata (Colani) 

〈 图 版 1， 图 4—7) 

ioe eo a BIG , ee SG, PAL ; WEES HARE TE A (BUA RES, BRAK 

J@ ; ba St )3 me, AEP s REO EA, BPA RAE RAE WERK LEBER, BK 

Bizet: JRA ES SF OKAL 

舒 氏 簧 亚 科 Schubertellinae Skinner, 1931 

BREE Yangchienia Lee, 1933 

属 型 Yangchienia iniqua Lee, 1933 

5S TE ; PY Bh ree A PEN BEAK , He A hh BE BAL A se ES he I C5 HERE EES , CE BLE ear, 

FE oe HA HS 5 Bas REAP Ls EAE AA I FL , SLL Ta) a PS hn FH 

Yangchienia kwangsiensis Chen (新 种 ) 

(fai 1, fal 8 一 11) 

BRS 5 AS STZ, , AP aD hE a es, Pin BE, Se 1.43 SEK, We 0.89 毫米 , Ae, WR, SEE, 

SCARE AS Hi FETE. 

We BEATE , BE BID HA — FR ; Bias BEANE as Re AE FT oy, Dee tig HE FR FS EL; SE A HCD ; Aa SEAS 5k 

到 。 

Bim: SHABL, SFORASW ERAS, BA Schwagerina exilis Schwager  Afghanella schenckhi 

Thompson 共生 。 

@ so Boultoninae Skinner & Wilde, 1954 

4862/8 Gallowaiinella Chen, 1937 

属 型 Gallowaiinella meitienensis Chen = Gallowayina meitienensis Chen, 1934 

pS RTE 5 he BE BCE BLIGH — I; BES PAS, HEAT GAL; HEE AE 5 轴 部 卉 充 物 仅 停 积 於 内 部 

ra PY; AGE, ARIE. 

48 GE Gallowaiinella minima (新 种 ) 

(图 版 I, fal 22—24) 

pte SALA BV FETE , Fe 2.60 EK, TE 0.54 毫米 ,中 部 局 平 Pa din HE TB EE , eA, BE 



RABE 140 1 BAL : PBA ARSE BATHE ED oe 3 

SS —- PRS CASE HK , 5S — PAS LER AK , HRS FARR Hb I) Ss ES TP ER BEAK; EER, OM CRI, AS 

EAA NS: ba ETE HIS ARES TELS APSR , BE AC ES ; PEE; PHAR CHES 

=e ES AR > PS PA PPA se SEAR FL 

BBE: 湖南 省 湘 乡 县 HR Kea 

# Gch F} Schwagerininae Dunbar & Henbest, 1930 

#5 SB Schwagerina Moller, 1877 

B®! Schwagerina princeps (Ehrenberg) = Borelis princeps Ehrenberg, 1842 

FS Hj IZ MR BY ET : Hie BE AS A I LE ee, FS AL 5 Bis BEES BR 2 , WE — Bis BERRA PB EA 

HE — Fe ARE DB af ANSE bis SE SITE 5 EFF MRA TE ABA A BREA. 

Schwagerina subobsoletus var. okuboensis Ozawa 

(图 版 1, fal 12) 

mh RAG, Pep keh, im Bl, fe 3.61 毫米 , 寅 1.33 QR AA CRE: eS Mea: 

Ba BE FA BBB i , FS tin BK Os PAE Ss EAE A a SS hE a es SE es PE HL (BEAR A RAD ,篇 

不 规则 圆 形 : 胎 室 小 ,篇 球 形 。 

Bi Beh: 湖南 省 湘 乡 县 洪山 殿 , 清 滩 冲 藉 岩 ,与 Neoschwagerina leet Chen 件 生 。 

Schwagerina tieni (新 种 ) 

(fa I, fa] 13 一 16) 

Be) ABE , aR FN , Pink , Fe 2.79 毫米 , WE 0.69 毫米 ,有 七 顽 圈 : 间 有 长 过 4.49 BOK, 

1.08 毫米 ; 旋 壁 薄 , HE eS Ea BA; Biss BEE (SE > a LE FZ RS, 即 於 两 端 部 分 亦 仅 成 简单 移 状 结构 :隔壁 高 而 

42 We AP EA BONG s 胎 室 微小 ,和 钨 球形, 外壁 厚 ,直径 不 过 0.09 毫米 ; 轴 部 十 充 物 篇 长 棒 形 , 自 胎 室 雨 旁 向 

FS Bu AE iB EB AY A a, 

层 位 与 产地 : WAM EK RPA Pa, 

Schwagerina kwangchiensis (新 种 ) 

(iain I, fal 17, 18) 

PSL BLE , foe, PAR ACY, FSB, AN CR Fe 6.15 毫米 , 宽 1.54 SOR RRS PS 
| SES Rs Tine BE TAG , AE ES, EL cS (fas BE EIA, SE > i Pa LTT a RH Bi EO AT Es HEAP BEATS A BRR 

图 内 , BE Aas ; HAN HFC ey AK Fe ; ASE PO ERIZ , EE 0.28 EK, 

层 位 与 产地 : GA Chusenella deprati Ozawa RUA A RRB RM, RAKES. 

Schwagerina henbesti (新 种 ) 

(图 版 I， 了 图 19 一 21) 

PR BHI , HR a, A GB fe 8.28 毫米 , 宽 2.42 RK, RA RADI: S-WAORA. BH 

BG RES RS: SA SRE BARES. ABR eR Ae REE , DO eR AE RSE : 

Das Be A OS — BSF BY PS BEAR is CES eh Td A BEL A ; Bi BE a AR TE : GE AP) , (EEA HS PS EB 

紧密 痪 圈 内 ; 胎 室 微小 ,篇 球形 ,直径 长 0.08 SEK HAR ALIS Sy FE 1 ARBAB , (EAE CESS — A 
(Eh: 湖北 省 广 湾 县 田家 镇, BAAS, Bh Chusenella douvillei (Colani) 及 Neoschwagerina 

craticulifera Schwager 共生 。 
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Schwagerina wuhsuehensis (新 种 ) 

(图 版 II， 图 4—6) 

融 小 ,标准 者 入 规则 和 纺 钵 形 ,有 时 近 两 端 处 纵 小 而 使 两 端 突出 ,长 6.50 毫米 , 1.43 2k, APR 

图 , 均 紧 密 而 内 部 四 图 尤 紧 : 旋 壁 薄 , 蜂 帘 和 组织 组 : BR BEE PO A ee a eS; 其 余 喜 圈 内 的 隔壁 

2 655 Fe TO LE : 旋 奉 微小 ,仅见 於 内 部 融 圈 ;隔壁 口 低 而 窗 ; 轴 部 十 充 物 狭 而 长 ; 胎 室 微小 ,篇 球 形 ,直径 0.08 = 有 

Bei. WALA RR, KARA ERAS, 82 Chusenella douvillei (Colani) 及 Neoschwa- 

gerina craticulifera Schwager [A] 4, 

Schwagerina paralpina (新 种 ) 

(图 版 II， 图 9—11) 

融和 坊 砍 圆柱 形 , 稍 和 柔弱 ,两 端 钝 圆 , 长 7.22 毫米 , 宽 2.42 毫米 ,有 天 个 牢 增 圈 : 首 三 圈 紧 窗 , 需 纺 鱼 形 ,其 

{the FA LES RIG : 旋 壁 清 , 沿 痪 轴 方 向 有 轻微 波动 , 蜂 窟 组 积 租 。 PE EA REA AH PRA 

寅 往 物 :在 外 部 融 圈 内 者 福 物 强烈 , 休 及 其 顶部 ;隔壁 近 两 端 部 分 的 实物 互相 接触 而 成 细 克 千 构 。 旋 奉 不 发 

育 , 似 仅 生 葵 胎 室 的 表面 或 伸 信 第 一 痪 圈 。 无 轴 部 十 充 物 。 胎 室 小 ,得 球 形 ; 直 径 狗 0.20 BRK, 

fe (Ba EHH: BL Chusenella douvillei (Colani), Chusenella tingi Chen “in| HANH AWM RE tt 

Bip SERB 

Schwagerina megalocula (新 种 ) 

(图 版 U1, fal 12) 

eS BATE . AP AR FD, Fg A), fe 5.59 毫米 , 寅 1.88 Sk, AOR, 内 二 圈 乱 息 锤 形 , 外 

二 圈 先 次 圆柱 形 ; 旋 辟 薄 : 隔 壁 中 部 平和 直 ,两 侧 下 部 起 低 宽 知 物 ,其 两 端 部 分 的 福 弧 互相 接 角 构 成 简单 的 粗 网 

状 构造 :隔壁 高 而 狭 :无 旋 奉 : 胎 室 舌 大 ,往往 变形 ,直径 在 0.32 一 0.56 KZ TA, HEE BA, 

BiiReih: Ws AMM K RPK 

Schwagerina longipertica (新 种 ) 

《区 版 Il, fl 7, 8) 

痪 小 ,次 圆柱 形 ,中 部 微 凸 ,两 端 圆 , 长 5.47 SEK, HE 1.42 2K, ARE -t , 均 紧 密 , 内 部 二 、 三 圈 更 紧 ; 除 

Tee 2 — FLASK LET Sh, RSS 5 Ses HI 5 Te EET ES LH; 隔壁 全面 袍 物 规 则 而 强烈 ; 在 外 部 融 圈 

内 , SR TSG EPS a Si PRS AL TS HH 27 Be ot TT iy Ta PE AI AR a aN EE BME ; 隔壁 窄 ; SE ETE ; Hh BETO 

篇 长 棒状 : 胎 室 篇 球形 ,小 而 壁 厚 ,直径 长 0.14 SEK, 

层 位 与 产地 : 产 於 湖北 省 广 济 县 , 武 实 灰 岩 及 湖南 省 湘 乡 县 画 天 HRP Re 

Schwagerina yui (新 种 ) 

(图 版 II， 图 19) 

谢 坊 长 纺锤 形 ,中 部 微 山 ,两 端 尖 锅 , 长 5.38 SOK, A 1.15 EK, AA EE Me a; 

隔 辟 下 部 狗 三 分 之 二 面 上 起 宽 圆 襟 午 , 两 端 区 域 千 成 简单 多 状 构造 :无 旋 奉 : 胎 室 需 球 形 ,直径 狗 0.02 毫米 。 

Rib: WAL ARG RADA Pa, BM BL Chusenella deprati Ozawa 同 生 。 

Schwagerina skinneri (新 种 ) 

(图 版 II， 图 13 一 15) 

敲 息 锤 形 ,中 部 凸 起 甚大 ,两 端 钝 炎 , 长 5.03 EK, HE 2.36 毫米 , ARB UBL, HAMIL: 
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旋 壁 萍 而 软 , 蜂 窟 组织 组 ; BBE BE (BART Sa op EE a Se a A ARE; 隔壁 口 

窗 而 高 ; 旋 奉 不 发 育 , 仅 於 胎 室 璧 上 留 有 残 踊 ; 无 轴 部 十 充 物 ; 胎 室 篇 球形 ,直径 长 0.28 EK, 

Bice. MAR AM, HIRI ACS, BL Chusenella douvillei Colani Chusenella deprati Ozawa 等 

共生 。 

Schwagerina tienchiaensis (新 种 ) 

(fai ILL, fall 1 ) 

RU Hi SIE , PARAS HEMK, PRAM, Fe 5.86 毫米 , 宽 2.51 SRK ANDERE BRE, 内 部 三 圈 尤 

BX. HERE Tn tk, PER ALA; PEE A Ae A A  , CEL ee ah i Rs 

Byes Se (BEE BAK 5 EAE AN AE AE 5 ESE FO AG RIE AY EE) HE AK, 10S BU ACER Het EAS ERIE, BES ETE 0.26 

EK. | 
层 位 与 产地 : 湖北 省 广 湾 县 , 武 实 灰 岩 ;其 同 生 化 石 篇 Cprusenella deprati Ozawa, 

Schwagerina exilis Schwager 

(图 版 UI, fl 6, 7) 

ro i BET , Pah iD , in RB, Se 5.41 SOK, TE 2.01 EK, AAR Bi , BATA RR ; ie 8k 

Tae , RS AL A ; BBE RE TE PEE ; 隔壁 口 寅 ; 旋 奉 甚 弱 ,仅见 於 内 部 二 融 圈 内 ; 胎 室 篇 次 圆 形 ,直径 长 狗 0.29 

fe ER: GL Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz  Neoschwagerina douvillei Ozawa [Al ERB A HAE 

BEI, PRM OR ee ENT. SEE 

Schwagerina lingyunensis (新 种 ) 

(图 版 III, fal 8—10) 

FOR BHI , fe 5.12 BK, 1.92 2K, ARAM, RA: 旋 壁 薄 ; 隔壁 袍 物 强 烈 而 成 

iy fa 5 EE AF SS FE 5 胎 室 大 ,篇 球 形 , 和 直径 长 0.40 EK, 

Bie: RHA FOKRAEZES,B Cancellina schellwieni Deprat 同 生 。 

Schwagerina mengi (新 种 ) 

(图 版 V， 图 1—3) 

GAA , ABTS , PAGAL A, PTA 9.47 BOK, 5.62 Bk, AACR: ERE , 蜂 

7 FEL Fk DE A By BE BS, PR GP, TT Pg he FTG A EA PSs ETE EK, BRIE, ABR 0.59 毫米 。 

Bilin: SSASA, FORE, B Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz 及 Neoschwagerina craticultfera 

Schwager 共生 。 

Schwagerina brevipola (新 种 ) 

(图 版 V, fal 4 一 7) 

顽 小 , 风 圆 形 , 中 部 凸 起 甚 规则 ,两 端 小 而 圆 , 长 4.46 毫米 , 寅 2.36 毫米 , 具 七 珊 圈 ,第 一 圈 和 赵 球 形 ,第 二 
BR = FAAS i BEE , ee = PASE SA RE , SCP 1S HH BL Fe iE ; WERE , 蜂 窟 和 组织 粗 ; 隔壁 仅 下 部 先 成 低 而 圆 的 

#2) 5 BRR BE OD STAD ay 5 WE AE BH “J+ (5G LIPS AS Ba SEP PSs i SL Fy (8B AHS PS a RRR PY, STD AS LU SAR 
胎 室 小 ,篇 球形 ,直径 约 0.14 毫米 。 

Eth: 湖南 省 湘 乡 县 洪山 殿 , 清 泡 冲 灰 岩 下 部 。 
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Schwagerina multialveola (新 种 ) 

(图 版 V, 图 8) 

PRESSE PAID , HAIRS HH Td AREAL, Fe 6.93 毫米 , 宽 3.04 ER, AEE, 内 部 三 \ 四 圈 
BEBE EK ; PORE HS, TR ; 旋 壁 消 , 峰 窟 组 积 粗 ; PRBS RE 
圈 内 的 隔壁 中 部 平 直 , 两 侧 部 分 微 物 ;中 部 隔壁 起 寅 圆 袍 物 ; 外 部 隔壁 亲 完 全 起 强烈 袜 物 ,但 不 甚 规则 ; 隔壁 
口 窗 而 高 ;无 旋 春 : 轴 部 卉 充 物 窗 而 小 , 仅 发 生 於 内 部 敲 圈 内 ; 胎 室 微小 , 壁 萍 ,直径 狗 0.09 毫米 。 
BRE: 湖南 省 湘 乡 县 囊 天 , 清 滩 冲 灰 岩 下 部 ,和 与 Sxmatrina annae Volz 共生 。 

Schwagerina suni (新 种 ) 

(Tak V, 图 9) 

敲 交 圆柱 形 , 中 部 微 凸 ,两 端 图 ,长 6.94 Sk, 3.04 毫米 ; 有 8 到 BES BMY, 第 二 至 第 五 、 
轿 需 纺锤 形 ,最 外 三 、 四 圈 乱 灵 圆 柱 形 ; 旋 壁 薄 ， 蜂 窟 组 积 租 ; 隔壁 袍 物 近 胎 室 上 处 低 而 寅 , UE RE 
烈 , 在 两 端 部 分 者 和 结 成 宽 净 业 状 构造 ,而 最 外 部 数 敲 圈 两 端的 克 状 结构 甚 吉普 密 ;隔壁 口 高 而 大 ; 旋 春 仅 存在 
於 内 部 设 圈 ,其 微小 ; 胎 室 小 , 需 球 形 ,直径 长 0.20 ZK, 
层 位 与 着 地: 湖南 省 湘 乡 县 画 天 , 清 汉 冲 灰 岩 出 产 不 多 ,与 Sumatrina annae 共生 。 

Schwagerina chinensis (新 种 ) 

(图 版 V， 图 10) 

痪 大 而 鼓 起 , 作 和 纺锤 状 ,中 部 凸 起 甚 高 ,两 端 微 突 而 圆 , 长 10.44 毫米 , 宽 狗 4.30 毫米 , 具 七 敲 圈 ; 旋 壁 其 

YE , 蜂 帘 组 积 细 ;隔壁 袍 绵 不 规则 , 两 端 部 分 的 袍 物 结 成 不 甚 细 密 的 网 状 构 造 ; 隔壁 口 低 而 窒 ; 无 旋 辱 ; 轴 部 填 

FDA BE , 仅 花 内 部 二 融 圈 内 稍 有 停 芒 ; 胎 室 篇 球形 ,中 型 大 小 , 壁 厚 , 和 直径 长 0.37 SEK, 

BRE: BAWABA Ka, BETS. 

Schwagerina hunania (新 种 ) 

(图 版 I, fa] 11—13) 

ER BET , Pe toed , tin Bl, A 724 EP SKB EAR, BLAU TIO SA 5 EET , WEES ALAM ; BBE TP SR 

7S FLEA FEES , UE Fis PE BRE ep AR Ss 隔壁 口 甚 低 而 寅 ; EA) ERA R= REA; 

胎 室 小 ;球形 , 壁 萍 ,直径 0.22 EK; EID, 

BH: BL Sumatrina annae Volz [APU AMEE RK, IA Ka 

Schwagerinna yunnanensis (新 种 ) 

(图 版 IV， 图 1 一 3) 

FTE. ETE ,中 部 凸 起 甚 高 ,两 端 尖 钝 ,长 7.10 SOK, 寅 2.72 SRK AAC PRR ; Hebe , 蜂 

FS ELAR; 隔壁 福 物 强烈 而 复杂 , 近 两 端的 袜 物 颇 坊 复杂 弦 烈 而 紧 窗 ,两 端 多 状 构造 和 细密; 隔壁 宽 而 高 ;内 部 

五 吉 圈 内 轴 部 填充 物 成 大 块 状 ; 旋 奉 不 存在 ; 胎 室 坊 圆 球 形 , 中 型 大 小 ,直径 0.37 毫米 。 

情人 位 熏 关 地: 2SAEA, SOR, Bl Verbeekina verbecki Geinitz  Neoschwagerina craticulifera 

Schwager 共生 。 

Schwagerina longitermina (新 种 ) 

(图 版 IV， 图 4 一 6) 

TK. FE ARAN EIB, BCS AG BEAK, FP ARES, 两 端 伸 出 甚 长 , SIE, Ae AEA, 长 11.07 
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毫米 , 寅 3.57 SEK; PO BBS CE , TS i HET , RS FP 9 aS es 8 se TT GPs Te BETA, 2 a EL ; in BE PE 

强烈 而 复杂 , FS a 2 8 wae HE FE MAR RE 5s OBE EEK 5 SEE FF s HABA FC TE A BE = ee PS AR BL 

则 圆锥 状 小 体 ; AG SES ERIE , DROS BIE , BEE EES 0.26 毫米 。 

层 位 奥 产 地 : 与 Chusenella douvillei (Colani) [Al FERS 4A EM GER, IAP KA. 

Schwagerina hupehensis (新 种 ) 

(aK VIII， 图 1---3) 

珊 坊 长 次 圆柱 状 , 微 甸 ,中 部 稍 凸 ,两 端 钝 图 或 平 截 , 长 11.18 毫米 ， 宽 2.51 SK, 具 七 发 圈 , 内 三 、` 四 圈 

紧密 ,外 融 圈 较 将 ,最 外 敲 圈 的 两 端 通常 伸展 甚 长 ; 旋 争 清 , 蜂 窟 租 积 组 ; 内 部 隔壁 不 入 物 ,中 部 隔壁 仅 下 部 有 

低 福 物 ,外 部 隔壁 的 福 物 强烈 而 紧密 ;外 痪 圈 两 端 内 的 移 状 构造 甚 优 组 密 ; 隔壁 口 低 而 宽 ; 旋 存 中 弱小 ,但 伸 

展 至 第 五 或 第 六 痪 圈 ; 轴 部 卉 充 物 仅 於 内 部 二 ,三 融 圈 内 稍 有 停 积 ; 胎 室 小 , 坊 圆 球形 ,直径 长 0.23 毫米 。 

层 位 与 产地 : 湖北 省 广 济 县 田家 镇, RADA. 

Schwagerina pactiruga (新 种 ) 

(fai VIII, fal 4,5) 

珊 中 部 微 凸 ,起 圆柱 状 ,两 侧 乱 圆 雏形 , ASB AK AGED , PS SR ER TEAK, SE a PE Hd 

We BP din PES Ee LT OAS KL HIE 5 旋 壁 薄 WE LA; POS RE ANF, HP Bl BEE A SB BE] 

FEES ER Ta) RE PS ins I RAE EAE TT AS; BLE ZEB  PS  72, TEE Ps HERA A 

FLAPS , FEES 5 HERETICAL , EEA FS SR PN 5 HA SEL OIE EN 0.17 OK, 

Mm Bei: WH AK RPK A. 

Schwagerina granum-avenae Roemer 

(图 版 VIII, al 6 一 10) 

疫 有 二 型 ; 小 胎 室 裔 乱 次 圆 状 , 微 绝 曲 , 中 部 略 凸 ,两 端 圆 或 平 截 ,长 12.66 毫米 , TE 3.34 OK, AAA 

RelA, PEA 10 RA, AM, AMER MBE, PRES, Winbl, A 7% ae asi BEI 

而 规则 ;长 7.25 SEK, HE 2.69 Sok, HERE , MES ALARA ; Bs BE a AER TB Pe a ET) A Sn TT, FB BS 

Yara se, 8, Ay ARH BG BS AME A A: Bi BE AEC BL 5 GEAR AR FE 5 HEHE IE iy AS BE Se AT th dn 5 胎 室 微小 ,篇 球形 ， 

直径 0.20 毫米 。 
miei: 湖北 省 广 洲 县 田家 镇, RARE PSB, 与 Chusenella deprati Ozawa 及 Chusenella dou- 

zi 共生 。 

FRG IB ChAusenella Hsu, 1942, emed. Chen, 1955 

B® Chusenella ishanensis Hsu, 1942 

RPS), PEE, ARP Ane, MR, ASE ERIE. ARR RM a 

TAF, BE TAT, 5 PS FE TG PT Le PS BS BR ee FP 9 Ba BE AS a TTD a se BPS Bi Ee 2 

而 紧密 。 HB-B PAR, GEAR TERS AAR A, Ati as, AER ; Oh A ES 

FEE AF. PERS FC iy BE AE FS He SE PSE, 

TRARGE BE SEDI HEALS 1942 年 所 创立 , (HARA, BARA BARA, PRR AHS IA] — 

46 ES FE [Fl] — Fly _L ER — HS CPR AC AC AR GE LE (Chusenella ishanensis Hsu) , E48 HE RRS RARE IS 

型 。 根 据 国 际 动 物 命 名 规则 第 25 AR PR TIRE AS IRS HY GA, Ge REALS ott Ae HEE 
A RBBERE RAMEE MBM, PERU ORME HES, RSL RRSP 

AL BNSF FL ADL We FAS EO BE PTs AD FEE AEA, 再 者 , 徐 君 插图 中 的 横 切 面 ， 
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RAE a) a aa, Hd PE A), TD TH AR A PS eh 

ARH) MA BR =. RES AS LAR SEK, PRY, HEREC BSCS Ain], i i web 

Ae ABMS ABBE. NO HMREBH=e MSA HE, PRAMS ABE. A 

Be aX as OD) i 7S JS AR ARG TT JS OK REI — BB, PR AR ARE BE A A IE, 

Chusenella tingi (新 种 ) 

(图 版 II， 图 1 一 3) 

eA BE ,中 部 凸 起 甚 高 , PMA, 长 4.05 毫米 , 寅 1.77 毫米 ,有 八 个 痪 圈 , 内 部 三 圈 特 别 紧 

密 , 外 部 融 圈 稍 故 ; 旋 壁 甚 薄 , 蜂 帘 和 组 积 晤 粗 ; 首 三 融 圈 内 的 隔壁 末 无 祷 物 ,中 部 隔壁 的 下 部 起 烦 规 则 入 人 绵 ,外 

部 隔壁 福 物 不 甚 规则 ;隔壁 口 低 而 窗 ; 旋 奉 微 弱 , 生 认 内 部 数 敲 圈 内 ;加 部 十 充 物 狭 而 长 ; 胎 室 性 质 不 群 。 

Bix Ghee: BA Chusenella deprati Ozawa WERE 4A ReEK eH KS PR 

Chusenella deprati Ozawa 

(fal Il, fa] 16—18) 

Foc SEI , PBR NRE BE ey, Mm SCS, fe 6.09 AIH, FE 2.69 A A+ VRE, BRS, AMS 

wise Fl Hee SAS, Sh ee ER EK ; TERETE ME A; PB ee a RE, OL ES 

50350 AN) s Bras BE AS I oe 5 We AP a (BAERS AN ARE 5 HAHA TC FLAN ; BE ERIE , BE fh, 

Bike: BRS ARO, Hat he RALA RRM RAKE. ERE Ka, Ee, 
HEE Chusenella douvillei (Colani), Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz, Neoschwagerina craticulifera 及 Sumatrina 

annae Volz 共生 。 

Chusenella conicocylindrica (新 种 ) 

(图 版 IV， 图 7,8) 

Leh Bh, PERS EMI, 两 端 长 需 圆 锥 形 ,长 6.57 SEK, TE 2.34 毫米 , 具 9% A: 
柱 形 ,非常 紧密 , SOE ERE A; HORDE, OK, 最 后 二 、 三 坝 圈 的 两 端 向 外 伸展 其 
Se We SE PEE, WE ALA; 内 部 隔壁 楼 乎 直 ,中 部 隔壁 的 下 部 起 规则 实物 ,外 部 隔壁 从 面 起 强烈 而 紧密 祝 痢 ; 
FS RS HAE REA; 隔壁 口 低 而 窗 ; SREHEAY ; 二 部 卉 充 物 仅 於 中 部 敲 圈 内 成 不 规则 的 雏 状 体 ; 胎 室 微小 , 需 转 
球形 ,直径 长 狗 0.09 BR, 
BRE. Wi SHOE, MPI. 

Chusenella douvillei (Colani) 

(图 版 II， 图 2—5) 

DORK , 5 ith BE , PR ARTE TS , PRS 7.07 BOK, 寅 3.18 BK, A AMA, A= 

Fe SA eS , Sh ae FB EK; 旋 壁 薄 MEE LOTTO EE; PEELE AERA ASEM, ARENAS 
Bt 21 11 SSR BN 5 ECT sa ih BB +e CRE s EAE Ch EER AS; 隔壁 口 低 而 窗 ; 轴 部 填充 
Ay) ASL; RSE, OBRIE, ME REEH) 0.17 BERK 
pes Mee Pr a eee TT, eee Salt SE To Rsb es ate 

TROP IK PBL Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz  Neoschwagerina craticulifera 共生 。 
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Wess Paraschwagerina Dunbar & Skinner, 1936 

BX! Paraschwagerina gigantella (White) = Schwagerina gigantella White, 1932 

Paraschwagerina shengi Chen (新 种 ) 

(图 版 VI, fa] 1 一 4) 

垃 大 而 短 ,篇 纺 锤 形 , 中 部 凸 起 甚 高 ,两 端 圆 ,长 7.69 毫米 , 具 6% RADAR 8% RASA RA =A 

释 期 甚 清晰 , 首 三 圈 甚 紧 , 第 四 圈 开 始 时 即 突 然 放 宽 , 冰 维持 至 最 后 前 一 融 圈 , 末 一 融 圈 的 高 度 双 降低 ; HE BE 

PEG BP SBA SLE Es Fi Sein BB SS eA AK HS SR A; 隔壁 口 窒 而 低 ; 胎 室 小 ,篇 圆 球形 ,有 时 篇 

BIG, Ese 0.31 BK, 

屋 位 与 产地 : ER NA EO ee, RP as RAL A, KAKA 

BAF Verbeekininae Staff & Wedekind, 1910 

BRB Verbeekina Staff, 1909 

BBR! Verbeekina verbeeki (Geinitz) = Fusulina verbeeki Geinitz, 1876 

PVE ASAE: KRAMEEREREMAN, HHHES TAREE, US ARK: 隔 
BEANE 5 WE PEAR FES, EPO BB GTB PS BE ERE, FP OP at ihe BA EE A EL BE PS OAT 

现 ; 隔 壁 下 称 有 一 列 圆 形 小 孔 ; 胎 室 微小 。 

Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz 

(图 版 IX, fH 5, 6; 图 版 XIII, fal 1, 2) 

PLS ERIG 7A 12 BEAR 10.95 SK, HW 8.67 SR: MBBS: HERES ; PSE LP RAO, 
Wt FRA DIL BW s WERE RES ASO, BRIE, ABR 0.05 毫米 。 
RARE. GNA RAE: WARE RK RBS APE; A, 
Ari FRB BRK BIN BS ae SE 

Verbeekina verbeeki sphaera Ozawa 

(图 版 IX, Bal 11, 12) 

me), HERI, Fe 2.48 SK, HW 2.16 SRK AL URSRE: wee: EMP Rs Ue KM, 

Bia Rs SE PRD ILM BB RWERAR, 

屋 位 与 产地 : 和 与 Cancellina schellwieni Deprat 同 产 於 广西 省 上 金 与 污 雪 二 县 的 菠 口 灰 岩 。 

YerpeeRina ellipsoidalis (新 种 ) 

(fae IX, fl 1—4) 

SAG LIZ PAR AAD, Pata, fe 6.24 毫米 , 寅 4.77 SKA 13 RA, A=BERS HRABME; 旋 

BSE fie 25 BO JS AY AAI) ; BR BE EAB I, RATT s EAR AE PS Be PS SE, SEE EL ERS AT Bi 

ES, BOK ARE BE Pee ILA RAUB, BPR RATL hae Reith, 
Bice. REALS IR, FO Ka, BM Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz  Cancellina schellwieni 

Deprat 同 生 。 

Verbeekina crassispira (新 种 ) 

(图 版 IX, fel 7 一 10) 

EL ERT , Hh FRSA Fe 5.87 BOK, WH 5.38 2K, AE 13; 内 三 ` 四 圈 较 外 圈 乱 紧 , 所 有 痪 圈 均 比 
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Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz 的 融 圈 和 起 紧密 ; Het , eee ae; ERR, EARNS ES, 

SB ARETE, 其 在 外 部 融 圈 内 者 短 而 厚 , 有 三 层 , PRAGA, BHALE/E ARPA ILA 

形 ; 似 旋 奉 发 育 於 内 部 粤 外 部 珊 圈 内 ,中 部 融 圈 内 未 见 之 ; 胎 宕 未 见 。 

BiH: GL Cancellina schellwieni Deprat [Fl SAIL KS ORS, 

KERB Misellina Schenck & Thompson, 1940 

属 型 Misellina lepida (Schwager) = Schwagerina lepida Schwager 

NG BIZ EHC ; Ket, Aa BS RARKH=S; 隔壁 平和 直 , PRA—AbALMRPREBO SY 

旋 疹 发 育 完 善 ; 胎 室 微小 。 

ati : ee. 

Misellina lepida (Schwager) 

(图 版 VI， 图 5 一 8) 

ak, MEH, 6.42 毫米 , 寅 4.85 SKA 18 AE, SHAS ORK, PRRABHAE Mee 

SEH MAGA S Tete BEAR; WEEMS RTRAMAS UREA; ee 

Bb FLA), BUA ; 胎 室 小 ,篇 球形 ,直径 狗 0.11 BERK, 

Bee: 湖南 省 湘 乡 县 , 清 滩 冲 灰 岩 及 湖北 省 , RR, 武 穴 灰 岩 产 之 甚 多 。 我 国 西南 各 省 茅 口 灰 

兰 亦 盛产 之 。 

Misellina major Deprat 

(图 版 VI, fal 9—11) 

RK, MAE, PR he, Mae fe 8.34 SK, 5.53 毫米 , 具 14 RE, BAMA S eee, 

有 三 层 ; eet APR IILBRAL: URABR SSE, EARLE SPARRO BRA, Eee 

内 者 篇 三 角形 ; 胎 室 未 铬 。 

层 位 和 与 产地 : Wh AMM, HAR Ke; ES ieee LARCH, 

Misellina compacta (新 种 ) 

(图 版 IV， 图 9—11) 

a), BHI, BW 4.83 2k, AH 2.33 BK, 具 12 PULSER, 均 坊 圆柱 形 ,规则 而 紧密 ; 旋 壁 薄 ; 隔 

壁 短 而 厚 ; 似 旋 拜 低 而 写 , 横 切面 篇 次 三 角形 ; 复 隔 壁 口 组 ,次 圆 形 ,彼此 隔 鳌 颇 这 。 胎 室 小 ,篇 球形 。 

Bie. WALA RR, RARE, BL Misellina lepida Schwager 及 Chusenella douvillei St, 

RA KB Pseudodoliolina Yabe & Hanzawa, 1932 

属 型 Pseudodoliolina ozawai Yabe & Hanzawa, 1932 

AHI, Mintkh Res MA; BAAS EMIS; DEFRA PRA, KD, BEBE 

一 ; 复 隔 壁 口 多 ; 胎 室 小 。 

ath : 亚洲 ， [Be 

Pseudodoliolina ozawai Yabe & Hanzawa 

(图 版 IV, fal 12—14) 

rexel FETC , PA tin B) , fe 5.12 毫米 , 宽 2.10 毫米 ;有 12 BA; BHI; AKHSRRR, SBARZMBs*K 

Fei oe FG , wae PE D> TRE ; 旋 壁 甚 薄 而 柔软 ; PRE PS BA ERE; RO SM KA; 似 旋 奉 高 ; 胎 
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SBI SAS 0.14 毫米 ,大 胎 室 直径 0.27 毫米 。 

Sieh: 湖南 省 湘 乡 县 画 天 , 清 滩 冲 灰 岩 下 部 及 广西 省 河池 , 薄 口 灰 岩 产 之 甚 多 。 

新 希 氏 矮 亚 科 Neoschwagerininae Dunbar & Condra, 1928 

格子 篮 属 Cancellina Hayden, 1909 

B® Cancellina primigenia (Hayden) = Neoschwagerina primigenia Hayden, 1909 

PL ETE 5 HEB EE 5 WEES GE FS LE SF AL , 1S — al Is BE SS — Ba BP BE, BRS AE FT 

稍 行 出 现 。 

Cancellina scheilwieni Deprat 

(paR XII, fal 1—3) 

RPA i SEE, PAB ae BLA Pi, FA 3.00 SEK, OH 1.77 SKA Ae ese ve, 

Se Feb TRE EA , BEE BREE SP a FT FD Bs SS — Ie Bl Bras BE HB, — {TB Bc — (TB 9K 

於 一 对 隔壁 之 间 ; SA — A BE A , BU A BEE ss OS — el Ba BE EAE 

SR PY, 1 BEG, SOA — 6 Bl Ba BE A to AE ; BBE ATO Ds A SEK, ERI, EEE 0.30 一 -0.35 毫米 

之 问 。 

屋 位 和 与 产地 : REAR RRO +O Ke PRS GL VerbeeRina verbeeki Geinitz 及 Neosch- 
wagerina simplex Ozawa 闪 生 。 

SHARE Neoschwagerina Yabe, 1903 

属 型 Neoschwagerina craticulifera (Schwager) =Schwagerina craticulifera Schwager, 1883 

AK BIC ; RBS i Ss HEE AS SCE, ABR SE: RAH, PRR RARE 

窟 层 ; SS — iG Sil Bt — (18 28 =A ea WS A BBE 5S — i BES — i EAB TT AE; 第 一 横 副 隔壁 与 

似 旋 奉 相连 ;第 二 横 副 隔壁 与 第 一 横 副 隔壁 相间 ; Br ESS — Bal BET IS — PLD ZL: (EE AS RK 

胎 室 一 般 微 小 ,但 亦 有 稍 大 者 。 

Bi: 亚洲 ,二 登 纪 。 

Neoschwagerina simplex Ozawa 

(图 版 XII, fal 13—16) 

RABY SPEEA, FP ER FAY , Pin BH Fe 4.64 毫米 , 寅 2.96 毫米 , 具 10 RA, 均 紧 密 而 规则 , Aw 

BRE HRA AMMY BRE, ARRAS SE: 第 一 直 副 隔壁 师 厚 ,第 二 直 副 隔壁 初出 现 认 第 四 

融 圈 ,和 与 隔壁 相间 而 生 ; 第 一 横 副 隔壁 厚 而 短 , 和 伍 似 旋 奉 相连 ;无 第 二 横 副 隔壁 ; 复 隔壁 口 篇 圆 形 ; 似 旋 奉 粗 而 

高 ; 胎 室 小 , 圆 球形 ,直径 0.17 BK, 

Buen: SHSHLESRRRRM FORKS, HSAs Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz。 

Neoschwagerina craticulifera Schwager 

(〈 痢 版 XII, fi} 10—12) 

Fx th BIE , PAR LAE , PAH, Fe 5.38--6.38 毫米 , 宽 3.25—3.50 SEK, MHRA 1:1.7, TRO 

All, Bese 13 至 14 个 。 

We BE THE, FS AE J SLE ST EL , PE LE A, 

hah Bras BE FEE Sis SH TH, FLD Bi SR, i By SE I) a SS aS ae, tS Ds BE) dB 

Base Fes) 1) eal Bs BE A 4 3k TS JB 2 一 3 个 。 
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横 副 隔壁 发 育 良 好 ,一 般 底部 较 宽 , 向 末端 计 薄 ,其 末端 伍 似 旋 从 相 接 。 第 二 横 副 隔壁 不 发 过 , 仅 在 最 外 

Bh A PARP AK HH 

RRO STH HM, BUA. URAM BLAAK. WE), BRE KARE 0.20 毫米 ,小 者 直径 
{% 0.04—0.08 毫米 。 

Bie: BRL ARE, RAK RS Ae A Re. 

Neoschwagerina douvillei Ozawa 

(图 版 XI, fH 3 一 7; 图 版 XIV, fal 7) 

坑 纺 钴 状 , 中 部 微 凸 ,两 端 尖 ,长 5.98 SEK, Ti 3.28 毫米 , 具 15% 2A, A=. ORR, Ree 

形 ; 旋 壁 甚 薄 ; SEM GK, PRR EAA AAS; Galatta, BRERCL RA -RAATOR, 

初 与 隔壁 一 一 相间 ,以 后 每 二 隔壁 间 逐 渐 增 加 至 3 一 4 HB sO — Fe al Bs BE SE, TO IE BSS, OS — fe a Bi BE, 

(BEALE PS ; FE bis BE 25 Bra ELIE 5 (0 re FF AT AK ; 胎 室 篇 圆 球形 , 颇 大 ,直径 0.35 BK, 
Bie: Bre 4sSilL,FOKSEZES, @ Chusenella douvillei Colani, Neoschwagerina megalo- — 

spherica Deprat  Sumatrina annae Volz LA, WHAM RE BRP Kea ze ARES. 

Neoschwagerina colaniae Ozawa 

(图 版 XIV, fl 1 一 4) 

me PSH, BA), fe 3.25 毫米 , 宽 2.54 毫米 , 具 13 RA, ARMM; ER; 隔壁 王 而 软 , 厚 度 不 

固定 ,向 下 新 薄 ; 直 副 隔壁 不 甚 发 育 , 仅 存在 於 外 部 珊 圈 内 ,和 伍 隔 壁 一 一 相间 而 生 ; 横 副 隔壁 薄 而 软 , 微 欧 曲 ， 

与 似 旋 奉 相 接连 , 无 第 二 横 副 隔壁 ; 复 隔壁 口 坊 砍 圆 形 ; 胎 室 微小 , 作 球 形 , 直 径 仅 0.07 毫米 。 

ecw: BL Sumatrina annae Volz [Al PERSIA A HORDE, 清光 冲 灰 岩 。 

Neoschwagerina multicircumvoluta Deprat 

(MAK XIV, fl 5, 6) 

eR BIE , PAB ch, 两 端 圆 , 具 1824 GEA, fe 4.02 EK, WH 3.27 BK, MAR 20 RAS; 内 部 二 图 

4) ath Fe) SL the A he) REL, MOK AEM; PARAS RME MAS; EE, ARERR 

Fe; WaSE SEV , SCP eS TD A ; BB BE BH BE LL , SL SP , 以 后 每 二 隔壁 间 , 副 隔壁 增 

nS — Ai; 5 — se Bi BE ER , JED A He PA; ES — BE; EO BKC; 似 旋 奉 篇 
FESR eK ; he ERIE, teil. , 

BiiBein: 湖南 省 湘 乡 县 毒 天 ,清光 冲 灰 内 上 部 ,与 Neoschwagerina craticulifera Schwager 同 生 。 

Neoschwagerina leei (新 种 ) 

(图 版 XI, [al 1 一 6) 

融 近 圆 形 , 中 部 凸 起 其 高 ,两 端 圆 , 具 27 一 28 GRR, fe 6.86 毫米 , 宽 5.62 毫米 ,全 部 痪 圈 均 规则 而 紧密 ; 

旋 壁 其 溥 ,篇 缴 密 层 与 蜂 窟 层 所 组成; 隔壁 溥 而 软 , 一 般 向 前 斜 ; 直 副 隔壁 柔软 ,初出 现时 ,与 隔壁 一 一 相间 ， 

以 后 每 二 隔壁 间 增 加 至 2 一 3 个 ; 第 一 横 副 隔壁 薄 而 微 曲 ; 无 第 二 横 副 隔壁 : FERRED ERM AMSA ASE, 

在 外 部 者 篇 长 图 形 ; 似 旋 奉 其 组 ; ARSE, BRIE, BIEN 0.10 ZEK, 

情人 位 熏 产 地 : We ARE K, HIRI RA, Bl Chusenella douvillei Colani, Verbeekina verbeeki 

Geinitz 及 Sumatrina annae Volz 篇 件 。 

Neoschwagerina margaritae Deprat 

(图 版 X， 图 1 一 3) 

ToL IE , 中 部 凸 起 甚 高 ,南端 图 ,长 5.28 毫米 , 宽 4.11 毫米 , 具 17 RA BR SMR, 内 部 三 圈 篱 
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BRIE, PBK +e /\ FAAS RELI , Oh Be A HEI 5 HERE ME A Bek; PBEM ee BE 

现时 成 低 春 状 , 奥 隔 壁 一 一 相间 ,以 后 逐渐 增加 至 3 一 4 个 间 於 二 隔壁 之 中 ; 第 一 横 副 隔壁 薄 而 直 , SLL he 

相对 ; 无 第 二 横 副 隔壁 ; 复 隔 壁 口 乱 次 圆 形 ; 似 旋 奉 乱 尖顶 螺 称 状 ; 胎 室 小 ,篇 球形 ,直径 长 狗 0.10 毫米 。 
层 位 与 产地 : 湖北 省 广 济 县 , 武 实 灰 岩 及 湖南 省 湘 乡 县 凰 冠 山 , 清 滩 灰 岩 均 产 之 ;广西 省 肚 江 架 马 ,六 口 

Ka PIA BB, 

Neoschwagerina megaspherica Deprat 

(图 版 X, fal 4 一 8) 

坑 大 ,入 和 纺锤 形 ,中 部 很 凸 , 雨 端 尖 ,中 部 与 两 端 之 间 的 倾斜 部 分 往往 微 上 l。 厚 长 狗 7.63 毫米 , 融 的 中 部 

EA 3.57 EK; HE 1:2.1, FSRABRE ORM RACES, SRRABRE, RAK 
过 16—19, 

he 22 (Rit , 75 BOR SSL eS te Be. 

hs PERE, i SCS ee, 轴 副 隔 辟 厚度 与 隔壁 相似 ,但 甚 短 , 且 长 短 不 一 致 。 轴 副 隔壁 初出 现 论 

第 二 垃 圈 中 ,以 一 副 隔壁 夹 认 二 个 隔壁 中 ;二 隔壁 间 的 副 隔 人 辟 逐 渐 增 加 ;在 最 外 数 珊 圈 中 , 副 隔 壁 增 至 四 或 五 

个 。 

第 一 横 副 隔壁 在 内 部 融 圈 中 者 厚度 上 坊 规则 ,在 外 部 融 

副 隔 壁 甚 短 ,每 二 个 第 一 副 隔 人 壁 间 仅 有 一 个 第 二 副 隔 壁 。 

MEEBO HM BUA. WhRA-RABK=EARK., 胎 室 大 , 壁 薄 ,通常 篇 不 整 奔 圆 球 形 , 直 径 狗 
0.77 2K, 

层 位 与 产地 : (MAE Rw Ae Kae ZS EES Neoschwagerina douvillei Ozawa {P 

生 。 

PA AG AS LP in SD eA, A 

ESE Yabeina Deprat, 1914 

属 型 Neoschwagerina ( Yabeina) inouyei Deprat = Neoschwagerina globosa 

Yabe = Yabeina globosa (Yabe), 1914 

TEI» Wi SET SERIE, 5 LP SAE 5 THE EAS SE J SLE TG FET ALK ; TE BE, (EL BB BES — SS — a BE 
均 发 育 , 且 上 和 盾 部 透明 而 下 站 部 级 密 ; BNE SFE ML; (Le A, SL — HB SEA; 胎 室 小 或 
大 。 

Yabeina shiraiwensis Ozawa 

(图 版 XIV， 图 8—10) 

痪 长 纺 鱼 状 , 略 略 粤 曲 , 中 部 稍 凸 ,两 端 钝 尖 , 通 常 具 13 A, AA 17 RAS, fe 8.34 SK, 寅 3.27 E 

米 , 均 圈 均 紧密 ,内 部 2 一 3 FAAS ERIG , SCORE FE ES UTE 5 HERE DET ;隔壁 薄 而 软 ,下 部 一 般 膨 大 而 缴 密 ; 

直 副 隔壁 初出 现 於 第 二 痪 圈 或 第 一 殉 图 的 后 部 ,与 正 隔壁 相 间 , 以 后 渐 增 至 四 或 五 个 夹 於 二 正 隔 壁 之 间 , 其 

下 部 亦 稍 膨大 ;第 一 横 副 隔壁 蒲 而 软 , 厚 薄 不 一 致 ;第 二 横 副 隔壁 短 ,发 生 论 外 部 痪 圈 内 ,和 与 第 一 副 隔 壁 相 间 ; 

复 隔壁 口 香 次 圆 形 ; 似 旋 疹 窗 而 高 ,与 第 一 横 副 隔壁 相 接 连 ; 胎 室 篇 球形 ,直径 长 钓 0.44 SER, 

feeb: Gl Chusenella douvillei Colani, Chusenella depratti Ozawa 及 Sumatrina annae Volz +t: 

WU A REO aK TROP CS ER BE ER RADA, BL Chusenella douvillei Colani 

及 Neoschwagerina craticulifera Schwager 同 生 。 

Yabeina inouyei Deprat 

(fmikk XI, fH 7, 8) 
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iG: 隔壁 下 部 缴 密 而 向 前 释 ; 直 副 隔壁 长 短 , 厚 薄 不 整齐 ,初出 时 以 一 个 或 二 个 与 正 隔壁 相间 ,和 后 增 至 三 个 或 
四 个 插 於 二 正 隔 壁 之 间 ; 第 一 横 副 隔壁 特别 薄 ,其 在 外 部 融 圈 内 者 尤 薄 ;第 二 横 副 隔壁 存在 於 外 部 珊 圈 内 ,长 

仅 及 第 一 副 隔壁 之 牛 , 且 奥 之 相间 ; 复 隔壁 口 次 圆 形 ; 似 旋 奉 交 ,在 内 部 融 圈 内 发 育 完善 ,至 外 部 珊 圈 则 沽 源 

退化 ; 胎 室 未 见 及 。 

层 位 与 产地 : BA Sumatrina annae Volz ERAS AAD, Alp Kha. 

Yabeina proboscis (新 种 ) 

(图 版 XIII， 图 8 一 10) 

珊 坟 不 规则 长 纺 鱼 形 ,中 部 凸 起 烦 高 ,两 端 伸展 甚 长 且 和 曲 作 象 鼻 状 , 具 17 SRE, 长 9.05 SEK, 
2.96 毫米 ; ese Bae , 蜂 窟 层 亦 王 ;隔壁 薄 而 软 ; 直 副 隔壁 下 部 粕 密 而 色 睫 ,在 外 部 融 圈 内 三 副 隔 壁 与 一 隔壁 

相间 而 生 ; 第 一 横 副 隔壁 甚 薄 ,与 似 旋 奉 相对 ; 第 二 横 副 隔壁 不 发 育 , 有 时 公 成 短 突 起 间 认 第 一 副 隔 壁 之 间 ; 

EEE RAIL s WHERE MRO ; hE PSH), BRIG, BEN 0.20 EK, 

层 位 与 产地 : 广西 省 脖 江 FO KA. 

Yabeina sp. 

(图 版 VII， 图 12) 

此 角 在 才 们 所 探 集 标 本 中 甚 祛 少见, 仅 得 一 近似 横 切 面 ,露出 15 GR, 寅 3.16 SK, AMSA 

壁 有 发 育 不 全 的 蜂 帘 层 , 其 他 融 圈 的 旋 壁 完全 缺少 此 层 。 内 部 融 圈 中 的 正 隔 壁 和 与 直 副 隔壁 的 上 部 亦 有 了 时 人 水 

未 完全 固 结 ; ESL TAR TE Ba BE SB Di BETS BH TD PH 

唇 位 奥 产 地 : BL Neoschwagerina douvillei Ozawa Jt4 i BASIL FORKS, 

bo) BiFME Afghanella Thompson, 1946 

属 型 Afghanelia schencki Thompson, 1946 

Afghanella schencki Thompson, 1946 

(图 版 XII, fal 4 一 9) 

珊 小 , 顶 圆 形 , 具 10 融 圈 ,紧密 而 整 许 , 长 3.73 毫米 , 袖 2.51 OK; HERES PES, TAMER; 
直 副 隔壁 短 , 仅 发 生 论 外 部 融 圈 内 ,和 与 正 隔壁 相间 ; 第 一 横 副 隔壁 的 上 部 薄 , PAAR ER BSS; 第 二 
横 副 隔壁 短 , 初 出 现 於 第 五 融 圈 内 ,和 与 第 一 横 副 隔壁 一 一 相间 ; PEPE SADIE ; 似 旋 奉 略 粗 ,底部 向 两 例 

延展 且 互 相连 接 ; 胎 室 小 , 坊 球 形 ,直径 狗 0.24 毫米 。 

Bue: RARE FO KAW 

Afghanella sumatrinaeformis Gubler 

(图 版 VII， 图 9 一 11) 

融 大 ,纺锤 形 , 中 部 高 凸 ,两 端 圆 , 具 12 紧密 融 圈 ,长 8.61 毫米 , 宽 4.61 SK: A= ORABARE, 

外 部 融 圈 篱 纺 鱼 形 ; 旋 壁 很 王 , 缴 密 层 及 蜂 窗 层 均 甚 清晰 ;隔壁 薄 ; 直 副 隔壁 上 部 透明 ,下 部 膨大 而 缴 密 ,初出 

Bee FBS TE bs RE —— FB] ,以 后 二 个 ,三 个 甚至 四 个 副 隔 人 壁 与 一 隔壁 相间 排列 ; 第 一 横 副 隔壁 短 , 仅 及 融 室 高 的 

一 征 , 上 部 透明 ,下 部 膨大 而 和 缴 密 ;第 二 横 副 隔壁 甚 短 , 通常 一 或 二 个 与 第 一 副 隅 壁 相 间 而 生 ; FP EAR 

形 ; 似 旋 奉 甚 组 ; 胎 室 大 ,加 球形 ,直径 0.62 毫米 。 

Bie: 云南 省 密 洱 , 茅 口 灰 崇 产 之 颇 多 ,， 熏 Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz  Neoschwagerina sp. 

共生 。 
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me PIS kB Sumatrina Volz, 1904 

B® Sumatrina annae Volz, 1904 

pie Lc Ai HET CK BL EEE 5; We BE A SCH J SLE 6G PT LI 7G BE TTF aE EA ; TE Pt Ee Ba 

ll Bas 8 AB EL 1 BE Pin SLD De FFA; (1 We AP A EK 

Sumatrina annae Volz 

(ARK VII, fl 7, 8) 

re Rei BEI , A 7 RB , BRL Be, EEA 4.10 SEK, ERY 1.60 SEK 5 Me RE BEE , COCR ee EU Di BE AB 

“PBB AAA 5 Fre Ball Bras BEE ATP OAL 5 (Le A; BD BE AS ALB I 5 胎 室 篇 球形 ,直径 0.26 毫米 。 

Rei: RN Ae ae KR ROP as Wt AR, RACs; RA Se, FORK Go 

Sumatrina longissima Deprat 

(图 版 VII, [al 4 一 9) 

痪 次 圆柱 形 , Fa in LE, 中 部 有 时 微 凸 , 具 9 或 10 eR; 长 5.59 毫米 , WE 1.62 BK; HERE, ME A 

AL, BBE PF RAZA; 横 副 隔壁 排列 是 稀 臣 ,下 糙 粗 厚 , 伍 似 旋 春 相 对 且 往 往 与 之 相连 ; 复 隔 壁 口 香 一 列 央 圆 形 

小 孔 ; 胎 室 颇 大 , 壁 厚 ,形状 颇 多 释 化 ; 坊 贺 球形 时 ,直径 狗 0.28 EK, 
Bie: 湖南 省 湘 乡 县 融 天 HEI RAEZES, BL Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz 及 Sumatrina 

annae Volz 痊 生 。 
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THE FUSULINIDAE OF SOUTH CHINA, PART II 

CHEN Suu 

Department of Geology, Nanking Unwersity 

PREFACE 

The present part treats of the Fusulinidae of the Maok’ou limestone in the southwestern provinces of China and 

Its equivalents, such as the Chinghsichung limestone of Hunan and the Wuhsueh limestone in Hupeh. These lime- 

stones are in thick beds and whitish-gray colour, occasionally with siliceous nodules rarely scattered in the lower beds. 

In Kwangsi Province the Maok’ou limestone is reported to be well developed up to a thickness of several hundred 

metres. According to Dr. T. K. Huang, this limestone in Kweichow Province is about one hundred metres thick 

The Chinghsichung limestone in Hunan and the Wusueh limestone in Hupeh likewise all reach around one hundred 

metres in thickness. 

In southeastern Hupeh the Wuhsueh limestone overlies about sixty metres of silicified shales probably equivalent to 

the Kufeng formation and underlies the Tanshanwon coal series, which, in turn underlies the thin-bedded Tayeh lime- 

stone of the Triassic age. 

The Permian rock sequence in Hunan is nearly the same as in Hupeh only except for the underlying siliceous 

beds which seem to be not so well developed in that province. 

The relation of the Maok’ou limestone with the rocks lying above and below in the southwestern provinces is at pre- 

sent not yet quite clearly known. 

The fusulina fauna of the Maok’ou limestone and its equivalents is composed largely of the highly advanced forms 

such as Schwagerina, Chusenella, Misellina, Pseudodoliolina, Neoschwagerina, Yabeina, Afghanella, and Sumatrina, The 

other genera are represented only by few species. In this paper 58 species are described, of which 32 are new species. 

The exact vertical distribution of the leading forms is yet uncertain, but the general distributional condition in vertical 

range may be stated as follows: 

Pseudodoliolina ozawai Yabe et Hanzawa, Cancellina schellwieni Deprat, Neoschwagerina craticulifera Schwager, 

Misellina lepida Schwager and Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz usually occur in the lower part of the Maok’ou limestone, 

Chusenella douviller (Colani), Neoschwagerina margaritae Deprat, Yabeina inouyei Deprat, Afghanella schencki Thomp- 

son, Afghanella sumatrinaeformis Gubler, Sumatrina annae Volz and Sumatrina longissima Deprat are found in the 

upper part. 

The material described in this paper was collected mostly from the Chinghsichung limestone in Hunan with a 

moderate part from the Wuhsueh limestone in Hupeh. An additional supply from Kwangsi Province was submitted to 

me by Messrs. C. Li and W. Y. Cheng. A small part of the material was also obtained from the Province of Yunnan. 

I am greatly indebted to Dr. J. S. Lee for his kind direction and encouragement. Much obliged also I feel to 

Messrs. C. C. Tien, H. C. Wang, T. Y. Liu, H. M. Meng, C. Li and W. Y. Chang for their kind supply of 

the useful material. To miss Y. Ho, who earnestly helped me in the preparation of plates of figures, I herewith express 

my hearty thanks. 
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DESCRIPTION OF SPECIES 

CLASS RHIZOPODA 

Order Foraminifera d’Orbigny 

Subfamily Ozawainellinae Thompson & Foster, 1937 

This subfamily contains the minute forms; the test is lenticular to subspheroidal, involute or evolute; the periphery 

is angular or rounded; the axis of the test is shorter than the other diameters; the spirotheca is gernally composed of 

tectum and inner and outer tectoria, or consists of tectum, diaphanotheca and tectoria, or only of tectum and diaphan- 

otheca in the advanced forms; the septa are usually unfluted; the aperture is singular; the chomata are well developed 

throughout the shell, the proloculum is small. 

Ozawainellinae are known from the late Carboniferous to the Permian. 

Genus Ozawainella Thompson, 1935 

Genotype Ozawainella angulata (Colani) = Fusulinella angulata Colani, 1924 

Test is smal! and lenticular, with the axis shorter than the other diameter. Periphery is subacutely angular. The 

proloculum is smal]. The whorls are bilaterally symetrical, Chomata are strong with a steep slope toward the tunnel 

and a gentile slope on the outer side, The tunnel is reniform. The spirotheca is thin, consisting of a thin tectum, a thin 

diaphanotheca and thicker tectoria. Septa are plane. 

Range: Middle Carboniferous to Permian. 

Ozawainella hunanensis Chen sp. nov. 

(Pl. I, figs, 1—3) 

Test small, lenticular with the umbilical region roundly inflated and the periphery moderately angular. The axial 

length is 1.46—1.65 mm and the median width 2.75—2.87 mm. The ratio of the length to the width is 1:1.9. Whoils 

are numerous, 9 in number, and are highly vaulted so that the median zone forms an acute angle of about 45°. 

The width of the whorls is found as follows (in mm): 

I 0.38 VI 1.68 

II 0.56 VIE 2.08 

III 0.77 VIII 2.39 

IV 1.00 IX 2.75 

Vv 1.33 

Spirotheca thin, measuring 0.023 mm thick in the outer whorls, consisting of three layers: the tectum, the diaphan- 

otheca and the inner tectorium, The outer tectorium seems to be not well developed. 

Septa thin, almost plane; their number in the whorls is unknown. 

Buccal aperture yoke-shaped, low and narrow, being 0.11 mm broad in the fifth volution and 0.17 mm in the 

eighth. 

Chomata are represented in two small ridges on the slopes near the edge. 

Proloculum circular in axial section, with a diameter of 0.13 mm. 

Horizon and locality: In the lower part of the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang County, Hu- 

nan Province. The associated forms are Sumatrina annae Volz and Neoschwagerina craticulifera Schwager. It is also 

found in the Maok’ou Limestone at Chienkiang, Kwangsi Province. 
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Genus Nankinella Lee, 1933 

Genotype WNankinella orbicularia Lee, 1931 

Test medium-sized, lenticular, with sharply rounded periphery and convex umbilicus. Whorls numerous. Wall 

composed of tectum, thin diaphanotheca and an inner tectorium; septa almost plane; proloculum small; Chomata strong; 

aperture slit-like. 

Range: Permian of Asia, Europe and America, 

Nankinella inflata (Colani) 

(Pl. I, figs. 4—7) 

1924. Fusulinella inflata, Colani: Mém. Serv. Géol. I’'Indochine, Vol. XI, Fasc. I, pp. 77, 78; Pl. XV, figs. 3—5, 

7—10, 13, 15. 

Test discoidal with an axial length shorter than the median width. The former is 2.36 mm and the latter 3.04 

mm measured from a specimen of eight whorls; the proportion of the length to the width is 1:1.3. The periphery 

of the test is round. Whorls are close, 8 or 9 in number, distending thus tardily that the increase in whorl-height is 

scarcely perceptible in the last whorls. 

Two measurements of whorl-width are tabulated below: 

| Whorls | 
a | Specimen 

I 亚 IV V Wi | mw | 

0.56 13a CDP 207 天 75 全 全 004 5625 
Width (in mm) | | 

0.53 1.45 | 1.83 | e198 |" 2:5) eee er. Saas 

Spirotheca is thin, but slowly thickens while coiling forward, about 0.05 mm thick in the last whorl. In a 

bad state of preservation, the composition of the spirotheca cannot be clearly observed, but it appears to consist of three 

layers: the tectum, the diaphanotheca and the inner tectorium; the diaphanotheca is several times thicker than either of 

the other two. 

Septa thick and short, almost plane. They count 26 in the last volution. 

Buccal aperture very narrow, crescentic. 

Chomata appear in the form of monoclinal ridges on the slopes near the vaulted periphery. 

Proloculum nearly spherical, fairly large, 0.23—0.29 mm in diameter. 

Horizon and locality: It occurs alone in certain beds in the Maok’ou Limestone, Chungshan, Kwangsi Province 

Subfamily Schubertellinae Skinner, 1931 

This subfamily contains small fusulinids; their tests are small and fusiform, the juvenile volutions are coiled askew 

to the outer whorls; the spirotheca of the primitive forms is composed of tectum and inner and outer tectoria, but 

in the advanced forms it is composed of tectum diaphanotheca and inner and outer tectoria, the spirotheca of some forms 

is composed of a thin dense layer; the septa of the primitive forms are straight throughout the length of the test, while 

those of the advanced forms are fluted in the polar regions but straight in the central part of the test; the aperture is 

singular; chomata are well developed; the proloculum is minute. 

This subfamily occurs from the Middle Carboniferous to the Permian. 
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Genus Yangchienia Lee, 1933 

Genotype Yangchienia iniqua Lee, 1933 

Test very small, fusiform; the inner whorls endothyroid with an axis of coiling nearly at right angles to the next 

whorls. Spirotheca very thin, composed of tectum and diaphanotheca without tectoria; septa plane, chomata extra- 

ordinarily strong and wide, sloping away from the tunnel! toward the poles. 

Range: Permian of Asia and Europe. 

Yanghienia kwangsiensis Chen sp. nov. 

(Pl. I, figs. 8—-11) 

Test small, fusiform, considerably vaulted in the median zone, pcinted at the poles. It measures 1.43 mm long and 

0.89 mm broad; the proportion of the width to the length is 1:1.6. All the whorls are compact; the first two globular, 

the rest fusiform and roughly following the contour of the test. The number of whorls is not less than 7 

The width of the whorls measured from two slightly eccentrically axial sections is tabulated below. 

| Whorls 

; Specimen 

: | I m | wW Vv Wl W 

0.15 | 0,22 | 0,31 | 0.41 | 0.54 | 0.71 | 0.89 | 5305 
ied: Gace’ 

0.15 | 0,22 | 0.32 | 0.41 | 0.54 | 0.66 | 0.70 5311 

Spirotheca particularly thin, composed of only two layers; the tectum and the diaphanotheca; the tectoria are 

absent. It measures only 0.027 mm thick in the outermost whori. 

Antethecae almost unfluted; the antethecal number is not known. 

Buccal aperture narrow being 1/10 the length of the whorl. 

Chomata strongly built into two broad and high ridges which rise up to more than two thirds the height of the 

chamber. The outer side of the chomata distantly extended laterally into the vicinity of the poles in some cases. 

Axiai fillings entirely absent. 

Proloculum has not been excellently prepared out, but is roughly estimated at 0.05 mm in diameter. The general 

shape is spherical or spheroidal. 

Remarks: This form is characterized by the fusiform test, the thin spirotheca and the large chomata. It is rather 

similar to the Chihsia form Yanchienia iniqua Lee in the internal structure but differs from the latter chiefly in the 

fusiform contour of the test. 

Horizon and locality: This species occurs rather in abundance in the Maok’ou Limestone in the hills 10 kilometres 

east of Liangyun, Kwangsi Province. The associated forms are Schwagerina exilis Schwager and Cancellina schellwieni 

Deprat. 

Subfamily Boultoninae Skinner & Wilde, 1954 

This subfamily consists of the small forms; their tests are fusiform to subglobular. The proloculum is small or 

even minute. The juvenarium is generally coiled askew to the outer whorls and is lenticular or discoidal in shape. The 

spirotheca is composed of a tectum and a diaphanotheca. The septa are strongly fluted. The aperture is singular. The 

chomata are developed throughout the test. 

At present ume all the described forms are from the Permian rocks. 
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Genus Gallowaiinella Chen, 1937 

Genotype Gallowaiinella meitienensis Chen, 1934 

The test of Gallowaiinella is small and subcylindrical: the spirotheca is composed of thin tectum and thin diaphan- 

otheca; the septa are thin and intensely fluted for the whole surface to form high and regular folds. The chomata are 

absent. The buccal aperture is very narrow and the tunnel widens very slowly. The axial fillings are usually developed 

in the inner whorls. The proloculum is small and spherical. 

Remarks: The first form of the present genus was described by me in 1934 under the name Gallowaiina meitienensis 

from the Meitien Limestone in Southern Hunan. The specimens were collected by Mr. Y. Y. Lee. The horizon 

of the limestone is somewhat doubtful. According to Mr. Lee the Meitien Limestone is above the Permian coal series 

and may be equivalent to the Doaling Coal Series in Hunan Province. Therefore the limestone containing the discussed 

form may be equivalent to the Changing limestone which is widely distributed in South China, 

The generic name Gallowaiinella was proposed by me to replace Gallowaiina in 1937, for the latter name differs 

from Ellis’ Gallowayina only in a letter and therefore is a homonym of it. 

Range: Upper Permian. 

Gallowaiinella minima Chen sp. nov. 

(Pl. I, figs. 22—24) 

It is a rare species in the Chinghsichung Limestone of Hunan Province. Only two para-axial and some oblique 

sections have been prepared. A para-axial section very close to the proloculum is 2.60 mm long and 0.54 mm broad and 

has five whorls revealed including the first one which has an axis of convolution at a great angle to that of the 

outer four volutions. The first whorl consists of narrow chambers with extremely thin septa which smoothly bend 

anteriorly and downward. The second whorl, or the first one of the second stage, is globular and the rest quickly 

extend laterally to take an irregularly cylindrical form with the median zone slightly vaulted. The polar parts of the 

last volution are prodigiously prolonged, the median zone flattens and the depressions disappear. All the whorls are 

closely coiled. The spirotheca is exceedingly thin, composed of tectum and translucent diaphanotheca of which, also owing 

to ill-preservation, the inner boundary is difficult to be clearly delimitted. Septa are probably unfluted in the first whorl 

and this may hold true for the second volution; those in the other ones are regularly folded from pole to pole, having 

only a smal] unaffected portion in the upper margin. The shape of the buccal aperture is unknown. The Chomata are 

not developed. The axial fillings are poorly built as two small masses in the lateral regions of the third volution. The 

shape and size of the proloculum are at present not yet known. 

Remarks: In the structure of the spirotheca and the folding of the antethecae, this species much resembles 

Gallowaiunella meitienensis Chen, but the endothyral chambers in the first whorl and the more extended polar parts of 

the last whorls are the points available for distinguishing it from the latter species. In addition, the adult form of 

Gallowaunella meitienensis Chen generally possesses six or seven whorls, while the present form has only five volutions. 

Whether the present specimens are the young forms or not cannot be decided. But in want of larger forms with more 

whorls the specimens obtained perhaps have reached the mature stage. As the material is so meager, the determination 

is still more or less tentative. 

Horizon and locality: This species occurs in the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hsianghsiang County, Hunan Province, 

and in the Wuhsueh Limestone, Kwangchi County, Hupeh Province. 

Subfamily Schwagerininae Dunbar & Henbest, 1930 

This subfamily is composed of small or large fusulinids, the test is fusiform, subcylindrical or globular; the pro- 
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loculum is small or large; the spirotheca is composed of tectum and keriotheca; the septa are weakly or strongly 

fluted; the aperture is singular; the chomata are well developed, rudimentary or lacking. 

Range: From the Upper Carboniferous to the Permian. 

Genus Schwagerina Moller, 1877 

Genotype, Schwagerina princeps (Ehrenberg)=Borelis princeps Ehrenberg, 1842 

Test fusiform to subcylindrical; wall composed of tectum and keriotheca. Tunnel siite-like, median; chomata are 

wanting or rudimentary and confined to the inner whorls, Septa strongly fluted and the opposite folds of the adjacent 

septa meet near the base, subdividing the meridional chambers into cell-like chamberlets. 

The species formerly described under Pseudofusulina of Dunbar and Skinner are now referred to the old name 

Schwagerina, and Pseudofusulina is a syhonym. Pseudoschwagerina and Paraschwagerina were proposed by Dunbar and 

Skinner to embrace the forms which had been put under Schwagerina of the old conception of the genus. 

Range: Upper Carboniferous and Permian. 

Schwagerina subobsoletus var. okuboensis Ozawa 

(Pl. I, fig. 12) 

1927. Schellwienia subobsoleta var. okuboensis, Ozawa: Jour, Fac. Scien. Tokyo, pp. 149, 150; Pl. XXXVII, figs. 

8a, 9a. 

Test small, subcylindrical, more or less vaulted in the median zone, rounded at the extremities. The axial length 

measures 3.6] min, the median width about 1.33 mm. Whorls are close, following the contour of the test. The number 

of whorls is 6-7. 

A result of measurement is as follows: 

Whorls / 

| Specimen Cibad souks 
一 -一 一 -| 一 一 -一 一 一 

Width (in mm) 0.19 | 0-27 | 0.35 | 70-45 "| 0:60 |’ 0.78 
一 一 一 一 一 haat | 10k SAFO 

0.020 | 0.022) 0.022 0.027 | 0.027 | 0,028 Thickness of spirotheca 
(in mm) 

Spirotheca thin and slowly thickening outward; alveoli in the keriotheca fairly coarse. 

Antethecae not far thinner than the spirotheca, little fluted for the large median area and simply folded in the 

polar regions. The antethecal number is not known because of lack of the median section. 

Buccal aperture is unknown both in shape and size. 

Chomata seem to grow to the last whorls, though weak in strength. 

Axial fillings in irregularly round masses are in the inner portions of the lateral regions and connected with the 

proloculum by means of a small neck. 

Proloculum spheroidal, small, 0.10 mm in diameter. 

Remarks: The present form is quite comparable with Ozawa’s original specimen in the small size, general shape, 

compact whorls, thin spirotheca, simply fluted antethecae, small proloculum and other features. Therefore the identifica- 

tion is apparently out of question though the material whereupon the determination depends is very scarce. 

Horizon and locality: It is a rare species occurring together with Neoschwagerina lee: Chen in the Chinghsichung 

Limestone, Hungshantien, Hsianghsiang County, Hunan Province. 
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Schwagerina tieni Chen sp. nov. 

(Pl. I, figs. 13—16) 

Test small, elongately fusiform, gently vaulted in the median zone and slightly rounded at the poles. The axial 

length and the median width of a specimen with six whorls measure respectively 2.79 mm and 0.69 mm. In a slightly 

para-axial section, the length attains to 4.49 mm and the width 1.08 mm. The axial ratio is nearly 1:4 in these two cases, 

Whorls are all fusiform and close, and more so for the first four or five volutions. The height of the whorl almost 

remains constant along the axial direction. The number of whorls is usually seven in mature forms. 

A result of measurement is given below: 

Specimen 

Prati och clive! poesllt fr bred ects yf 2 
| 0.13 | 0.20 | 0.27 | 0.35 | 0.49 | 0.69 | 0.97 5058 

Width (in mm | 
0.15 | 0.20 | 9.30 | 0,39 | 0.53 | 0.69 | 5059 

Spirotheca thin, slowly and regularly thickening forward, and maintaining the same thickness toward the poles. It 

measures only 0.048 mm thick in the last whorl where the thickest part exists, Alveoli in the keriotheca are rather fine. 

Antethecae not much thinner than the spirotheca, simply fluted into round folds in the lower half or more of the 

antethecal surface. The polar parts are twisted only to produce simple reticulations. In one case, they are almost un- 

fluted in the large median area in four inner volutions. 

Buccal aperture rather high but very narrow, over one half as high as the chamber and 1/22 as broad as the length 

of the volution. The angle of the tunnel is 21°. 

Chomata well developed, running up to the sixth volution, and disappearing rather suddenly in the last whorl. 

Proloculum spherical, minute, thick-walled, with a diameter not exceeding 0.09 mm. 

Axial fillings developed as two long bars beginning at the very lateral side of the proloculum, and extending and 

meanwhile enlarging toward the poles until within a short distance from the extremities of the test. 

This species is characterized by the small test, the simple antethecal folding and the well-developed chomata and axial 

filings. The name is proposed after Mr. C, T. Tien. 

Horizon and locality: This species is found in the lower part of the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsiang- 

hsiang County, Hunan Province. 

Schwagerina kwangchiensis Chen sp. nov. 

(Pl, I, figs. 17, 18) 

Test elongately subcylindrical, slightly curved, very slightly vaulted in the median zone and rounded at the poles. 

The axial length is 6.15 mm, the median width 1.54 mm; the axial ratio is 1:4. Whorls close, the first three or four 

appearing a little more compact. The height of the whorl does not vary much along the direction of the axis. The 

number of whorls is 6 or 7. 

The following figures represent the rate of evolution of the whorls and the strength of the spirotheca. 

| Whorls 

Specimen 

Se tee) ay | ae [sa 
Width (in mm) 0.38 | 0.52 |. 0.68 | 0,91 pe ee ee 

| 
一 一 - ——— - 一 — 一 一 = - 一 -， | tooe 4671 

Thickness of spirotheca | 9 913} 0.013! 0.027| 0.034} 0.041 | 0.041 | (in mm) | | 
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Spirotheca thin, gradually thickening forward in the spiral direction and maintaining the almost constant thick- 

ness in the axial direction. Alveoli in the keriotheca moderately fine. 

Antethecae fairly thick, rather regularly and intensely folded into close folds almost for the whole surface. The 

polar parts of the antethecae are twisted to produce simple anastomoses, The antethecal number is yet unknown. 

Buccal aperture ill-defined, low and narrow. 

Chomata are doubtfully represented by weak ridges in a few inner whorls, but completely wanting in the outer 

volutions. 

Axial fillings are 1ather well developed as two long narrow bars in the jateral regions next to the proloculum, the 

inner end connecting with the wall of the proloculum, the outer end stopping short from the pole of the test at a 

fair distance. 

Proloculum nearly circular in the axial section with a diameter of 0.28 mm; the entire form is probably spheroidal. 

The wall of the proloculum is peculiarly constructed with three layers, the inner and outer layers composed of a dark, 

structureless calcareous matter and interposed by a third lighter and narrower layer in one case. In another specimen 

this structure is not present. ; 

Remarks: This form presents difference from Schwagerina exilis (Schwager) in the elongately subcylindrical test, 

the more compact whorls and the smaller proloculum. It differs from Schwagerina chihsiaensis (Lee) in developing 

a subcylindrical test and a much larger proloculum. The antethecae are more intensely and lightly fluted in the present 

species, but those in Schwagerina chihsiaensis (Lee) are influenced only in the lower half or more by the action of 

folding. In addition, the first two or three whorls iti the former form, though somewhat more compact, may be said 

as still coiling almost according to the same rate of evolution; in the latter species the carly whorls are plainly coiled at 

a different rate from that in the next volutions. 

Horizon and locality: This form occurs in association with Chusenella deprati Ozawa, and Schwagerina yiii Chen 

in the lower beds of the Wuhsueh Limestone in the hills 10 kilometres west of Wuhsueh, Kwangchi County, south- 

eastern Hupeh. 

Schwagerina henbesti Chen sp. nov. 

(Pl, I, figs. 19—21) 

Test subcylindrical, slightly incurved in some cases. The axial length and the median width measure 8.28 mm 

and 2.42 mm respectively; the form ratio is 1:3.4. The whorls are developed in two distinct stages; the first stage 

is made up of four fusiform and particularly close volutions, and the second stage of four subcylindrical and loose whorls, 

The total number of whorls is 8. 

The width of the whorls and the thickness of the spirotheca are given in the following table. 

a. | Cae tw |. 
Width (in mm) 1.06 1.84 0.19 | 0.26 | 0.35 

Zz 4635 

0.013 0.020 | 0.020 | 0.027 0.668 0.089 | 0.096 
1 | | 

0.47 | 0.77 

Thickness of spirotheca | 
(in mm) | 

Spirotheca particularly thin in the four inner whorls in which it measures only 0.014 mm thick in the fourth 

volution. The spirotheca of the outer volutions thickens rather rapidly as it coils forward, attaining to 0.10 mm in 

the last part of the eighth or rather the early portion of the ninth volution. The alveolar structure of the keriotheca 

is moderately fine. 
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Antethecae almost plane in the early developmental stage as mentioned above, while they are intensely and more or 

less irregularly fluted almost to the upper margin in the later stage of development. As to the thickness of the antethecae, 

those in the inner whorls are nearly as thick as the spiral wall, but they are much thinner in the outer ones. The 

antethecal number is unknown. 

Buccal aperture slit-like, low and narrow. 

Chomata weak but distinct, only observed in the inner fusiform whorls. 

Proloculum circular in the axial section, small with a diameter of only 0.08 mm. 

Axial fillings are built as two irregular narrow bars in the lateral regions of the axial zone without intruding into 

the inner compact whorls. 

This species is named in honour of L. G. Henbest. 

Horizon and locality: The specimens of this species are obtained from the Wuhsueh Limestone, Kwangchi 

County, Hupeh Province in association with Chusenella douvillei (Colani) and Neoschwagerina craticulifera Schwager. 

Schwagerina wuhsiehensis Chen sp. nov. 

(Pl, II, figs. 46) 

Test small, regularly fusiform in typical forms; in some cases the lateral parts close to the poles are slightly 

contracted and consequently the poles tend to be somewhat produced with blunt ends. The axial length and the median 

width are 6.50 mm and 1.43 mm respectively; the axial ratio is 1:2.5. The first four whorls are extraordinarily close, but 

the others are comparatively loose. As a whole all the whorls are tightly and regularly coiled so that the height of the 

chamber shows little variation in the axial direction. A long and narrow axial filling is well developed in either 

lateral region between the pole and the proloculum, and this feature seems to be very persistent in this species. The 

number of whorls is 7 to 7. 

The width of the successive whorls is shown by the following figures (in mm): 

I 0.13 

II ; 0.19 

III 0.26 

IV 0.37 

V 0.53 

VI 0.82 

VII 1.18 

Spirotheca exceedingly thin in the first volution and gradually becoming thick in the other whorls. The maximum 

thickness is but 0.05 mm in the sixth whorl. The alveoli of the keriotheca are moderately fine. 

Antethecae are little fluted in the first four compact whorls. The lower half of those in the next volutions is 

folded into angular folds. In the last one or two whorls, broad and round loops are formed along the whole 

antethecal surface. The antethecal number is 19, 23, 24, and 29 respectivly in the last four volutions, 

Chomata poorly built as two small ridges only in the inner whorls, probably absent in the outer ones. 

Buccal aperture low and narrow, measuring 0.20 mm long and 0.04 mm high in the anterior part of the seventh 

volution. 

Proloculum spherical, minute, having a diameter of 0.08 mm. 

Horizon and locality: This species occurs in moderate abundance in the lower beds of the Wuhsueh Limestone, 

Kwangchi County, Hupeh Province, with Chusenella douvillei Colani and Neoschwagerina craticulijera Schwager as its 

associates. 
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Schwagerina paralpina Chen sp. nov. 

(Pl. Il, figs. 9—11) 

Test subcylindrical, more or less slender, with the extremeties roundly terminated. The axial length is 7.22 mm 

and the median width 2.42 mm in a specimen with 644 whorls. The axial ratio derived from the above two figures 

is nearly 1:3. The first three whorls are fusiform and tight while the rest subcylindrical and rather evolute. The number 

of whorls is 614. | 

The results of measurements are as follows: 

Whorls 

ee ae ha eee a PES Se se TS ar Specimen = 

I I | 亚 TV Vv | WI 

. 0.32. 10250 74 1409.1. ee | 2.19 4736 
Width (in mm) 

0.41 0.65 0,88 1.36 1,92 | 2.39 4787 

Thickness of spirotheca | 0.027 | 0.027 | 0.041} 0,045} 0.068 | 9.075 4786 
(in mm) | 

Spirotheca thin, slowly thickening toward the outer whorls, and slightly waving axially and at the same time 

varying in thickness to some extent. The tectum is exceedingly thin and is hardly preserved in a great number of 

places in the spirotheca; the alveolar structure of the keriotheca is fine. There are two sorts of fibres in the keriotheca. 

The short or secondary fibres first appear, one intercalating between the long or primary ones in the fourth or fifth 

volution. 

Antethecae are much thinner than the spirotheca and more or less irregularly folded into broad folds in the lower 

part of the antethecal surface in the early volutions, but the folds become higher, occasionally reaching the upper margin 

in the next whorls. The umbilical parts of the inner antethecae are twisted into only coarse reticulations, but those in 

the outer ones form complicated and fine anastomoses. 

In a somewhat doubtful median section the antethecae are rather widely spaced and their number in the first 

five successive volutions is found to be 11, 12, 14, 17 and 18 respectively. 

Chomata not well developed, appearing only as two small doubtful spots on the outer surface of the proloculum 

and perhaps running into the second volution. 

The shape of the buccal aperture has not been definitely observed; its breadth is about 1/10 the length of the re- 

spective chamber in the fifth volution. 

Axial fillings are entirely wanting. 

The initial chamber circular in axial section, measuring 0.19 mm in diameter. This value is really a little smaller 

than the actual size for the section does not pass through the centre or so. In a median section which is mostly 

assignable to the same species there is an ovoid proloculum, of which the short diameter is 0.26 mm and the long one 

0.38 mm, 

Remarks: This is a rare species. In the present large collection of ours only an axial section and a median one 

have been cut, but the characteristic features are excellently revealed. The large median portion of all the septa is rather 

irregularly fluted according to the type of Schwagerina alpina var. vetusta of Schellwien; however the present form 

is still quite distinct from the latter in having more whorls, thinner spirotheca and much more complicated polar 

networks. ‘There is a still more difference in the development of the chomata between the two forms. In Schellwien’s 

form the chomata appear rather strongly developed as observed in the illustrations, while they can scarcely be re- 

cognized distinctly in our form. Schwagerina alpina var. antiqua of Schellwien is more readily distinguished from 

the present species in having a more fusiform test, less coils, simpler polar anastomoses and more irregular and intense 
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folding of the septa. 

The Uralian form of Schwagerina alpina Schellwien in our country is widely different from the present form in 

developing less and looser whorls, in having more irregular antethecal folding and in forming simple coarse polar 

reticulations. 

Horizon and locality: This new species is found in the basal part of the Chinghsichung Jimestone, 2.5 kilo- 

metres south of Hutien Town, Hsianghsiang County, Hunan Province. Schwagerina multialveola, Schwagerina 

hunania, Schwagerina megalocula, Schwagerina tingi and Chusenella douvillei are its associates. 

Schwagerina megalocula Chen sp. nov. 

erry I, ig.” 12) 

Test subcylindrical, slightly vaulted in the median zone and rounded at the poles. The axial length is 5.59 mm 

and the median width 1.88 mm measured from a test which has only four whorls. The axial ratio is nearly 1:3. Whorls 

few, four in number, moderately evolute, the inner two volutions more fusiform and the outer ones subcylindrical. 

Some measurements are as follows: 

Specimen 

亚 IV 

0.71 1,05 1,43 1,88 Width (in mm) 

4804 
Thickness of spirotheca 

(in mm) 0.029 | 0.029 0.064 0.085 

Spirotheca thin in the first two whorls and rapidly thickening in the other two. The tectum appears exceptionally 

thick in the last spiral wall, but it is rather thin in the inner whorls. The keriotheca has a fine alveolar structure. 

Antethecae much thinner in comparison with the spirotheca, little fluted in the apertural area and slightly folded 

in the lateral zones where only a few low and broad folds are formed in the lower part of the antethecae. In the polar 

zone, the antethecae are twisted into simple and large-sized reticulations. Antethecal number in the successive volutions 

is not yet known. 

Buccal aperture narrow but rather high in the outer whorls. 

Chomata absent. Axial fillings are not developed. 

Proloculum large, not regular in shape almost rectangular in the axial section, ranging from 0.32 mm to 0.56 mm 

in diametre. The proloculal wall is fairly thick. 

This species is a rare one in our collection. Its peculiarities lie in the fewness of whorls, the rapid change in 

thickness of the spirotheca, and especially in the large size of the proloculum. ‘There is no already described species 

comparable with our form. Though in such scarceness of material as only one axial section of the test has been 

procured it rather deserves a specific rank. 

Horizon and locality: This species associates with Schwagerina multialveola Chen and Schwagerina hsiangh- 

siangensis Chen in the lowest beds of the Chinghsichung Limestone in the southern neighbourhood of Hutien, Hsiang- 

hsiang County, Hunan Province. 

Schwagerina longipertica Chen sp. nov. 

(Pl. Il, figs. 7, 8) 

Test small, more cylindrical than fusiform with the median zone slightly vaulted and the ends rounded, The 

axial length is 5.47 mm and the median width 1.42 mm in a specimen with seven whorls; the axial ratio is 1:3.7. 

All the whorls are close and the first two or three are more so. The inner six volutions are all elongately fusiform and 
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with pointed terminations; the last whorl begins to take a subcylindrical shape. The height of the whorl in the polar 

region is not very much greater than that in the median part on account of the lateral extension of the extremities of 

all the volutions. The number of whorls is 7. 

The rate of evolution of the whorls and the thickness of the spirotheca are represented by the following figures: 

Whorls 

Cr eo SO Se gees Lae aes Sng ae ea eT ee ne ee es eee © Specimen 

I I 焉 Vv v |ulu 

Width (in mm) 0,20 0.26 0.37 6.55 D297 1.06 1.42 

Ae Se eee ee | 51068 
Thickness of spirotheca 

(in mm) 
| 0,013 | mia, 0.020 | 0.022 | 0.041 | 0.054 0.054 

Spirotheca exceedingly thin in the first three or four whorls, thence increasing very slowly in thickness in the 

other volutions. The alveolar structure of the keriotheca is rather coarse. 

Antethecae appear not much thinner than the spirotheca and specially regularly and intensely fluted almost for the 

whole surface. In the outer four whorls parallel and compressed folds are regularly disposed even in the near vicinity 

of the poles. This phenomenon has not ever happened in other known species. The antethecal anastomoses in the 

polar regions are not very complex nor well developed. The antethecae number 18, 25, 26 in the fourth, fifth and 

sixth volutions respectively. 

Buccal aperture very narrow, measuring only 0.26 mm wide in the sixth whorl. Its height is unknown. 

Chomata have not been observed, probably absent. 

Proloculum spherical, small, thickwalled, with a diameter of 0.14 mm. 

Axial fillings are well developed as two long bars; their inner ends lying with a small clear space from the pro- 

loculum and their outer ends advancing to the very terminations of the sixth whor]:if not intruding the polar regions of 

the last volution. The specific name comes from this feature. 

Remarks: At first glance, this form seems to be very similar to Schwagerina chthsiaensis Lee. But under strict 

examination the present species is yet easily distinguished from the latter in having an evenly constructed test and a 

more regular folding of the antethecae. The axial fillings are well developed in the two forms. It is to be 

noted, however, that in Schwagerina chihsiaensis Lee they always start from the very neighbourhood of the proloculum, 

while in the present form they appear at some distance from it. The proloculum of this new species is smaller than 

that of the Chihsia form, though in small quantity. Despite the fact that Schwagerina chthsiaensis and Schwagerina 

pseudochihsiaensis Chen have a proloculum comparable in size with that of the present species, they are readily re- 

cognizable by the simple and somewhat irregular antethecal folding. 

Horizon and locality: This species is found in rare occurrence in the Wuhsueh Limestone in the hills 10 

kilometres west of Wuhsueh, Kwangchi County, Hupeh Province. It is also represented merely by a median section 

in our collection from the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang County, Hunan Province. 

Schwagerina yui Chen sp. nov. 

(Pl. Il, fig. 19) 

This species is represented only by an incomplete axial section, but the characteristics are distinctly displayed. 

The test is elongately fusiform with an axial length of about 5.38 mm and a median width of 1.15 mm. The 

proportion of the latter to the former is nearly 1:4.6. There are five compact whorls in this specimen. The median 

zone of the test is slightly vaulted and the terminations are pointed. 

The spirotheca is exceedingly thin but slowly thickening outward, having a thickness of only 0.04 mm in the 

last volution. The alveolar structure of the keriotheca is moderately fine. 
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The antethecae regularly fluted to form round folds inthe lower 2/3; a simple network is produced in each of 

the polar regions. The number of the antethecae is unknown. 

On account of poor preservation, the shape of the buccal aperture cannot be clearly observed. 

Chomata not developed. 

Proloculum nearly circular in the axial section, having a diameter of 0.20 mm. 

This form is characterized by the elongate test, few whorls, and particularly the thin spirotheca. It is named 

after Mr. T. Y. Yii. 

The width of the whorls is found as follows (in mm): 

I 0.31 

II 0.41 

III 0.59 

IV 0.82 

V | Ae, 

Horizon and locality: This species associates with Chusenella deprati Ozawa in the lower part of the Wuhsueh 

Limestone, Tienchiachung, Kwangchi County, Hupeh Province. 

Schwagerina skinneri Chen sp. nov. 

(PI, I, figs, 13—15) 

Test fusiform, considerably vaulted in the median zone and bluntly pointed at the poles. The axial length measures 

5.03 mm and the median width 2.36 mm from a specimen with six whorls; the axial ratio is 1:2.2. The two dimensions 

reach as much as 6.21 mm and 3.10 mm in another case. Whorls are fusiform and rather loose, 6 in number. In 

a para-axial section they are counted up to 84. 

The result of one measurement is given as follows: 

Specimen 
I I 亚 IV V VI 

Width Ga 0.47 | 0,62 | 0.88 | 1.14 | 1.48 | 1.95 | 
rs 一 一 一 | 一 一 一 | ”4826 

0.027 | 0.034! 0.034 0.041 | 0.048 | 0.054 | 
| 

Thickness of spirotheca 
(in mm) 

Spirotheca thin and slender, slowly increasing in thickness outward; the keriothecal alveoli moderately fine. 

Antethecae exceedingly thin, gently and somewhat irregularly fluted into round folds in the small lower part of the 

surface. The polar portion of the antethecae is folded to form simple and loose networks. The antethecal number 

is not known. 

Buccal aperture narrow but fairly high. The angle of the tunnel is 25 一 37 . 

Chomata obsolete, only leaving vestiges on the outer surface of the proloculum. 

Axial fillings entirely wanting. 

Proloculum spheroidal, 0.28 mm in diameter. 

Remarks: This form is characterized by the robust test, the thin and slender spirotheca, the simple folding of 

the antethecae and the large proloculum. The name is proposed in honor of John W. Skinner. 

Horizon and locality: It is found in rare occurrence in the lower beds of the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, 

Hsianghsiang County, Hunan Province. Schwagerina multialveola Chen, Schwagerina hunania Chen, Chusenella 

douvillei Colani, Schwagerina megalocula Chen, Chusenella tingi Chen, Schwagerina paralpina Chen and Chusenella 

deprati Ozawa are the associates of this species. 
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Schwagerina tienchiaensis Chen sp. nov. 

(PI. Il, fig. 1) 

Test rather fusiform with the median zone more or less cylindrical and the extremities pointed. The axial length 

is 5.86 mm, and the median width is roughly estimated at 2.51 mm for the median zone of the test is broken. Whorls 

close and the first three more so. The number of whorls is 6%. 

The widths of the whorls are (in mm): 

I 0.38 

II 0.53 

II 0.77 

IV 1.06 

V 1.48 

Spirotheca thin and slender, 0.06 mm thick in the fifth volution; the alveolar structure in the keriotheca is fairly 

coarse. 

Antethecae simply and irregularly fluted in the inner four whorls and intensely folded into compressed folds in 

the outer volutions. The antethecal number in the successive whorls is unknown. 

Buccal aperture extremely narrow and low, measuring only 0.11 mm wide in the fifth volution. 

The presence of chomata has not been clearly ascertained, they are absent in most cases. 

Axial fillings wonderfully developed in two very large irregularly conical masses, occupying almost the whole 

lateral portions of the test leaving only less than one third of the median region free of deposits. 

Proloculum spheroidal thick-walled, 0.26 mm in diameter. 

This species is recognized by the thin spirotheca, the compact folding of the antethecae and especially the 

monstrous development of the axial fillings. 

Horizon and locality: It associates with Chusenella deprati (Ozawa) in the Wuhsueh Limestone in the hills ad- 

joining the town of Tienchiachun, Kwangchi County, Southeastern Hupeh. 

Schwagerina exilis Schwager 

(Pl, Ill, figs. 6, 7) 

1883. Fusulina exilis, Schwager: China, Vol. IV, p. 125; Pl. XV, fig. 15; Pl. XVI, figs. 4, 5. 

1914. Fusulina exilis, Deprat: Mém. Serv. Géol. I’Indochine, Vol. Ill, Fasc. I, p. 17; Pl. I, figs. 6-8. 

1925. Schellwienia exilis, Ozawa: Journ. Coll. Scien. Vol. XIV, Art. 6, pp. 33, 34. 

Test fusiform, gently vaulted in the median zone, pointed at the ends. In a specimen with six whorls the axial 

length is 5.41 mm and the median width 2.01 mm; the form ratio is 1:2.7. All the whorls are fusiform, rather regular 

and moderately loose; their height increases slowly in the spiral direction and keeps almost constant in the axial 

direction to the vicinity of the poles where the polar parts of the outer whorls more extended laterally. The number 

of whorls is 6 or 7. 

The widths of the whorls are (in mm): 

I 0.50 

II 0.71 

III 1.03 

IV 1.51 

V 2.04 

VI 237 
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Spirotheca thin, slowly increasing in thickness as it coils outward. Its thickness in the sixth whorl measures 

only 0.06 mm. The alveoli in the keriotheca are rather fine. 

The septa in the first two volutions almost unfluted in the large median portion. Those in the next volutions are 

folded into round loops in the lower 2/3 of the surface. 

Buccal aperture moderately broad, about 1/8 the length of the whorl; its height is about 1/2 that of the respective 

chamber. ; 

Chomata only developed as two small ridges in the two inner whorls, becoming obsolete in the succeeding 

volutions. 

Proloculum subcircular in axial section; its diameter measures 0.29 mm. 

Horizon and locality: It occurs in association with Verbcekina verbeeki Geinitz and Neoschwagerina sp. in the 

lower part of the Chinghsichung Limestone at Fengkuanshan, Hsianghsiang County, Hunan Province. This species 

is also found together with Verbeckina verbeeki Geinitz and Neoschwagerina douvillei Ozawa in the Maok’ou Limestone, 

Chienkiang, Kwangsi Province. 

Schwagerina lingyunensis Chen sp. nov. 

(PI, Ill, figs, 8 一 10) 

Test subcylindrical; the axial length is 5.12 mm and median width 1.92 mm measured from a specimen of five 

whorls; the form ratio is about 1:2.7. All the whorls are moderately loose; the polar parts of the outer volutions 

considerably expanded. The number of whorls is 5 or 6. 

The widths of the whorls are given below (in mm): 

I 0.53 
II 0.78 

\ IJI 1.08 
IV 1.50 
V 1.92 

Spirotheca thin but slowly thickening toward the outer whorls. It measures about 0.06 mm thick in the sixth 

whorl. 

The entire surface of the septa is intensely fluted into high folds. The septal number is 8 in the first whorl, 15 

in the second, 19 in the third, and 22 in the fourth. 

The shape and size of the buccal aperture are not known; the tunnel appears to be narrow. 

Chomata not developed. 

Axial fillings entirely absent. 

Proloculum spheroidal, large, up to 0.40 mm in diameter. 

This species is characterized by the thin spirotheca, the intensely folded septa and the large proloculum. 

Horizon and locality: It occurs in abundance, associated with Cancellina schellwieni Deprat in the Maok’ou Lime- 

stone at Lingyun, Kwangsi Province. 

Schwagerina mengi Chen sp. nov. 

(Pl. V, figs. i—3) 

Test large, short-fusiform with a considerably vaulted median zone and pointed ends; the axial length is 0.47 mm 

and the median width 5.62 mm, the form ratio is 1:1.7; whorls loose, regularly increasing in height while winding 

outward; whorls are 6 or 7 in number. 

The widths of the whorls are as follows (in mm): 
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Specimen (6295) (6181) 

Proloculum 0.56 0.62 

I 1.03 | 1.03 
II 1.55 1.52 

III 2.07 2.32 

IV 2.76 3.19 

V 3.70 4.15 

VI 4.82 5.09 

Spirotheca very thick in the median portion, plainly declining in strength toward the poles; it measures about 

0.17 mm thick in the sixth volution; the alveoli of the keriotheca rather coarse. 

Antethecae rather thick, intensely fluted transversely into somewhat irregular, narrow folds almost for the entire 

surface; the antethecal number is roughly counted up to forty in the sixth volution in a slightly oblique transverse 

section. 

Buccal aperture not well defined; the tunnel very narrow even in the outer whorls. 

Chomata completely absent. 

Proloculum large, spheroidal or spherical with a diameter of 0.56 to 0.59 mm. 

Remarks: The more evolute form of the present species is similar to the short type of Fusulina chamchitensis Colani 

in the loose whorls, the thick spirotheca, the intensely-fluted antethecae and the large proloculum; but the compact form 

differs from the Indochina species in building tighter and more whorls. 

Deprat’s Fusulina globosa also shows some resemblance to the present form in internal structures, but its test is 

more globular than that of the latter. 

The faunal association is also different. According to Colani, Fusulina chamchitensis associates with Schwagerina 

princeps Ehrenberg in the upper Uralian of Indochina. Deprat’s form also occurs together with the Uralian species 

such as Fusulina complicata Schellwien, Fusulina tenuissima Schellwien etc. But our species is found in association with 

the Permian species, in which Neoschwagerina craticulifera Schwager and Verbeekina verbecki Geinitz are the leading 

forms. ; 

Therefore, our form evidently occurs in a higher horizon than the other two species. 

In any case the three forms should have some genetical affinity for they developed so many similar essential features 

that sometimes difficulties rise in the distinction among them, 

Horizon and locality: This species occurs in association with Schwagerina yunnanensis (sp. nov.), Verbeekina 

verbeeki Geinitz and Neoschwagerina craticulifera Schwager in the Maok’ou Limestone, Ning-érh, Yunnan Province. 

Schwagerina brevipola Chen sp. nov. 

(Pl, V, figs. 4—7) 

Test smail, ellipsoidal; the median zone regularly inflated and the poles short and rounded. From the latter feature 

the specific name is derived. The axial length is 4.46 mm, the median width 2.36 mm, and the axial ratio 1:1.9 in 

a typical form with 7 whorls. The first whorl spheroidal, the second and the third volution fusiform, and all the 

three are very close; other whorls are ellipsoidal and comparatively loose. The height of the outer whorls shows no 

variation in the axial direction. The number of whorls is 7. 

The widths of the whorls and the thickness of the spirotheca are given below: 

Whorls 
SS Specimen 

I I 亚 IV V VI VI 

Width (in mm) 0.20 0.31 | 0.41 0.65 2315 1.76 | 2.36 

: 一- 一 一 一 5470 
Thickness of spirotheca 

(in mm) 0.013 | 0.023 | 0.034] 0.041 | 0.054 0.068 | 0.068 
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Spirotheca exceedingly thin in the inner compact whorls, but rapidly thickening in the outer ones. The thickness of 

the spirotheca is conspicuously reduced from the median zone toward the poles. Alveoli in the keriotheca moderately 

coarse. 

Antethecae in general may be said to be thick, but still much thinner than the spirotheca in the outer whorls. 

They are fluted into low and round folds in the lower half of the surface; the polar parts of them are twisted to 

produce fine anastomoses which are pierced by minutes holes and appear finally broken in sections. The antethecal 

number is unknown for the median section has not been obtained. 

Buccal aperture narrow but rather high, possibly not well defined. The angle of the tunnel is 32°. 

Chomata weakly built in the early close whorls, but absent in the rest. 

Axial fillings are poorly represented in slight irregular masses only in the lateral regions of the first four whorls. 

Proloculum small probably spheroidal, having a diameter of 0.14 mm. 

Remarks: This form has some resemblance to the young specimen of Schwagerina multialveola Chen, but can 

be distinguished by the slighter folding of the antethecae and the coarser alveoli of the keriotheca. As to the latter 

feature the partitions or fibres between the alveoli, as seen in section, are very thin and besides a kind of shorter 

partitions is inserted between the longer ones in Schwagerina multialveola Chen. In the present species the so-called 

partitions are thicker and the short partitions not developed. It differs from Chusenella deprati Ozawa in having a more 

ellipsoidal test. The earlier compact whorls are more numerous in the latter species and the axial fillings are almost 

always fully developed, but in the present form they are poorly deposited and sometimes almost entirely obsolete. 

Horizon and locality: It occurs in the lower part of the Chinghsichung Limestone in the hills about 2.5 kilo- 

metres west of Hungshantien Street, Hsianghsiang County, Hunan Province. A specimen with conspicuous axial fill- 

ings may represent this species in the same limestone in the hills, south of Hutien in the County, In the second locality 

it is found in association with Schwagerina multialveola Chen and Sumatrina annae Volz. Its association in the first habitat 

is as yet not known, 

Schwagerina multialveola Chen sp. nov. 

(Pl. V, fig. 8) 

Test generally fusiform; the median zone fairly inflated and the poles rather protruded with the terminations truncat- 

ed. This latter feature is only acquired in the mature forms but wanting in the younger specimens. The axial length 

and the median width measure respectively 6.98 mm and 3.04 mm from an adult specimen which possesses nine 

whorls, The axial ratio is nearly 1:2.3. The first three or four volutions are very tight, while the later ones rather 

loose. The ends of the inner whorls are pointed but those of the final three fairly expanded to form round terminations. 

The number of whorls attains to 9 in maturity. 

The width of the whorls and the thickness of the spirotheca measured from the successive volutions are given 

below: 

(in mm) 

| Whorls 

| 
ah m | wW V uw | WwW | wl | 区 

| 0.15 23 | 0.34 0.74 | 1.07 | 1.68 | 2.38 | 3.04 4831 
Width (in mm) | | | r.@.0> | 0,28 [° Wass 0.70 | 1.05 | 1.61 | 2.22 | | 4789 

Thickness of spirotheca | 0.01 | 0.013 | 0.027 0.048 4831 
| 

Spirotheca particularly thin in the first four coils, but thickening rather rapidly in the rest; the last part becomes 

a little thinner again, indicating the presence of the adult stage. The thickness of the spirotheca varies axially from 
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place to place. Though rather thick, the spirotheca appears gently waving along the direction of the axis of convolution. 

The alveoli in the keriotheca are rather coarse, especially in the outer volution where the fibres pronouncedly thicken 

downwards. There is a sort of shorter fibres making first appearance in the seventh whorl, intercalating usually one 

and occasionally two between the long ones. These short fibres are one fourth or more as long as the primary. 

The antethecae in the first three or four whorls are unfluted in the median large area, but gently wrinkled in 

the lateral regions. Those in the middle volutions are folded into round loops in the lower two thirds of the antethecal 

surface, while those in the last coils are intensely and more or less irregularly fluted for the whole surface. In the 

median section the septa appear rather flexuous, and several of them in the subsequent whorls united together with the 

lower parts into pairs. The antethecae number 9, 9, 11, 14, 18, 20, 23 and 25 respectively in eight successive volutions. 

The -polar parts of the antethecae in the two outermost whorls are highly complicated to produce a complex 

anastomosis in which the partitions of the meshes are much pierced by the minute septal pores. This feature is very 

peculiar to this species. 

The buccal aperture is narrow but rather high. It has a breadth 1/12 the length of the whorl and a height 1/2 

that of the corresponding chamber. 

Chomata are entirely lacking. 

Axial fillings only deposited in the lateral regions of the inner whorls as two narrow bars. The polar regions of 

the few outermost whorls are always free from them. In one case they are represented merely by several isolated 

small masses along the axis. 

Proloculum minute, spherical and thin-walled. It has a diameter of 0.09 mm. 

Horizon and locality: It occurs in the lower part of the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang 

County, Hunan Province. Associated with the present form is Sumatrina annae Volz. 

Schwagerina suni Chen sp. nov. 

(Pl. V, fig. 9) 

Test subcylindrical, slightly vaulted in the median zone and rounded at the poles. The axial length is 6.98 mm, 

the median width 3.04 mm, and the axial ratio 1:3. The first whorl is somewhat ellipsoidal, she next four fusiform 

and the last three or four subcylindrical. The height of the whorls increases slowly and regularly forward as the volu- 

tions are added. The lateral parts of the inner whorls are more extended laterally while those of the last two or three 

only expand crosswise to the axis and are little elongated in the axial direction. The number of whorls is 84%. 

The result of a measurement is as follows: 

Whorls 

|) NE Soh Rake es a iD ty AiO eed TE a a Specimen 

I | Oe A ae ae RP | WW | Wi 
ae Se tes eR | ee Re Se eee a an SS eae ee ae oes Sse 

Width (in mm) 0.35 | 0.56 | 0.74 | 1.05 | at) 8 | 238 |e 
a ee ee ee 本 

Thickness of spirotheca +9. 914-+ 0.027} -0,034 | 0.048 | 0.054 | 0.061 | 0,043 | 0,049 | 
(in mm) | | | 

EE 1 1 i 

Spirotheca is very thin and slowly thickens outward. Its thickness does not keep constant in the direction of 

the axis.. The tectum is particularly thin and the alveoli in the keriotheca are moderately fine. 

Antethecae fluted into low folds in the vicinity of the aperture. The folding becomes intense toward the poles, 

and at the same time the folds grow higher. The umbilical parts of the septa in the inner whorls are fluted into rather 

loose networks, but those in the last few whorls are strongly twisted to form fine reticulations. The median section of 

the test is not yet prepared so that the septal number is unknown. 

Buccal aperture slit-like, moderately high but rather narrow, its breadth being nearly 1/8 the Jength of the whorl. 
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Chomata weakiy developed as two small ridges in the inner whorls, but completely obsolete in the outer ones. 

Proloculum small, circular in axial section, having a diameter of 0.20 mm. 

This name is proposed in honour of Dr. Y. C. Sun. 

Horizon and locality: This species is found in rare occurrence with Sumatrina annae Volz and Schwagerina 

paralpina Chen in the lower part of the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang County, Hunan Province, 

Schwagerina chinensis Chen sp. nov. 

(Pl. V, fig. 10) 

Test large, robust, fusiform; the median zone considerably inflated, the poles somewhat produced and terminated 

in round extremities. A marked though slight constriction is present near each pole. The axial length measures 10.44 

mm from a specimen with seven whorls; the median width cannot be determined for the median zone of the measured 

test is partially broken, and consequently the axial ratio of the mature form is also unknown. But the proportion of 

the width to the length of the fifth volution, which is complete, is nearly 1:2. In any case, the axial ratio of the mature 

test is decidedly not much different from the above figures, because the fifth whorl can represent the general shape of 

the test. The two inner whorls rather close, the outer ones more evolute; and the first five more regularly fusiform 

volutions are with short ends, while the others with more protruded poles. The number of whorls is 7. 

The widths of the first five whorls and the thickness of the spirotheca are shown in the following figures: 

Whorls 

I I 亚 IV 

0.56 0:88) |. 1,48 2.28 3,51 

Thickness of spirotheca 

(in mm) 
0.027 | 0.027) 0.034 | 0.035 | 0.041 

Spirotheca very thin, slowly increasing in thickness with the addition of the number of whorls. The strength of 

the spirotheca persists axially to the very polar regions. The keriotheca is thin and with a fine alveolar structure. 

Antethecae somewhat irregularly fluted into broad folds mostly confined to the lower 2/3 or more. The polar parts 

of the antethecae in the inner whorls are folded to form simple networks, but in the polar regions of the outer 

volutions moderately complex anastomoses are resulted from the fluting of the extreme parts of the antethecae. Unfor- 

tunately no transverse sections have come into my possession. Therefore the number of antethecae in the successive volu- 

tions is yet unknown. 

Buccal aperture is very low and narrow; the angle of the tunnel is 27° in the early whoris. 

Chomata completely absent. 

Axial fillings not developed, only several meshes of the network in the first and second whorls filled up in rare 

cases with scattered calcareous deposits. 

Proloculum spheroidal, moderate in size, thick-walled, having a diameter of 0.37 mm. 

This species may be recognized by the large test, the loose whorls, the thin spirotheca, the simple antethecal 

folding and the large proloculum. 

Horizon and locality: This species is found in rare occurrence in the basal beds of the Wuhsuch Limestone in 

the hills near Tienchiachun, Kwangchi County, southeastern Hupeh, Its association is not clear. 

Schwagerina hunania Chen sp. nov. 

(Pl, TT, figs, 11—13) 

Test subcylindrical with the median zone slightly vaulted and the poles rounded. All the whorls are subcylindrical 
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and closely and regularly coiled; the ends of the inner four whorls are more pointed while those of the last two are 

round. The axial length and the median width of a specimen having 7'4 whorls are 6.60 mm and 2.39 mm res- 

pectively. These two dimensions vary but slightly in the typical tests of this species. The axial ratio is 1:2.7. The 

number of whorls is 7 or 74% in the mature forms. 

Some measurements are tabulated below: 

Whorls | 

TLR OTOP NRE ae FT RMT CPE RRNA GE Specimen 

I I nT V Vv WI WI | vl | 

; ‘ | 0.34 0.47 0.69 0.99 1,39 1.89 2.47 3.021, 475 
Width (in mm) | 

0.28 | 0.44 | 0.65 | 0.91 | 1.24 | 1.62 | 2.16 | 4803 
creat ss. ; ie va errr re ger | serrecrirg Me ste. ay aal | 

Thickness of spirotheca | 9 913 | 0.020 | 0.034 oo | 0.048 | 0.054 | 0.061 | 
(in mm) 

Spirotheca thin, slowly increasing in thickness as the test growing forward and its strength persisting for a long 

distance in the axial direction. The tectum is exceedingly thin and the alveolar structure of the keriotheca fine. 

Antethecae very thin, fluted into widely spaced and nearly quadrate folds in the lower half of the lateral surface. 

The umbilical parts of the antethecae are folded together to form moderate-meshed anastomoses. As the median section 

of the test has not been prepared, the antethecal number in the successive volutions is consequently unknown. 

Buccal aperture slit-shaped, very low but moderately broad in the outer whorls. 

Chomata appear to be represented by some ill-defined minute masses in the three innermost whorls, but entirely 

disappear in the outer volutions. 

Proloculum small, spheroidal, thin-walled, with a diameter of 0.22 mm. 

Axial fillings are not present. 

Horizon and locality: The present species occurs together with its allied forms Schwagerina chinensis Chen and 

Sumatrina annae Volz in the lower part of the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang County, Hunan 

Province. 

Schwagerina yunnanensis sp. nov. 

(Pl. IV, figs. 1—3) 

Test short fusiform with the median zone moderately vaulted and the poles bluntly pointed; the axial length 

varies between 6.51 mm and 7.10 mm, the median width between 2.66 mm and 2.72 mm; the form ratio ranges from 

1:2.4 to 1:2.6; all the whorls are fusiform and closely and regularly coiled; the number of whorls is 6 or 7. 

The results of two measurements are given below: 

Whorls 

| | Specimen 

| I a em jolav | v | w | Ww 
0,23) |.°0)46 | 0.69 “| 1,02 |) 1.45" | °1.99° |) 2,66 6311 

Width Gn mm) | | | | 
| 9.25 | 0.50 | 0.65 | o.9t } 1.24) 167 12/19 | 6323 

Spirotheca thin, gradually increasing in thickness towards the outer whorls; it measures 0.08 mm thick in the 

seventh volution; the keriotheca has rather coarse alveoli and appears as early as the beginning of the spirotheca. 

Antethecae moderately thick, regularly fluted to form subquadrate folds in the lower part of the surface in the 

inner whorls; the intensity of the antethecal folding in the last volutions increases to such an extent that the entire lateral 

surface is wrinkled to produce crowded narrow folds; the polar area of the antethecae in the last two or three volutions 
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is highly twisted into fine anastomoses, in which the walls of the meshes are pierced by minute foramina to give a 

broken appearance to the section of the networks. The antethecae number 10, 17, 23, 29, 30, and 37, respectively in the 

first six successive volutions. 

Buccal aperture rather wide and high, the breadth being 1/8 the length of the respective whorl and the height 1/2 

that of the chamber. Chomata not developed. 

Axial fillings well deposited in large masses in the lateral regions of the first five whorls. 

Proloculum spheroidal, small, 0.23—0.37 mm in diameter. 

Horizon and locality: It associates itself with Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz and Neoschwagerina craticulifera 

Schwager in the Maok ou Limestone, Ning-€rh, Yunnan Province. 

Schwagerina longitermina Chen sp. nov. 

(Pl. IV, figs. 4 一 6) 

Test large, fusiform, with the median zone considerably vaulted and both poles surprisingly elongated into the sub- 

cylindrical probosis with rounded ends. The lateral slopes are slightly depressed. In some forms one side of the median 

vaulted part is gently flattened. The axial length ranges from 9.59 mm to 11.07 mm and the median width from 3.43 

mm to 3.57 mm; the ratio of the width to the length varies between 1:2.8 and 1:3.1. All whorls are fairly evolute and 

regularly increase in height as they coil forward. The inner four volutions are with short pointed ends and generally 

fusiform while the terminations of the outer whorls are much extended and expanded. The character of flatness on one 

-side of the whorl makes first appearance early ip the second volution, when the test dévelops this feature. The number of 

whorls of the mature specimen is 7. 

Spirotheca thin but thickening slowly toward the outer part, The thickness in the median zone does not markedly 

vary axially but it So rather rapidly along the slopes toward the poles. The keriotheca develops a moderately coarse 

alveolar structure. 

Septa intensely fluted into numerous compound folds. Those in the early whorls reach to the roof of the chamber, 

while those in the outer volutions but one rise upward to their upper margin. In the last whorl or even in the latter part 

of the sixth volution when the specimen only has six convolutions the strength of the antethecal fluting falls down to such 

an extent that only low and broad loops are formed in the median part of the septal surface; whilst the lateral parts of 

the last several septa are, as a rule, still subject to the influence of the strong folding. The polar parts of the septa are 

twisted to form complicated and round-meshed networks. In the median section of the test the septa in the inner whorls 

usually unite in pairs at the lower edges, while in the last two or three volutions this phenomenon is not apparently 

displayed. The septa number 15, 22, 30, 38, 32, and 30 respectively in six successive volutions. In the above list it 

is clearly seen that the greatest antethecal number is reached in the fourth whorl and thence the number falls down again 

markedly in the last two volutions. 

Buccal aperture generally slit-like, but not well defined, moderately high but very narrow, its height being nearly half 

that of the chamber and its breadth only 1/18 the length in the sixth volution, 

No trace of chomata has been observed; they are generally not developed. 

Axial fillings small, irregularly conical with the bases facing the proloculum at some distance, and developed only 

in the lateral regions of the second and third whorls. The first whorl and the outer volutions are all free from any 

calcareous deposits. 

Proloculum generally spheroidal, rarely kidney-shaped, with a diameter varying in the proximity of 0.26 mm. Its 

wall is rather thick. 

Some measurements are given below: 
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Whorls 
| ae MA pea ea ae == iq, |) Specimen 

oe Se u | W 
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0.37 0.65 1.08 2.28 2.93 3.55 4735 

Width (in mm) 0.59 0.97 1.54 2.13 2.78 3.43 4736 

0.53 0.91 2.87 3.57 4767 

Thickness of spirotheca 
Ga aston} 0.027 | 0.041 0.054 | 0.068 4736 

In the above table the second and the third rows of figures can show the true rate of evolution of the whorls; the former 

is from a median section and the latter from an axial section with kidney-shaped proloculum. The numerals in the first 

row should be much smaller than the real values for the axial section is somewhat eccentrically cut through the pro- 

loculum. 

Remarks: A possible comparison can be made between the typical forms of Parafusulina multiseptata (Schellwien) 

and the present species. The rate of evolution of the whorls and the folding of the septa in our species are truly con- 

cordant with the type of Schellwien’s form. But the present form is still readily distinquished from Parafusulina multiseptata 

(Schellwien) by the highly produced poles and the much smaller proloculum. The axial fillings are almost always 

present in our form and usually represented in two small rough cones. On the contrary, they are sometimes developed 

and sometimes absent in Schellwien’s species, and when occur they are often in small, loosely scattered irregular masses. 

Horizon and locality. This species occurs in fair plenty in the lower part of the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, 

Hsianghsiang County, Central Hunan, It appears in association with Chusenella douvillei: Colani and Chusenella 

conicocylindrica Chen, 

Schwagerina hupehensis Chen sp. nov. 

(Pl, VIII, figs. 1—3) 

Test elongately subcylindrical, slightly incurved, with the axial length varying between 7.69 mm and 11.18 mm 

and the median width between 1.89 mm and 2.51 mm. The axial ratio ranges from 1:4 to 1:4.4. In one case, one side 

of the median portion is rather vaulted and the opposite side nearly flat and the umbilical ends are blunt. In another 

specimen, the median .zone is slightly inflated and the ends are more markedly truncated. The first three or four whorls 

are more compact and the next ones comparatively loose. The lateral parts of the outer whorls are usually much ex- 

tended. The number of whorls is 7. 

The widths of the whorls and the thickness of the spirotheca are tabulated below: 

Specimen 

Width (in mm) 

Thickness of spirotheca 
(in mm) 

Spirotheca thin, gradually thickening forward and maintaining the constant thickness for a rather long axial distance. 

The tectum is fairly thick and the keriotheca has a fine alveolar structure. 

Septa thinner than the spirotheca, not fluted in the first two whorls and gently folded into low folds in the next 

two volutions, but highly fluted to form crowded compact folds for the whole height in the last coils. The polar parts 

of the septa in the outermost whorls are twisted to produce fine anastomoses. The septal number is 12 in the first whorl, 

18 in the second, 22 in the third, 25 in the fourth and fifth each, and 16 in the first half of the sixth. 
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Buccal aperture particularly low but rather wide. It has a height only 1/3 that of the chamber and a breadth 1/15 

the length of the whorl in the sixth volution. 

Chomata well developed though in weak strength up to the fifth or the sixth volution but entirely absent in the 

last whorls. 

Axial fillings poorly deposited only in the lateral axial regions of the first two or three volutions. 

Proloculum spherical, small, with a diameter of 0.19 to 0.23 mm. 

Remarks: The curved form of the species is different from Schwagerina bicornis Chen in having a larger test and 

two more whorls. The round ends of the whorls and the absence of the axial fillings in the lateral part of the outer 

volutions are the striking points of difference utilizable to distinguish the present form from the other. In the rate of 

evolution of the whorls, the thickness of the spirotheca and the type of folding of the septa the present form bears 

some similarity to Schwagerina verneuili Moller. But the two forms can be distinguished by the fact that in Schwagerina 

verneuili Moller the terminations of the whorls are pointed and a long narrow axial filling is generally, if not always, 

developed in each of the lateral regions; while in Schwagerina hupehensis the condition is quite different that the ends 

of the outer whorls are rounded and those of the outermost one or two coils are sharply truncated in some cases, and the 

axial fillings are almost not developed or poorly represented as two small obscure masses in the first few volutions. 

Horizon and locality: This species is found in the Wuhsueh Limestone, in the southern vicinity of Yupingshan 

(ER), Tiehchiachun, Kwangchi County, southeastern Part of Hupeh Province. 

Schwagerina pactiruga Chen sp. nov. 

(PI. VIII, figs. 4, 5) 

Test more cylindrical than fusiform; the median zone gently vaulted, the poles more or less truncated. A slight 

constriction is usually present in each lateral zone. The axial length and the median width are 9.53 mm and 2.81 

mm respectively in a specimen with eight whorls; the axial ratio is about 1:3.4. The first three whorls compact, the 

next one comparactively loose and gradually evolving outward. The early five coils are fusiform; the lateral parts of the 

other volutions highly extended and meanwhile expanded to make these whorls and consequently the test become 

subcylindrical. Whorls are many, usually 8 in the mature form. 

The rate of evolution of the whorls and the strength of the spirotheca are shown by the following figures: 

Whorls 

| 
| 

| 二 ecient ac hia dd sian Specimen 

I | 了 pe Wl m7 

0.23 | 0.34 | 0.50 bestia bail niin ete aieie. 4753 
Width (i ia a | 

0.25 | 0.35 | 0.59 | 0.94 | 1.39 | 1.89 4754 

Thickness of spirotheca anges 0.013 | 0.027 0.068 4753 0.032 | 0.047 | 0.054 0.064 

Spirotheca thin, regularly and gradually thickening as it coils forward. The strength remains fairly persistent for 

a great axial distance. The alveoli in the keriotheca are rather fine. | 

Antethecae unfluted in the first whorls, gently folded in the second and third volutions, Those in the other coils 

strongly fluted into tightly compressed folds for the entire septal surface. However, in the latter part of the last whorl 

the strength of folding of the septa much declines to such an extent that the folds almost entirely disappear in the large 

median space of the chamber. The polar parts of the septal surface in the outer four volutions are highly twisted to 

from fine and complex anastomoses, The numbers of septa are roughly 27, 31, and 33 respectively in from the fourth to 

the sixth volution. 

Buccal aperture low and narrow, measuring only 0.38 mm broad in the seventh volution; the angle of the tunnel 

mS. 32. 
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Chomata appear very feebly developed in the innermost three whorls and are entirely sbsent in the’outer ones. 

Axial fillings irregularly deposited in the lateral regions of the inner five coils; the inner ends lying at a very short 

distance from the proloculum. 

Proloculum spheroidal, minute, 0.17 mm in diameter. 

Remarks: It cannot be denied that there is a great affinity between Schwagerina longitermina Chen and the 

present form. The important points of difference which may be used to separate the two forms lie in the closer whorls 

as well as the less vaulted median zone of the test of the present species. That the rate of evolution of the whorls 

is plainly represented in two stages in the species under consideration is another essential difference. The septal 

folds in the middle volutions are so tightly pressed laterally that almost no open room is left inside. This phenomenon 

is not so pronounced in Schwagerina longitermina. It is distinguished from Chusenella conicocvlindrica (sp. nov.) 

by the more cylindrical test and the more regular folding of the septa. The early whorls in the latter species are much 

more compact and the axial fillings are in low and broad cones. The last feature in the present form is represented 

by two. irregular and narrow bars. 

It differs from Schwagerina hupehensis (sp. nov.) in the more fusiform shape of the test, the smaller proloculum 

and the well-developed axial fillings. 

_ Horizon. and locality: This form is found alone in the lower part of the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, 

Hsianghsiang County, Hunan Province. 

Schwagerina granum-avenae Roemer 

(Pl, VIII, figs. 6—10) 

1880. Fusulina granum-avenae, Roemer: Uber eine Kohlen kalk fauna der Westkuste von Sumatra, Palacontogr. 

XXVII, pp. 1 一 11. - 
1896. Fusulina granum-avenae, Verbeek and Fennema: Java et Madoura, Part 2, p. 1131, Pl. I, figs. 1-10. 

1912. Fusulina granum-avenae, Deprat: Etude géol. Yunnan Oriental, Part II, p. 26. 

1915. Fusulina granum-avenae, Schubert: Die Foraminiferen des jtingeren Paleozoikums von Timor, Pl. XXXIX, 

fig. 1, Pl. XLI, figs. 5—6, p. 53. 

1925. Schellwienia granum-avenae, Ozawa: Journ. Coll. Science, Vol. XLV, Art 6, pp. 29—30, PI. VI, fig. 6. 

This species is represented in two generations. The microspheric test subcylindrical, slightly flexuous, more or 

less vaulted in the median zone, rounded and sometimes truncated at the extremities. The axial Jength 1anges from 

12.13 mm to 12.66 mm, the median width from 2.93 mm to 3.34 mm; the axial ratio varies between 1:3.8 and 1:4.1. 

Whorls numerous, close, regularly evolving in the median region. The polar portions of the last whorls are frequently 

much extended laterally. The number of whorls is usually 8 or 9, rarely 10. In the macrospheric generation, the 

condition is somewhat different. The test seems to be more fusiform than cylindrical. The median zone conspicuously 

vaulted, the ends rounded. The length and the width of the test measures 7.25 mm and 2.69 mm respectively, the 

axial ratio is 1:2.7. All the whorls are also fusiform, compact and rather regular, 7% in number. 

Several measurements from the microspheric and one from the macrospheric forms are shown in the following 

table: 

Thickness of spirotheca 
(in mm) 

0.020! 0.020 | 0. 027 | 
i 
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Spirotheca thin in the early whorls, gradually thickening in the next coils. The strength may remain for a great 

axial distance. Alveoli in the keriotheca are fine. 

Septa thin, gently fluted into low folds in the lower half of the median surface; the folding increasing in intensity 

towards the poles, where the septa! surfaces are twisted to produce complicated anastomoses. The septal number is 

not yet correctly determined. 

Buccal aperture low and narrow in the inner whorls, but rather wide in the outer coils. The angle of the tunnel 

is 47°. 

Chomata have not been clearly observed and are possibly not well developed if not absent. 

Axia! fillings are poorly deposited as two small irregular bars in the lateral regions of the few innermost whorls 

and in some cases they are completely absent. 

Proloculum spheroidal, minute, with a diameter of 0.20 mm in the microspheric forms; irregularly round with 

a diameter of 0.41 mm in the other generation. 

Horizon and locality: This species occurs together with Chusenella deprati Ozawa, Chusenella douvillei Colani and 

Schwagerina yiéii Chen in the lower part of the Wuhsueh Limestone in the hills near Tienchiachun, Kwangchi County, 

Hupeh Province. 

Genus Chusenella Hsu, 1942, emed. Chen, 1955 

Genotype Chusenella ishanensis Hsu, 1942, Bull. Geol. Soc. China, vol. 22, pp. 175, 176 text 

mee ES 2: 

Test moderate in size, inflated-fusiform, with ventricose median portion and pointed ends; whorls numerous, at- 

taining to 9 or 10 in mature forms, the inner whorls very tight, the outer ones rather loosely and regularly expanded; 

spirotheca consisting of tectum and fine keriotheca, thin, slender and increasing slowly in thickness; septa not fluted in 

the inner tight volutions, but strongly and regularly fluted almost for the whole septal surface, the folds are tight, 

sometimes with nearly parallel sides, and forming fine networks in the polar regions of the volutions; chomata only 

developed as two fine spirals in the juvenile whorls but entirely absent in the outer whorls; axial fillings are developed 

only in the proximity of the proloculum; aperture singular; proloculum small and spherical. 

Range: Higher Permian. 

Remarks: This genus was established by J. S. Lee and Y. T. Hsu in 1942. They diagnosed this genus on the 

deceptive structures of the tight septal folds which were then considered as parachomata. I have closely reexamined the 

type specimens and discovered that the socalled dichotomous and perforated parachomata are truly the basal part of the 

very tight septal folds but not true parachomata. 

The median section of Chusenella ishanensis Hsu given in a paper by Mr. Hsu has quite different structures from 

the axial section of the genotype. The spirotheca is composed distinctly of a tectum, a fine keriotheca and an inner 

tectorium; this last figure, although very thin, is constant for all the whorls. The septa are rather distant-spaced and 

slightly undulated. I believe that this median section does nor belong to the genus of Chusenella but belongs to a 

certain species of Misellina. 

Chusenella very resembles Paraschwagerina in the general shape, the strong and regular septal folding, the axia! 

fillings, the small proloculum and the very tight juvenile volutions, but it can be easily distinghished from the latte: 

by the almost plane septa in the juvenarium. Ontogenetically Paraschwagerina is derived from Schwagerina but Chusenella 

certainly from Triticites. 

Range: Permian of the Tethys Sea area. 

Chusenella tingi Chen sp. nov. 

(Pl. If, figs. 1 一 3) 

The present species is represented by several specimens in the collection, The test is constructed with regular 
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fusiform whorls. In some cases the median zone considerably vaulted, the lateral parts sloping smoothly towards the 

pointed ends. The length is 4.05 mm, the width 1.77 mm; the proportion of the latter to the former is 1:2.3. The 

three inner whorls particularly compact,.the outer ones moderately loose. The height of the whor] does not perceptibly 

vary along the direction of the axis. 

For the sake of easy recognition the probable values of the whorl-width are given as follows (in mm): 

Diameter of Proloculum 0.08 

I 0.11 

I] 0.17 

08) 0.25 

IV 0.35 

V 0.53 

VI 0.80 

VII 1.27 

VIII 1.77 

Spirotheca exceedingly thin in the early volutions, becoming a little thicker in the next ones and at the same time 

very slowly thinning off toward the poles. It measures but 0.04 mm thick in the last part. The alveoli in the keriotheca 

are rather coarse. — 

Septa almost not fluted in the first three volutions, folding into fairly regular folds in the lower more than 2/3 of 

the vertical surface in the next two or three coils, where the area above the buccal aperture is also influenced by the 

folding. In the last few whorls the folding of septa becomes more or less irregular. The number of septa is unknown. 

Buccal aperture slit-like, very narrow and low. 

Chomata feebly developed only in the several innermost whorls, disappearing in the outer ones. 

Two narrow but long axial fillings disposed each in one of the lateral axial regions. 

The shape and size of the proloculum are not yet clearly made out, but it is probably very’ small. 

Remarks: This form is distinguished from Chusenella deprati Ozawa chiefly by the strictly spindle-shaped test. 

The exceptionally regular whorls and the truly pointed poles are also the important features available for specific dis- 

tinction. It differs from Schwagerina regularis Schellwien in the more vaulted median zone, the more pointed ends, the 

compact early whorls and the well developed axial fillings. This name is proposed in honor of the late Dr. V. K. Ting. 

Horizon and locality: It occurs together with Chusenella deprau Ozawa in the ae part of the Chinghsichung 

Limestone, about 2.5 kilometres south of Hutien Town, Hsianghsiang County, Hunan Province. 

Chusenella deprati Ozawa 

(Pl. I, figs. 16—18) 

1912. Fusulina exilis, Deprat: Mém. Serv. géol. I’Indochine, Vol, I, Fasc. 3, p. 24, Pl. VII, figs, 13—14, Pl. VII, 

fig. 16. 

1913. Fusulina exilis, Deprat: Mém. Serv. géol. I’Indochine, Vol. Il, Fasc. 1, p. 11. 

1925. Schellwieni deprati, Ozawa: Jour. Coll. Scien. Vol, XLV, Art. 6, pp. 34—35, Pl. V, figs. 6, 7. 

Test fusiform, considerably vaulted in the median zone, bluntly pointed at the ends which are rather short. The 

axial length varies from 4.64 mm to 6.09 mm, the median width from 2.57 mm to 2.69 mm; the axial ratio between 

1:2.1 and 1:2.6. All the whorls are regularly fusiform. The first three or four volutions are extremely close while the 

next ones rather loose. This last feature is very persistent throughout the specimens procured in our material. The 

number of whorls in the mature forms is 7 or 8. 

The widths of the whorls and the thickness of the spirotheca are given in the following table: 
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a aaa Oy Zh ke Seon twice ed Specimen | By} my) oe fee aw | Wi 
0.17 | 0.26 0.35 | 0.50 | 0.77 1,15 1,71 2.32 | 4774 Width Go mm) | 0.17 | 0.23 | 0.35 | 0.50 | 0.74 | 1.08 | 1,51 | 1,98 4795 0.20 | 0.26 | 0.32 | 0.48 / 0.77 | 1.21 | 1.86 | 2.57 4952 0.16 | 0.25 | 0.34 | 0.50 | 0.77 | 1.09 | 1.62 | 2.19 | 4953 

0.008 | 0.022 | 0.034} 0.048 | 0,075 a ee ee 
Thickness of spirotheca 

(Gin mm) 
0.089 4952 

—_ | 0.59 | 0.88 | 1,31 | 
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Spirotheca particularly thin in the inne: compact whorls, becoming rather thick in the outer ones. And the thickness varies here and there along the axial direction. The alveoli in the keriotheca are fairly coarse. 
Antethecae almost unfluted in the early close volutions, fairly regularly folded for more than 2/3 the height in the next coils, the apertural area being also affected by the folding. T hey are counted 7, 19,14, Oy 17, YS ae eo respectively in seven succeeding volutions. 
Buccal aperture very narrow but high, about half as high as the chamber and meassuring 0.29 mm broad in the seventh whorl. 

Chomata developed in weak strength in the early compact whorls but obsolete in the next volutions. Axial fillings are always present and represented by two moderate more or less irregular masses with the inner ends lying at a little distance from the proloculum. 
Proloculum spheroidal, minute, no more than 0.12 mm in diameter in the microspheric types, while it measures up to 0.20 mm in the macrospheric forms. 

Remarks: This species is represented by both microspheric and macrospheric generations in our collection. The microspheric form is quite similar to the specimens of Deprat’s Fusulina exilis illustrated in Pl, VIII, figs. 13—14 in having three or four extraordinarily closely coiled whorls at the beginning, a minute proloculum, and some other essential features. Schwager’s Fusulina exilis from Akasaka Limestone in Japan has a larger test with less volutions and a larger projoculum. Furthermore, Fusulina exilis Schwager has not more compact inner whorls. The median section of O-tawa’s Schellwienia deprati is almost identical with a specimen in our material except for the fact that the number of antethecae in our form is smaller than that in the Japanese specimen. 
Horizon and locality: This Species is represented by moderately abundant specimens in the lower beds of the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang County, Hunan Province. Chusenella douville: Colani, Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz, Neoschwagerina craticulifera Schwager and Sumatrina annae Volz are the associated forms in the former locality. It is also found in the Wuhsueh Limestone in the hills near the town of Tienchiachun, Kwangchi County, Hupeh Province, 

Chusenella conicocylindrica Chen sp. nov. 
(Pl, IV, figs. 7, 8) 

Test moderate in size, conico-cylindrical; the median part short, cylindrical and the lateral portions elongated, conical, The axial length is 6.57 mm and the median width 2.34 mm; the axial ratio is nearly 1:2.8, The first four whorls are subcylindtical and extremely close with the height of the chambers hardly greater than the thickness of the respective spiral-wall. The next whorls are conicocylindrical and moderately evolute, The lateral parts of the last two or three whorls are highly extended to form elongated poles, having a slight depression in each of the lateral slopes, The number of whorls is large, attaining to 914, 
The result of measurement is shown in the following table: 
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Whorls | 
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Width (in mm) 0.15 | 0,02 | 0.28 | 0.37 | 0.53 | 0.79 | 1.17 | 1.61 | 2.10 
=a BL BF Pe ae an OF = 4773 

Thickness of spirotheca 
(in mm) 

0.01 0.012 | 0.013 | 0.013 | Ose | 0.041 | 0.047 0.054 | 0.063 | 
| 

Spirotheca exceedingly thin in the first four volutions and thence gradually thickening outward; the thickness 

remains unchanged in the median cylindrical portion but slowly decreases along the lateral slopes toward the poles. 

The alveolar structure in the keriotheca is moderately fine. 

Antethecae probably unfluted in the inner four compact whorls; those in the next looser volutions are folded into 

rather regular folds in the lower more than Z/3. In the last two whorls the antethecae are strongly fluted for the entire 

height and the compressed folds are arranged from pole to pole even as well in the apertura] area. The polar parts 

are twisted to form fine anastomoses. Their number is yet unknown. 

Buccal aperture well defined in the inner whorls but not clear in the outer ones. It is slit-like, low and narrow, 

being nearly 1/20 the length of the whorl. 

Chomata are almost entirely absent, only leaving vestiges on the wall of the proloculum. 

Axial fillings are developed as two rough cones only in the lateral regions of the middle whorls. The base of the 

cones faces the proloculum at some distance, leaving the most median part of the compact whorls and the median 

one third of the next three volutions free from these calcareous deposits. The polar portion of the three outermost 

whorls is also kept clear of the fillings. 

Proloculum spheroidal, minute, having a diameter of only 0.09 mm. 

Remarks: The present form differs from Chusenella deprati Ozawa in the greater size, the more whorls, the more 

intense folding of the antethecae and the curious shape of the test. Our species has two more whorls than Ozawa’s 

form. The antethecae are strongly folded to form high and tight folds in the former species, but low and round folds 

are produced in the latter. Though the present form is now described as a distinct species, it still bears much affinity to 

Chusenella deprati Ozawa. This fact is principally warranted by the two clear stages of development of the whorls in 

the two forms. If in the future intermediate forms are obtained to prove that the present from is conspecific with the latter 

type, the present species may be lowered to the rank of a new variety of Chusenella deprati Ozawa. 

Horizon and locality: It occurs in the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang County, Hunan 

Province. 

Chusenella douvillei (Colani) 

(Pl. Ill, figs. 2—5) 

1924. Fusulina douvillei Colani: Mém. Serv. géol. I'Indochine, Vol. XI, Fasc. I, pp. 98, 99; Pl. X, fig. 25; Pl. XIII, 

figs. 2—26. 

1935. Pseudofusulina globularis Gubler; Les Fusulinidés du Permien de L’Indochine, Mémoires de la Société 

Géologigue de France, Nouvelle Série, Tome XI, Fasc, 4, Feuilles 36 a 57, pp. 87—89, Pl. figs. 1, 2, 7; 

Pl. il, fig. 1. 

Test robust, shortly fusiform, rather large; the median zone considerably inflated, the umbilical ends bluntly point- 

ed. In a mature specimen of nine whorls the length is 7.07 mm, the width 3.18 mm, the proportion of the width to 

the length is nearly 1:1.8. The first three or four whorls are particularly tight, while the next ones evolute. The lateral 

parts of the volutions are not much expanded so that no difference in height of the chamber can be detected from 

pole to pole. The outer surface of the whorls is not smooth but adorned with rather deep antethecal grooves and local 

shallow depressions which resulted probably from the slenderness of the spirotheca. The number of whorls is 8 一 9. 
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Some results of measurement are given below: 

Whorls 

= Specimen 
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Width (in mm) 0.26 | 0.38 | 0.56 | 0.88 | 1.33 | 2.01 | 2.84 | 3.76 | 4782 
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8 SEE a SE . i | 
agri 0.023 | 0.026 | 0.029 0.087 | 4782 

(in mm) 

Spirotheca thin and increasing so slowly in thickness as the whorls coiling forward that the addition of thickness 

is almost unperceivable in the outer whorls. The thickness of the spirotheca is also maintained nearly constant toward 

the poles. The alveoli in the keriotheca are rather coarse and in some cases they are particularly loose. This is a 

peculiarity of this species. 

Antethecae thin, not much fluted in the first two whorls so that the median space of the inner chambers is clear of 

any antethecal folds. Those in the next whoris are regularly and intensely folded into numerous high folds, the tops of 

which largely come within a short distance of the roof of the chambers. Except for a few with compressed sides the 

majority of the folds are rather broad. The umbilical parts of the antethecae in the outer whorls are highly twisted to 

form fine-meshed anastomoses. In median section the antethecae appear slender and flexuous; the contiguous pair often 

come in contact at their middle part. The numbers of the antethecae are respectively 10, 18, 20, 28, 28, 38, 37, and 51 

in eight successive volutions. 

The weak chomata appear to be developed in the first three volutions, but are entirely absent in the other ones. 

Buccal aperture only seen in the first three whorls where it is slit-shaped, low and narrow; the angle of tunnel is 

39°. In the next volutions the aperture is probably not well defined for the apertural area is even also occupied by the 

antethecal folds. 

Axial fillings are poorly deposited as two small irregular bars each in one of the lateral regions, extending from 

the vicinity of the proloculum towards the poles but not reaching them and stopping short of the anastomoses, 

Proloculum spheroidal, minute, 0.17 mm in diameter. 

Remarks: This species was first described by Madam Colani in 1924 from Yunnan. According to her, this form 

is associated with Schwagerina verneuili Moller, which is however rather doubtful in specific identification. Our form 

is almost identical with Colani’s species in all the essentials. Nevertheless, the spirotheca of our specimens is apparently 

thinner than that of the Yunnan form; it never exceeds 0.08 mm in the thickest part. In Yunnan specimen it was 

measured up to 0.09 mm by Colani in the seventh volution. The antethecal folds in our form seem more regular and 

intense than in Colani’s sections which are indeed somewhat oblique to the axis of the test. The axial fillings are in 

long, narrow bars in the present form, but broader, shorter and more irregular in Colani’s types. These slight dif- 

ferences are possibly still within the specific variations. 

Horizon and locality: This species has a rather long vertical range of distribution in the Chinghsichung Limestone 

of Hunan Province. It also occurs in the Wuhsueh Limestone in the hills near Tienchiachun and in the Taochishan 

CV¥¥1U) at Kingshan (京山 )，Hupeh Province. In the first locality it appears in association with Chusenella tingi 

Chen, Verbeckina verbeeki Geinitz and Neoschwagerisia craticulifera Schwager; in the second place its associated 

forms are Chusenella deprati Ozawa, Schwagerina yiii Chen and Schwagerina longipertica Chen; its association in the 

third locality is not clear. 

Genus Paraschwagerina Dunbar & Skinner, 1936 

Genotype Paraschwagerina gigantella (White) = Schwagerina gigantella White, 1932 

Test large, inflate-fusiform to subcylindrical; the first three to five volutions closely coiled, the outer whorls highly 
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inflated; spirotheca composed of tectum and keriothca; septa strongly fluted throughout; aperture singular; chomata 

weakly developed only in the inner tight whorls or undeveloped; proloculum small. 

Range. Permian of Asia, Europe and America. 

Paraschwagerina shengi Chen sp. nov. 

(Pl. VI, figs. 1—4) 

Test short-fusiform, large; the median zone considerably vaulted, the extremities rounded. Three stages of develop- 

ment are distinctly recognized. The first three volutions are compactly coiled; at the beginning of the fourth volution its 

height increases rather abruptly and the subsequent whorls keep loose up to the penultimate volution; in the last 

whorl the height slowly decreases again. The axial length of a specimen with 6'4 whorls measures 7.69 mm, the median 

width is not known. In another specimen which has 8 whorls the median width is 4.23 mm. The number of 

whorls in the mature form is 644 or 8%. 

Spirotheca thin and slender, gradually increasing in thickness toward the outer whorls, measuring 0.06 mm 

thick at the end of the eighth whorl. The keriotheca developed into a rather coarse alveolar structure. 

Septa particularly thin and long. They are composed of the incurved part of tectum from spirotheca and a thin 

posterior layer of keriotheca advancing from the spiral wall. The fluting only affects the lower half of the septa in the 

median zone where wide and round folds are resulted, but the intensity increases as approaching the poles where large- 

meshed reticulations are produced. The numbers of septa are 12, 18, 18, 20, 22, 26, 28, and 43 respectively in the 1—8 

volutions. 

Chomata are not present. 

Buccal aperture low and narrow, the actual shape having not been observed. 

Proloculum generally spheroidal, sometimes kidney-shaped, with a diameter of 0.22—0.31 mm when spheroidal. Its 

wal] is a little thicker than the spirotheca in the first three whorls. 

The widths of the whorls and the thickness of the spirotheca are given in the following table: 

| Whorls 

= = all ae el oo Ce 
haf ooidagel | mW V u | w | 机 
| | 人 

Width (in mm) 0.32 0.43 0.56 0.83 1.41 2.19 5,12 3.91 

acanae Saal ae scans face ia 1204 
Thickness of spirotheca 

Girl ten) 0.01 0.01 | 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.07 

Remarks: The megalospheric and microspheric generations are represented in our collection; the size of the proloculum 

varies in a small degree in the two generations; it measures 0.23 mm in diameter in the smaller proloculum, and 0.32 

mm in the larger one. 

Horizon and locality: This species is found in the gray massive beds of the Chinghsichung limestone, Fengkuan- 

shan, Hsianghsiang County, Hunan Province. Some specimens belonging to this species have also been collected from 

the Wuhsueh limestone in the hills in the neighbourhood of Tienchiachun, Kwangchi County, Hupeh Province. It 

appears in association with Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz, Neoschwagerina margaritae Deprat and Neoschwagerina 

douvillei Ozawa. 

Subfamily Verbeekininae Staff & Wedekind, 1910 

The subfamily Verbeekininae comprises the advanced forms, The tests are cylindrical or subspherical. The spiro- 

theca is composed of tectum, fine keriotheca and inner tectorium, but the latter is lost in the more specialized genus. The 
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septa are unflated. The median tunnel is present only in the primitive forms but absent in the advanced ones. Foramina 

are numerous, in a row along the basal part of the septa. The parachomata are present. The proloculum is small in general. 

This subtamily is known only from the Permian of the Tethys Sea area and western America. 

Genus Verbeekina Staff, 1909 

Genotype Verbeekina verbeeki (Geinitz) = Fusulina verbeeki Geinitz, 1876, 

Test short, fusiform and subspheroidal, consisting of numerous volutions; wall composed of tectum and keriotheca 

the latter of which is underlined by a dense layer; septa unfluted; parachomata usually broken, well developed in the 

endothyroid juvenarium, lacking or rudimentary in the middle whorls and reappearing in the outer volutions; basal 

foramina abundant; proloculum: minute. 

Range: Permian of the Eastern Hemisphere. 

1875. 

1876. 

1879. 

1888. 

1898. 

1909. 

1912., 

1913. 

1924. 

1925. 

1934. 

Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz 

(Pl. IX, figs 5, 6, Pl. XIII, figs. 1, 2) 

Fusulina princeps, Brady: Geol. Mag. p. 532, Pl. XII, figs. b, c. 

Fusulina verbeeki, Geinitz: Palaeontographica, Vol. XII, p. 399. 

Schwagerina princeps (Ehrenh.), Moller: Die Foraminiferen des russischen Kohlenkalks, St. Petersburg, 

Mem, Ac. Imp., Vol. XXVII, No. 5, p. 7. 

Schwagerina verbeeki, Schwager: China, Vol. IV, p. 135, pl. XVI, figs, 17—18; pl. XVII, figs. 9—17. 

Moller verbeeki, Schellwien: Palaeontographica, Vol. 44, p. 258. 

Verbeekina verbeekt, H. von Staff: Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Fusuliniden, Neues Jahrb. f. Min. Vol. 

XXVII, p. 476, Pl. VII. 

Schwagerina verbeeki, Deprat: Mém. serv. géol. I’Indochine, Vol, 1, Fasc. 3, p, 40, Pl. I, figs. 7—11. 

Schwagerina (Verbeekina) verbeeki, Deprat: ditto, Vol. II, Fasc. 1, p. 47. 

Schwagerina verbecki, Colani: ditto. Vol. XI, Fasc, I, pp. 108—111, Pl. XV, fig. 14; Pl. XVIII, figs. 2, 5, 

16—21, 25—27; Pl. XIX, figs. 1—7, 10, 11, 13. 

Verbeekina verbeeki, Ozawa: Journ. Coll. Scien. Vol. XIV, Art. 6, pp. 48—51, Pl. X, figs. 6, 7. 

Verbeekina verbeekit, Chen: Fusulinidae of South China, Part. I, Palaeontologia Sinica, Ser. B, Vol. IV, Fasc, 

2, pp. 101, 102, Pl. XVI, fig. 1. 

There are two different classes of forms of this species in ancient Chinese seas: one with a slightly but distinctly 

compressed test and the other a more globular test which has an axis of convolution somewhat greater than the median 

diameter. In the former case, the early compact whorls are considerably compressed, the spirotheca is generally thin and 

whorls have a greatez height. On the other hand, the globular form has all the whorls globular and more compact. 

The two extreme forms are connected by some intermediate forms which built globular test and compressed early 

whorls. The spirotheca is always composed of three layers, namely, tectum, fire keriotheca and inner tectorium. It has 

a thickness of 0.05 mm in the outer whoris. The septa thin in the inner whorls, becoming fairly thick in the outermost 

coils. Parachomata only developed in the early compact and the last several volutions, probably obsolete in the many 

middie-whoils. Apertures minute, subcircular. Proloculum excessively minute, spherical or spheroidal, about 0.048 mm 

in diameter. The tests of this species are generally large; the axial length attains to 10.95 mm and the median width 

8.67 mm. 

The measurements of the width of the whorls from the compressed form are given below (in mm): P g 
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Compressed form (5553) 

I 0.20 
II 0.34 

III 0.53 
IV 0.94 
V 1.50 
VI 2.22 

VIL 3.02 

VII 3.82 
IX 4.85 
x 5.83 
XI 6.75 
XII 7.44 

New Series B. No. 6 

Horizon and locality: This form is widely distributed in South China. Where the Maok’ou Limestone and its 

equivalent occur, this species is easily found out. 

Verbeekina verbeeki sphaera Ozawa 

(Pl. IX, figs. 11, 12) 

1927. Verbeekina verbecki sphaera, Ozawa: Journ, Fasc. Scien. Vol. Il, part 3, p. 153; Pl. XXXVII, fig. 6g; 

Pl. XXXVIII, figs. 14, 15, 16a; Pl. XL, fig. 11b; Pl. XLIV, fig. 6b. 

Test small, globular, with an axial length of 2.48 mm and median width of 2.16 mm in a specimen which has 

seven or eight whorls. The manner of coiling of the first few whorls is still unknown, but probably they are tightly 

wound as in the type species. The last volutions are moderately close and so slowly expanding that the rate of expansion 

is almost imperceptible in two adjacent whorls. 

Spirotheca thin, consisting of tectum and fine keriotheca, of which the inner surface is lined with a very thin layer 

which may represent the inner tectorium. The spirotheca increases very slowly in thickness, measuring only 0.034 mm 

thick in the penultimate whorl. The thickness of the last part of the spirotheca much decreases again, indicating the 

presence of an gerontic stage. 

Septa thin and plane. On account of lack of median section the detailed condition regarding the septa cannot be 

definitely determined. 

Parachomata in low and broad spirals which seem to be irregularly and brokenly developed; they appear in the early 

and last whorls but disappear in the middle ones. 

Apertures minute and subcircular. 

Shape and size of the proloculum are unknown. 

Remarks: The present form is quite comparable in the smal! globular test, the tight whorls and the irregular para- 

chomata with the Ozawa’s variety. It distinguishes from the young form of Verbeekina crassispira (sp. nov.) by the 

thin spirotheca and the irregular and edrly-developed parachomata, though sometimes the two forms are really very 

similar. 

Unfortunately only two slightly para-axial sections have been obtained in our collection, and Ozawa did not give 

excellent figures and a detailed description of his variety, so that the status of this variety cannot be decidedly 

established. 

Horizon and locality: This variety is found in association with Cancellina schellwient Deprat in the Maok ou Lime- 

stone at Shangchin ( 上 人 金 ) and Lingyiin (@22), Kwangsi Province. 
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Verbeekina ellipsoidalis Chen sp. nov. 

(PI. IX, figs. 1—4) 

1914. Verbeekina verbeeki, Deprat: Mém. Serv. geal. l' Indochine, Vol. III, Fasc. I, pp. 19, 20; Pl. IV, figs, 5—7. 

Test ellipsoidal with a gently vaulted median zone and rounded poles. The axial length and the median width of 

a para-axial section which is cut close to the proloculum are 6.24 mm and 4.77 mm respectively. The first three whorls 

exceedingly close, while the others loose. The number of whorls is 13 or a few more. 

Spirotheca is constructed entirely according to the type of the common form Verbeekina verbeek: Geinitz. Its 

thickness increases steadily towards the outermost whorl, measuring 0.061 mm there. 

Septa are almost plane short and comparatively thick, consisting of a middle layer of the inflected part of the 

spirothecal tectum and the anterior and posterior layers of keriotheca in the early close whorls; they become thin and 

are composed seemingly of a single layer of tectum in the last whorls. 

Parachomata very rarely developed or entirely absent in the inner whorls, and those built in the outermost volutions 

are widely-spaced and varying in breadth and height. 

Apertures seem to vary in form, sometimes subrectangular, and sometimes subcircular. 

Proloculum is excessively minute. 

Remarks: In 1914, Deprat described some forms from Akasaka, Japan, under Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz. The 

figure of the para-axial section distinctly represents an ellipsoidal form which is quite different from Geinitz’s species 

principally in the ellipsoidal test and the rudimentary parachomata. I now propose the present name to cover the 

ellipsoidal forms. 

Horizon and locality: This is a profuse species, and represented by plenty of individuals together with Verbeekina 

verbeeki Geinitz and Cancellina schelluieni Deprat in the Maok’ou Limestone, Shangchin, Kwangsi Province. 

Verbeekina crassispira Chen sp. nov. 

(PI. IX, figs. 7 一 10) 

Test globular with an axial length slightly greater than the median width. The former measures 5.87 mm and the 

latter 5.38 mm from a specimen which has 13 whorls. The inner three or four volutions are more compact, the next 

ones comparatively loose; the height of the last whorl visibly decreases again. All the whorls are closer than in the case 

of Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz. The number of whorls in the mature forms is usually 13 or a few more. 

Results of several measurements are as follows: 

Whorl Width of whorls —‘ Thickness of spirotheca 

(in mm) (in mm) 

I 0.17 

II 0.29 

III 0.46 0.027 

IV 0.65 0.032 

V 0.91 0.041 

VI 1.29 0.043 

VII 1.79 0.045 

VIII 2.41] 0:054 

IX 2.98 0.068 

X 3.60 0.068 

站 | 4.19 0.061 

XII 4.79 0.061 

XIII 5,38 0.082 
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Spirotheca rather thick, consisting of tectum, keriotheca and inner tectorium the last of which is comparable 

with the tectum in thickness. The alveolar structure of the keriotheca is exceedingly fine. 

Septa unfluted, very thin in the inner whorls, seeming to be made up of a mere layer of the incurved part of the 

spirothecal tectum; those in the outermost whorls are short and thick, and composed of three layers, the middle layer 

of the inflected tectum and the anterior and posterior layers of keriotheca which come down to the very edge of the septa. 

The lower portion of the septa is moderately consolidated. 

Apertures multiple, and elliptical. 

Parachomata developed in the early compact whorls, obliterated in the middle volutions, and recurred in the outer 

whorls where they are represented by small round or subangular ridges which are much weaker and more irregular 

than those in the case of Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz. 

Proloculum is unknown in size and shape, but it is certain that the size is very small, difficult for preparation. 

Remarks: This species is erected on the fact that the spirotheca is significantly thick. The spheroidal test and — 

the weak parachomata are also the important features reliable to distinguish it from the well-known species Verbeekina 

verbeeki Geinitz. 

Horizon and locality: It occurs in association with Cancellina schellwieni Deprat in the Maok’ou Limestone at 

Putuntsun (%#EFT ), Kiangmen ( 江 明 ), Kwangsi Province. 

Genus Misellina Schenck & Thompson, 1940 

Genotype Misellina lepida (Schwager) = Schwagerina lepida Schwager 

Test ellipsoidal to melon-shaped; wall rather thin, consisting of tectum and finely alveolar keriotheca; septa plane; 

bassal foramina abundant; parachomata well developed througout all stages of development; proloculum minute. 

Range: Permian of the Eastern Hemisphere. 

Misellina lepida (Schwager) 

(Pl. VI, figs. 5—8) 

1883. Schwagerina lepida Schwager: China, Vol. IV, pp. 138—140, Pl. XVII, figs. 1, 3, 4, 6. 

1898: Mollerina lepida, Schellwien: Palaeontographica, Vol. 44, p. 258. . 

1912. Doliolina lepida, Deprat: Mém. Serv. géol. I’Indochine, Vol. 1, Fasc. Ill, p. 45, 46, Pl. V, figs. 10; Pl. VI, 

figs. 1—3. 

Test large, short, cylindrical. Axial length ranges from 5.77 to 6.42 mm, and median width from 3.81 to 4.85 mm; 

the axial ratio varies from 1:1.3 to 1:1.5. In one specimen which has eighteen whorls the median width attains to 5.00 

mm. The first one or two whorls usually endothyral; the next four or five more or less ellipsoidal; the other volutions 

gradually becoming cylindrical. All the whorls are compactly coiled and steadily expanded outward. The number of 

whorls is 14—18. 

The widths of the whorls are given below (in mm): 

Hunan form (1172) Hupeh form (5162) 

Proloculum 0.04 0.11 

I 0.15 0.17 

II 0.23 0.28 

lil 0.31 0.38 

IV 0.42 0.50 

V 0.54 0.68 

VI 0.71 0.91 
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Vu 0.87 1.22 

Vill 1.07 1.62 

IX 1.46 2.08 

X 1.62 2.57 

XI 1.97 3.10 

XII 2.36 3.67 

XIfl 2.81 4.23 

XIV 3.28 4.85 

XV 3.81 

Spirotheca thin, composed of tectum and keriotheca; the alveolar structure is exceedingly fine. The inner surface of 

the keriotheca is usually lined by a dark, thin and unitorm layer which sometimes is not weaker than the tectum. The 

last part of the spirotheca generally thins off when the test has reached the gerontic stage. 

Septa short, stout, constructed by the incurved part of the spirotheca and strengthened on both sides with kerio- 

theca. The lower ends are usually enlarged and darkened. 

Parachomata well developed, mostly in rectangular and partly in angular ridges. 

Aperture multiple, minute, subcircular. 

Proloculum minute, spheroidal or spherical, with a diameter of 0.04—0.11 mm. 

Horizon and locality. This species is abundantly developed in the Chinghsichung Limestone in Hunan and 

the Wuhsueh Limestone in Hupeh. It has been known in association with Chusenella douvillei Colani from Hung- 

shantien and Chinghsichung ineHsianghsiang county Hunan. In Hupeh this form is obtained from the upper part 

~ of the Wuhsueh Limestone in the hills near Tienchiachun in Kwangchi county. 

Misellina major Deprat 

(Pl. VI, figs. 9 一 11) 

1883. Schwagerina lepida, Schwager: China, Vol. IV. Pl. XVIII, figs. 2, 5, 7, 8. 

1913. Doliolina lepida, Deprat: Mém. Serv. géol. I’Indochine, Vol. Il, Fasc. I, p. 49, Pl. X, fig. 18. 

1914. Doliolina major, Deprat: Mém. Serv. géol. I’Indochine, Vol. Ill, Fasc. I, pp. 23, 24; Pl. HI, figs. 15—17. 

Test large, ellipsoidal, with the median zone evenly vaulted and the poles rounded. The largest test in our 

collection measures 8.34 mm long and 5.53 mm broad; the axial ratio is 1:1.5. Whorls regularly and closely coiled, 

numbering more than 14. 

On account of no strictly axial section having been prepared, measurement of the width of the successive whorls 

can by no means be made. 

Spirotheca thin, consisting of three distinct layers; the tectum, the fine keriotheca and the inner tectorium, which, 

in strength, is almost comparable to the tectum. The spirotheca measures 0.027-0.041 mm thick in the outermost 

whorls. 

Septa comparatively thin, composed of the three general layers of the /epida-type. Their lower portion is usually con- 

solidated and inflated. There are about 35 septa in the last whorl. 

Apertures multiple, subcircular. 

Parachomata well developed, running as fine rectangular ridges with a height 2/3 that of the chambers in the inner 

whorls; but in the outer volutions their strength gradually drops and the shape changes into angular spirals. 

Axiai fillings completely absent. 

Proloculum is unknown both in shape and size. 

Remarks: This species differs from Misellina lepida Schwager chiefly in the ellipsoidal shape of the test; but other 
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features are almost similar in these two species. The present form resembles the ellipsoidal type of Schwager’s Doliolina 

lepida and Deprat’s Doliolina major. These forms may be essentially identical. However, a slight difference still 

exists between them in that the early portions of the parachomata in our form seem to be rather broad and the last 

parts thin and low, while in Schwager’s and Deprat’s forms they almost maintain the same strength throughout all the 

whorls. 

Misellina claudiae Deprat of the Chihsia Limestone, although also with an ellipsoidal test, is easily distinguished! 

from the present form in the much smaller size and the exceptionally strong parachomata. 

Horizon and locality: It occurs in no association with any other Fusulines in certain beds in the upper part of 

the Chinhsichung Limestone at Hungshantien, Hsianghsiang county, Hunan Province, 

Misellina compacta Chen sp. nov. 

(Pl, IV, figs. 9—11) 

Test small, cylindrical. The axial length and the median width of the mature test are not yet definitely known. 

The length and the width of a para-axial section with 11 whorls are 4.82 mm and 2.33 mm respectively. The ratio 

between the latter and the former is 1:2.1. All the whorls are cylindrical and closely and regularly coiled. The number 

of whorls is 12 or more. 

Some results of measurement are given below: 

Whorls 

————| Specimen 

I I 亚 IV V VI VI Ww 

0.30 0.42 0.53 0.64 0.78 0.96 | be 5483 

Width (in mm) 0.17 0.26 0.35 0.46 0.63 0.70 1.08 1.34 1.63 4572 

0.30 0.39 0.49 0.59 0.74 0.91 1.09 1.31 4574 

Spirotheca thin, thickening slowly while coiling forward, composed of tectum and fine keriotheca. The strength 

of the spirotheca persisting for a long distance in the axial direction. It measures 0.03 mm thick in the thickest part 

of the outer whorls. . 

Septa short and thick, consisting of three layers, namely, the middle layer of the incurved part of the spirothecal 

tectum and the anterior and’ posterior layers of keriotheca. In an improperly cut median section they number 6, 9, 15, 

17, 18, 14, and 17 respectively in seven successive whorls. 

Apertures multiple, minute, subcircular, widely separated by the broad parachomata, 

Parachomata broad and low, generally running from the first whor] to the last as sub-angular ridges. Their 

height seems not to exceed half that of the chamber. 

Proloculum spheroidal, small, 0.13—0.20 mm in diameter. 

Remarks: This species differs from Misellina lepida Schwager in the markedly smaller test, the more compact whorls, 

the broad and low parachomata and the larger proloculum. 

Horizon and locality: It occurs in association with Misellina lepida Schwager and Chusenella douvillei Colani in 

the Wuhsueh Limestone in the hills near Tienchiachun, Kwangchi county, Hupeh. Province, 

Genus Pseudodoliolina Yabe & Hanzawa, 1932 

Genotype Pseudodoliolina ozawai Yabe & Hanzawa, 1932 

Test of medium size, ellipsoidal or cylindrical; whorls closely coiled; proloculum large; spirotheca composed of a 

single layer of tectum, but sometimes a thin layer of keriotheca is discernible in the outermost volutions; parachomata 
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high and complete, but not uniform in height; foramina are numerous. 

Range. Permian of Asia. 

Pseudodoliolina ozawai Yabe & Hanzawa 

(Pl. IV, figs. 12—14) 

1914. Doholina lepida, Deprat: Mém, Serv. géol. Indochine, Vol. Il, Fasc. I, p. 22, PI. III, figs. 12—14. 

1927. Doliolina lepida, Ozawa: Journ, Fasc. Scien. Imp, Univ, Tokyo, sec, II, Voi. Il, Part 3, Pl. XLV, figs. 1, 

. z 

1932. Pseudodoliolina ozawa, Yabe et Hanzawa: Proc. lmp. Acad. Japan, Vol. 8, p. 41. 

1934. Pseudodolina ozawai, Chen: Palacontologia Sinica, Ser. B, Vol. IV, Fasc. 2, Pt. I, pp. 100, 101, Pl. XVI, 

figs. 3, 4. 

Test Cylindrical with the ends roundly terminated, The axial length and the median width 5.12 and 2.10 mm 

respectively measured from a Kwangsi specimen with twelve whorls. The proportion of the latter to the former is about 

1:2.4. Whorls closely coiled and all subcylindrical possibly except the first one. The lateral parts of the outer whorls 

in the typical forms are not much extended, and the height of the whorls increases very slowly toward the old stage of 

growth. Convolutions numerous, usually 12, sometimes attaining to 14 in number. There are two generations detected in 

our material: the microspheric form developing a longer test, with more and compact whorls, and the macrospheric 

form having a shorter test, with less and looser volutions. 

Two measurements from the two types are as follows: 

Microspheric form Macrospheric form 

(in mm) (in mm) 

Proloculum 0.14 0.22. (0.27) 

I 0.20 0.34 

II 0.28 0.44 

Il 0.37 0.55 

IV 0.47 0.68 

V 0.62 0.85 

VI 0.78 1.08 

VII 0.91 1.30 

VIII 1.12 1.55 

IX 1.35 1.77 

X 1.61 

XI 1.92 

Spirotheca exceedingly thin and slender, composed of only one layer of the thick tectum, the keriotheca being 

entirely wanting. It measures about 0.01 mm thick in the outer whorls in some cases, but usually a little thinner. 

Septa as thin as the spirotheca and frequently appearing in irregular curved thick lines in the median section of 

the test; this is evidently due to its flexibility. They are rather distantly spaced in the last volutions. The septal 

numbers are roughly 6, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 19, 19, 25, 26, and 28 in the successive whorls respectively. 

Apertures multiple, minute, subcircular. 

Parachomata well developed, high, reaching about 2/3 or a littke more the vertical distance between the two 

adjacent spiral walls. They are generally disposed with an intervening space more than once or twice their own thick- 

ness, 

Proloculum generally spheroidal, having two sizes representing the two alternative generations. In the micro- 
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spheric form the proloculum is minute, not more than 0.14 mm in diameter; the macrospheric proloculum is an 

irregular spheroid with a short diameter of 0.22 mm and a long diameter of 0.27 mm. 

Horizon and locality: This species is abundant in the lower beds of the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien， 

Hsianghsiang county, Hunan Province. Jt is also very rich in a certain horizon of the Maok’ou Limestone, Lukow, 

Hochien, Kwangsi Province. As I am aware, it is associated only with an indeterminate species of Schwagerina at 

the first locality. In the second place it occurs probably alone, 

Subfamily Neoschwagerininae Dunbar & Condra, 1928 

This subfamily comprises the most advanced fusulinids. The test is mostly large thickly fusiform, subcylindrical 

or subglobular. Spirotheca is composed of tectum and fine keriotheca. Septa are unfluted. The axial and tran- 

sverse septula are well developed. Median tunnel is wanting. Parachomata and foramina are present. Proloculum is 

small or large. 

This subfamily is abundantly developed in Asia and Europe, but rarely found in America. 

Genus Cancellina Hayden, 1909 

Genotype, Cancellina primigenia (Hayden) = Neoschwagerina primigenia Hayden, 1909 

Test is small-and inflatedly fusiform, the median part inflated and the poles pointed; spirotheca is composed of 

tectum and fine keriotheca; septa are closely spaced and slightly arcuate; parachomata are narrow and high, and join 

the lower ends of the transverse septula; transverse septula occur in the outer whorls and are not regular in thickness; 

foramina are small and numerous; proloculum is small, 

Range: Permian of Asia. 

Cancellina schellwieni Deprat 

(Pl, XII, figs. 1—3) 

1913. Doliolina schelluieni, Deprat: Mém. Serv. géol. l'Indochine, Vol. Il, Fasc. I, pp. 51, 52, Pl. VIII, figs. 4—9. 

1922. Yabeina minima, Ozawa: Preliminary Notes on the Classification of the Family of Fusulinidae, Pl. IV, 

fig. 3. a 

1925. Neoschwagerina parva, Colani: Mém. Serv. geol. I’Indochine, Vol. XI, Fasc, I, p. 120, Pl. XX, fig. 12; Pl. 

XXI, figs. 9, 14, 15. 

1925. Yabeina schellwieni, Ozawa: Journ. Coll. Scien. Vol. XLV, Art. 6, pp. 60—61, Pl. X, figs. 3a, 4. 

1927. Cancellina schellwieni, Ozawa: Journ. Fasc. Scien, Vol. Il, Part 3, p. 161, PI. XXXIV, fig. 13; Pl. XLIV, 

fig. 1b; Pl. XLV, fig. 3. 

1934. Cancellina schellwieni, Chen: Fusulinidae of South China, Part I, Palacontologia Sinica, Ser. B, Vol. IV, 

Fasc, 2, pp. Pl. XVI, figs. 5—12. 

Test moderate-sized, fusiform, regularly vaulted at the median part, rounded at the ends. Whorls closely coiled, 7 

in number. The dimensions of the mature form are yet unknown but the length and the width of the sixth whorl are 

2.29 and 1.16 mm respectively and the axial ratio of this volution is 1:1.9. 

The widths of the whorls are as follows (in mm): 

I 0.42 

II 0.54 

III 0.72 

IV 0.91 

V 1.16 

YI 1.43 

Vi 17 
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Spirotheca thin, varying in thickness; the tectum seems to be rather thick; the keriotheca is poor in development 

to such an extent thar its real presence is sometimes difficult to ascertain, 

Spiral primary septula appear irregular in cross section, oppose the parachomata and frequently unite together with 

them. 

Spiral seccondary septula short and very rarely develeped in the last whorls, one appearing in the interspace between 

the primaries. 

Axial septa thin, their lower ends usually pointing forward. 

Axial septula developed rather early, usually one, and rarely two, intercalated between a pair of the septa. 

Apertures have not been clearly observed but are probably minute and subcircular. 

Proloculum spheroidal, large, thin-walled, with a diameter varying between 0.19 and 0.30 mm. In a very rare case 

its size may attain to 0.35 mm, 

Horizon and locality: This form occurs in moderate abundance in association with Verbeekina .verbeeki Geinitz 

Neoschwagerina simplex Ozawa in the Maok’ou Limestone, Panliyu, Chungshen, Kwangsi Province. It is also found 

together with Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz and its variety sphaera Ozawa, and Verbeekina ellipsoidalis (sp. nov.) in 

the same limestone at Shengchin of the same province. 

Genus Neoschwagerina Yabe, 1903 

Genotype Neoschwagerina craticulifera (Schwager) = Schwagerina craticulifera Schwager, 1883 

Test fusiform or globular; whorls close, numerous; spirotheca consisting of tectum and keriotheca throughout, 

without tectoria; axial septa unfluted, composed of a middle layer of tectum and two lateral layers of keriotheca; one to 

three axial septula extending downward from the keriotheca between a pair of septa; transverse septula extending down- 

_ ward from the keriotheca to meet the parachomata; aperture in a series of small rounded pores; parachomata in fine 

spirals; proloculum generally minute, rarely large. 

Range: Permian of the Eastern Hemisphere. 

Neoschwagerina simplex Ozawa 

(Pl. XII, figs. 13—16) 

1927. Neoschwagerina simplex, Ozawa: Journ, Fesc. Scien, Vol. Il, Part III, pp. 153—154; Pl, XXXIV, figs. 

7—11, 22, 23; Pl. XXXVII, figs. 3. 6a. 

Test middle-sized, fusiform, with a fairly vaulted median zone and bluntly pointed ends. In a typical form with ten 

whorls the axial length is 4.64 mm, the median with 2.96 mm, the form ratio 1:1.6. Another form which built ten 

and a half closer whorls has an axial length of 4.73 mm, a median width of 2.39 mm, and a form ratio of 1:2. 

Whorls are regular and close; the first two volutions more gloubular, while the others fusiform. The nun.ber of whorls 

is usually 11. 

Tw? measurements of the whorl-width are given below (in mm): 

Proloculum 0.15 0.17 

I 0.31 0.28 

Il 0.44 0.41 

Il! 0.60 0.53 

IV 0.82 0.73 

V 1.11 0.96 

VI 1.45 1,19 

VII 1.82 1.48 

Vill yay Hs 1.70 

IX 2.60 1.96 

X 2.96 2.39 

(5623) (5304) 
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Spirotheca thick, consisting of thin tectum and thick keriotheca; the aggregate thickness measuring’ 0.04 mm in 

the tenth whorl. 

Axial septa rather thick, made up of the middle layer of the incurved part of the spirothecal tectum and the 

anterior and posterior layers of the keriotheca; the lower part usually opaquely consolidated. 

Axial septula first appear in the fourth whorl, always alternating with the septa. 

The primary transverse septula thick and short, extending from the keriotheca to meet the parachomata. 

The secondary transverse septula not developed. 

Apertures minute, circular. 

Parachomata coarse and high, usualy attaining to 1/2 the chamber-height. 

Proloculum spheroidal, small, 0.15—0.17 mm in diameter. 

Remarks: Our form is quite comparable with the Japanese specimen first described by Y. Ozawa from Akasaka 

Limestone in all the essential features. The width of the whorls, the thickness of the spirotheca and the size of the 

proloculum are almost perfectly identical with those in Ozawa’s form. The only point of difference is in the axial 

ratio. Perhaps Ozawa made the measurement not on the strictly axial sections of the tests. This fact is evidently 

proven by the illustrations of the oblique sections given by Ozawa in his paper. The true outer shape of the tests of 

this species is short-fusiform but not globular as Ozawa stated. 

This species differs from Neoschwagerina craticulifera Schwager chiefly in the more thickness of the spirotheca. 

The high parachomata and the short test are also points of difference reliable to separate this species from the latter. 

Horizon and Locality: Associated with Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz and Cancellina schellwieni Deprat in the 

Maok’ou limestone, Chungshan and Shengchin, Kwangsi Province. 

Neoschwagerina craticulifera Schwager 

(Pl. XH, figs. 10—12) 

1883. Schwagerina craticulifera, Schwager: China, Vol. IV, p. 140, Pl. XVIII, figs. 15—25. 

1898. Mollerina craticulifera (Schwager), Schellwien: Palaeontographica, Vol. 44, p. 258. 

1903. Doliolina craticulifera, Schellwien: Palaeozoische und Triadische Fossilien aus Ostasien in Futterer’s Durch 

Asien, Vol. III, pp. 125—174, Pl. V, fig. 5. 

1906. Neoschwagerina craticulifera (Schwager), Yabe: Journ. Coll. Scien. Vol, XXI, Art 5, p. 3, Pl. I, fig. 3. 

1909, Neoschwagerina craticulifera, Hayden: Fusulinidae from Afghamistan, Record Geol. Surv. India, Vol. 

XXXVIII, Part 3, pp. 248—249, Pl. XXI, figs. 1—7. 

1912. Neoschwagerina craticulifera, Deprat: Mém. Serv, Géol. l’'Indochine, Vol. 1, Fasc. Il, pp. 47—49, Pl. I, 

figs. 1, 2, 4. 

1914. Neoschwagerina craticulifera var. Rotunda, Depart: Ditto. p. 26, Pl. VIII, figs. 6 一 13. 

1922. Neoschwagerina craticulifera var. sphaeroidea, Ozawa: Journ, Geol. Soc. Tokyo, Vol. XXIX, Pl. fig. 

1927. Neoschwagerina craticulifera, Ozawa: Journ. Fasc, Scien, Vol. II, Part Ul, pp. 154—156, Pl. XL, figs, 1—3, 

4—8, 10, Ila. 

There are two forms of this species in our material. The macrospheric generation is represented by a great number 

of specimens while the microspheric form only by one test. The tests of the two generations are fusiform with the 

median zone considerably vaulted and the poles short and pointed. In the macrospheric type the ends usually slightly 

bend to one side so that the lateral zones on this side are gently depressed. The axial length is 5.38—6.38 mm and 

the median width 3.25—3.50 mm; the axial ratio is 1:1.7 or 1:1.8. The whorls compact and regular. The bending of 

the ends starts early in the seventh whorl, becoming more pronounced in the outer ones, The test of this generation 

has 13 or 14 whorls, The microspheric form built also 14 whorls; the first three or four volutions are excessively tight while 
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the next convolutions coil in the same manner as the other type. The two dimensions of the microspheric test are hence 

smaller; the length measures only 4.29 mm and the median width 2.44 mm, but the axial ratio maintains the same 

relation, 

Two measurements, one from the macrospheric form and the other from the microspheric are given below: 

Whorl Macrospheric form Microspheric form 

(in mm) (in mm) 

I 0.26 0.08 

II 0.35 0.14 

III 0.49 0.20 

IV 0.64 0.29 

V 0.79 0.43 

VI 0.99 0.57 

VII 1.19 0.74 

Vill 1.43 0.94 

IX 1.65 1.18 

X 1.92 1.42 

XI 2.24 1.68 

XII 2.56 1.91 

XIII 2.90 2.17 

XIV 3.25 2.44 

Spirotheca thin, increasing a bit in thickness spirally and keeping constant strength axially. It is usually slightly 

thicker in the macrospheric form, measuring 0.027 mm in the tenth volution, while only 0.02 mm in the same whorl 

of the microspheric test. The alveolar structure of the keriotheca is very fine. The tectum is relatively thick, estimated 

at above 1/4 the whole thickness of the spirotheca in the outer whorls. 

Axial septa short, thick and crowded in the early whorls but long, thin and widely apart in the next ones. They are 

composed of three layers: the middle lamina of the inbending part of the tectum of the spirotheca and the two lateral 

laminae of the keriotheca. The lower ends of them are always solidified, darkened, and bending forward, but the 

large upper portion is generally set at right angles to the spiral wall. 

Axial septula make first appearance in the fifth volution, one intercalated between each pair of the septa. In the last 

whorls two or three grow in the septal interspace. They are the downward elongations of the keriotheca and as a rule, 

short and variable in shape. 

Spiral septula well developed, pendant from the ceiling of the chamber for some vertical distance and mostly united 

together with the just opposite parachomata to form regular thin pillars. They measure 0.041 mm thick in the 

outermost whorls. No secondary septula are observable between the primary ones except some scattered short growths. 

Aperture multiple, depressed circular and small in the inner whorls, becoming larger in the outer ones. Its vertical 

diameter measures about 0.02 mm in the seventh volution and 0.04 mm in the twelfth whorl. 

The lateral opennings of passage are minute and subcircular, occur in the vicinity of the axial septa and are raised 

to some elevation above the floor. 

Parachomata small but well developed in semicircular ridges. 

Proloculum minute, spheroidal with a diameter of 0.13—0.20 mm in the macrospheric specimens and only 0.04—0.08 

mm in the microspheric type. 

Horizon and locality: It associated with Sumatrina annae Volz in the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsiang- 

hsiang, Hunan Province. A microspheric form of this species has been found in the Wuhsueh Limestone in the hills 

near Tienchiachun, Kwangchi County, southeastern Hupeh. 
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Neoschwagerina douvillei Ozawa 

(Pl. XII, figs. 3—7; Pl, XIV, fig. 7) 

1906. Neoschwagerina globosa, Douvillé: Bull. Soc. geol, France, Ser. TV, Vol. VI, Pl. XVII—XVIII. 

1912, 13. Neoschwagerina globosa, Deprat: Mém. Serv. géol, I’Indochine, Vol. 1, Fasc. Ill, p. 51, Pl. IV, figs. 1—4; 

Vol. II, Fasc. I, p. 55. . 

1914. Neoschwagerina globosa, Deprat: Mém. Serv. géol. I’Indochine, Vol. Ill, Fasc. 1, pp, 29—30. 

1924. Neoschwagerina globosa, Colani: Mém. Serv. géol. l’Indochine, Vol. XI, Fasc, 1, pp. 118—120, Pl. XXIII, 

figs. 1, 2, 414, 22—24, 36—38; Pl. XXV, figs. 9, 13, figs. a—c; Pl. XXVI, fags. 3, 5. 

1925. Neoschwagerina douvillei, Ozawa: Journ. Cell. Scien. Vol. XLV, Art. 6, pp. 55—57. 

Test fusiform, gently vaulted in the median zone, pointed at the poles, The axial length is 5.98 mm, the median 

width 3.28 mm, and the axial ratio 1:1.8 in a typical specimen with 15% whorls which possibly represent the maxi- 

mum number. The first three or four volutions are globular and the rest fusiform. 

Width (mm) 

I 0.38 0.47 

II 0.52 0.59 

III 0.67 0.72 

IV 0.82 0.86 

Vv 1.02 1,02 

VI 1.24 ee 

VII 1,42 1.39 

VIII 1.62 1.59 

IX 1.83 1.82 

X 2.05 2.01 

XI 2.29 2.20 

XII 2.48 2.41 

XIII 2.69 2.61 

XIV 2.95 2.84 

XV 3825 3.10 

Specimen | 5219 5221 

Spirotheca particularly thin, consisting of tectum and keriotheca; it measures only 0.09 mm thick in the twelfth 

volution, 

Axial septa thin and slender, composed of three principal layers with the lower dark and solidified part pointing 

forward. 

Axial septula short, pendent downwards to the halfway of the chamber height, making first appearance very early 

in the latter part of the first whorl, one alternating with the septa. In the second volution, two septula intercalate 

between each pair of the septa. They increase in number to three or four in the last whorls. 

Primary Spiral septula thin, with almost parallel sides, opposing and connecting with the parachomata. 

Secondary spiral septula entirely absent in a great number of inner whorls, but occasionally represented by some 

short matter in the interspace between the primary septula in the outermost whorls, 

Aperture numerous, minute, depressed-subcircular, 

Parachomata not very well developed into low ridges. 

Proloculum spheroidal or spherical, thin-walled, moderately large with a diameter of 0.31—0.35 mm. 

Remarks: This species is easily recognized by the big proloculum. By means of this feature and the thinner 

spirotheca, septa and septula, the present form is distinguished from Neoschwagerina craticulifera Schwager to which 
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the construction of whorls bears some resemblance. The forms which built a larger proloculum and may represent 

the megalospheric generation sometimes offer some difficulty in separation from the possibly microspheric forms of 

Neoschwagerina megalospherica Deprat. But they can be discriminated by the fact that Neoschwagerina megalospherica 

has a more vaulted median zone, distinct lateral constrictions in its vicinity and more compact whorls, while the 

median zone of Neoschwagerina douvillei Ozawa is gently vaulted and its whorls are evenly fusiform. 

Horizon and locality: It occurs in profusion in the Maok’ou Limestone in the neighbourhood of the city of Chen- 

kiang, Kwangsi Province, where it associates with Chusenella douvillei Colani, Neoschwagerina megalospherica De- 

prat and Sumatrina annae Volz. Some young forms of this species have also been found in association with Chusenella 

douviller Colani and Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz in the Chinghsichung Limestone at Fengkuanshan, Hsianghsiang 

County, Hunan Province, 

Neoschwagerina colaniae Ozawa 

(PI. XIV, figs. 1—4) 

1927. Neoschwagerina colaniae Ozawa: Journ, Fasc. Scien, Vol. Il, Part 3, pp. 157, 158, Pl. XL, figs. 9, 12, 13; 

Pl, XLI, figs, 3, 11. 

Test moderate in size, rather globular. The axial length and the median width measured from a slightly oblique 

section with thirteen whorls are respectively 3.25 mm and 2.54 mm; the axial ratio derived from the above two figures 

is nearly 1:1.3. All the whorls are closely and regularly coiled; there is no change in the chamber height along the 

direction of the axis. The whorls number 13. 

The widths of the whorls are given below (in mm): 

I 0.12 

II 0.17 

III 0.25 

IV 0.35 

V 0.45 

VI 0.66 

VII 0.88 

VIII 1.11 

IX 1.33 

X 1.62 

XI ht 

XII 2.22 

XIII 2.54 

‘Spirotheca thin, consisting of tectum and keriotheca throughout, measuring about 0.02 mm thick in the outer 

whorls. Its inner surfaces between the septa and the septula are frequently attached by a thin dark layer possibly 

representing the inner tectorium. 

Axia] septa thin, slender, numerous, and tapering downwards. The septal number in the successive whorls is not yet 

accurately counted. 

Axial septula not well developed, only occasionally seen in the outermost whorls, one growing between a pair of 

the septa when present, 

Primary spiral septula thin, slender, flexible, opposing the parachomata: and usually connected with them, 

Secondary spiral septula occasionally occur as a short ridge between the primary septula in the outer volutions. 

Multiple apertures minute, subcircular, 
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Proloculum minute, spheroidal, 0.07 mm in diameter. 

Horizon and locality: Associated with Sumatrina annae Volz in the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsiang- 

hsiang County, Hunan Province. 

Neoschwagerina multicircumvoluta Deprat 

(Pl, XIV, figs. 5, 6) 

1912. Neoschwagerina multicircumvoluta, Deprat: Mém, Serv, géol. l' Indochine, Vol. I, Fasc. Ill, pp. 50, 51, Pl. 

II, figs. 7—9; Pl. Ill, fig. 2. 

Test globular; the median zone strongly vaulted, the ends rounded. The axial length and the median width of 

a specimen with 184% whorls are 4.02 mm and 3.39 mm respectively; the form ratio is about 1:1.2. In a large test with 

20 whorls the two dimensions are 5.29 mm and 4.64 mm. The first one or two whorls coiling round an axis differing . 

at a large angle from that of the rest. All the whorls are regular and more tight than those of Neoschwagerina cra- 

tuculifera Schwager. The adult forms have 20 whorls, 

The widths of the whorls measured from a somewhat eccentric axial section are as follows: (in mm): 

I 0.08 . 
II 0.16 

III 0.22 
IV 0.31 
V 0.41 
VI 0.53 
VII 0.68 
VIII 0.84 
IX 1.04 
X 1.22 
XI 1.40 
XII 1.61 
XIII 1.86 
XIV 2.10 
XV 2.33 
XVI 2.65 
XVII 2.94 
XVIII 3.24 

Spirotheca thin, consisting of tectum and keriotheca, with a thickness of 0.027 mm in the last whorl. 

Axial septa thin, composed usually of three layers; the lower half darkly solidified. 

Axial septula as thick as the septa but much shorter, at first one alternating with the latter but at last two or three 

present between each pair of the septa. 

Primary spiral septula in similar construction to the type of Neoschwagerina craticulifera Schwager. They are 

usually connected with the parachomata. No spiral septula are developed. 

Aperture minute, subcircular, ; 

Parachomata run as round ridges, 

Proloculum is spheroidal, too minute to be well prepared so that the size is not yet known. 

Remarks: This specific name was erected by Deprat-in 1912 to cover some forms which built a more globular 

test and more numerous and compact whorls than its close ally Neoschwagerina craticulifera Schwager. In 1927, Oza- 

wa suggested that Neoschwagerina multicircumvoluta might represent the microspheric generation of a species with 
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Neoschwagerina craticulifera Schwager as the magalospheric generation. I do not agree with Ozawa’s opinion, because 

the test of Neoschwag. multicircumvoluta is globular and has more and closer volutions while Neoschwagerina craticu- 

lifera always has a fusiform test with much less coils, The proloculum upon which Ozawa laid the basis of his sug- 

gestion is equally minute in the two forms, evidently impossibly to indicate the presence of alternation of generations 

in them. The septa and septula are thinner and more slender in the present species than in Neoschwagerina craticulifera 

Schwager. Moreover, the spirotheca of the former species is visibly thinner than that of the latter; it measures 0.027 

mm thick in craticulifera but only 0.015 mm in the same whorl of multicircumvoluta, 

Horizon and locality: It occurs in association with Neoschwag, craticulifera Schwager in the upper beds of the 

Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang County, Hunan Province. 

Neoschwagerina leei Chen sp. nov. 

(Pl. XI, figs. 1 一 6) 

1927. Neoschwagerina margaritae, Ozawa: Journ. Fasc. Scien. Vol. Il, part 3, pp. 158, 159, Pl. XLII, figs. 5, 7. 

Test globular, highly vaulted in the median zone rounded at the extremities. In the mature forms the axial length 

is about 6.86 mm, the median width about 5.62 mm; the form ratio is 1:1.2. All the volutions are particularly close and 

regular, and they gradually increase in height, which does not vary visibly from the median zone to the poles. The 

number of whorls is 16—18. 

The widths of the whorls are as follows (in mm): 

I 0.14 

II 0.22 

III 0.25 

IV 0.36 

V 0.52 

VI 0.69 

Vil 0.88 

VIII 1.09 

IX 1.30 

X 1.55 

XI 1.83 

XII eee 

XIII 2.48 

XIV gf 

XV 294 

XVI 3.46 

Spirotheca thin, made up of tectum and keriotheca, measuring only 0.02 mm thick in the outer whorls. 

Axial septa thin and slender, generally steeply sloping forward. 

Axial septula also slender, at first one alternating with the septa and later their number increasing to two or three. 

Primary spiral septula exceedingly thin, somewhat flexuous. This is the most important feature of this species. 

Secondary spiral septula not developed. 

Apertures circular in the inner whorls, becoming laterally elongated in the outer ones, 

Parachomata in the shape of narrow fine ridges, set opposite to the primary spiral septula and usually connected 

with them. 

Proloculum spheroidal and minute, 0.06—0.13 mm in diameter, 

Remarks: This form is characterized by the globular test, the numerous whorls, the minute proloculum and 
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specially the exceptionally thin septa and septula. It is readily distinguished from Neoschwagerina craticulifera Schwager 

by the globular test, and the extremely thin septa and septula. In the outermost whorls the spiral septulum measures 

only 0.02 mm thick in the present form, but it is 0.040 mm or more in Neoschwagerina craticulifera Schwager. The 

spirotheca of the species under consideration likewise is visibly thinner than that of the latter form. It differs from 

Neoschwagerina margaritae Deprat in the smaller size, and the much thinner septa and septula, although the median 

zone of the test of our present species is considerably vaulted as in Neoschwagerina margearitae Deprat. And moreover in 

Deprat’s form the inner whorls, possibly excepting the first few ones, are more or less rhomboidal, but it is not the 

case with the present species in which all the whorls are regularly short fusiform. 

In 1927, Ozawa described some specimens with specially thin septa and septula under Neoschwagerina mar garitae 

Deprat. The specimens, as the illustrations express them, evidently belong to a different species. According to the general 

structure and especially the exceedingly thin and slender septa and septula, these forms are quite similar to or even 

identical with our present species possibly except for the difference in size of the test. 

Horizon and locality: The present species is found in the Chinghsichung Limestone at Hungshantien and Hutien, 

Hsianghsiang County, Hunan Province. Its associated forms are Chusenella douvillei Colani, Verbeekina verbeeki 

Geinitz and Sumatrina annae Volz. 

Neoschwagerina margaritae Deprat 

(Pl. X, figs. 1—3) 

1913. Neoschwagerina margaritae, Deprat: Mém. Serv. géol. l’'Indochine, Vol. I, Fasc. I, pp. 5860, Pl. VIII, 

fig. 10; Pl. IX, figs. 1—3. 

1925. Neoschwagerina margaritae, Colani: Mém. Serv. géol. I’'Indochine, Vol. XI, Fasc. 1, pi 133) Pl. XXIV, 

figs. 1—7, 9. 

1926. Neoschwagerina margaritae, Ozawa: Journ. Coll. Scien, Vol. XLV, Art 6, p. 58, Pl. XI, figs. 1, 3. 

Test short-fusiform, highly vaulted in the median zone, rounded at the poles. The axial length is 5.28 mm, 

and the median width 4.11 mm measured from a specimen with 17 whorls; the form ratio is nearly 1:1.3, The first 

three volutions are round, the next seven or eight more or less rhomboidal, and the rest short-fusiform. All the whorls 

are regularly and closely coiled. The number of whorls is 18—20. 

The widths of the whorls are (in mm): 

I 0.17 

II 0.23 

iil 0.35 

IV 0.46 

Vv 0.64 

VI 0.84 

VII 1.06 

VIII 1.30 

IX LZ 

X 1.77 

XI 2.05 

Xil 2.36 

XII 2.66 

XIV | 2.98 

XV 3.54 

XVI 3.76 

XVII 4.11 
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Spirotheca thin, made up of tectum and keriotheca throughout; it measures 0.02 mm thick in the outer whorls. 

Spiral septuia thin, straight, opposing the parachomata. It has a thickness of only 0.03 mm in the last whorls. ° 

The spiral secondary septula are not developed. 

Aperture minute, subcircular with a dimeter of about 0.03 mm in the thirteenth volution. 

Parachomata in the shape of low, somewhat angular ridges. 

Proloculum spheroidal, and minute, 0.10 mm in diameter. 

The conditions concerning the axial septa and septula are not known for lack of the median section. 

Remarks: This form differs’ from Deprat’s type only in the smaller size and also possibly in the thinner 

spiral septula. It is acknowledged as a variety of this species because of the globular test, minute proloculum and 

somewhat rhomboidal inner whorls, It is distinguished from Neoschwagerina craticulifera Schwager by the larger 

number of whorls, the globular test, and the subrhomboidal early whorls. In the structure of the spirotheca and spiral 

septula, and the size of the proloculum there is almost no difference between the two forms, 

Horizon and locality: It occurs not abundantly together with Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz in the Wuhsueh 

Limestone in the hills near Tienchiachun, Kwangchi, southeastern Hupeh. This form has also been found in the 

Chinghsichung Limestone, Fengkuanshan, Hsianghsiang County, Hunan Province. 

Neoschwagerina megaspherica Deprat 

(Pl. X; figs. 4—8) 

191.3 Neoschwagerina megaspherica, Deprat: Mém. Serv. géol. I’'Indochine, Vol. Il, Fasc. I, p. 57, Pl. VII, figs. 

2, 6; Pl. IX, figs. 48. 

1924. Neoschwagerina megaspherica, Colani: Mém. serv, géol. I’Indochine, Vol. XI, Fasc. I, pp. 126, 127, Pl. XXII. 

1925. Neoschwagerina megaspherica, Ozawa: Journ, Coll. Scien. Vol. XLV, Art. 6, p. 58, Pl. XI, fig. 8. 

Test large, fusiform, with a median zone considerably vaulted and two poles pointed; the lateral slopes occasionally 

slightly depressed. The axial length and the median width of a specimen with 19 whorls are 7.63 and 3.57 mm res- 

pectively; the axial ratio is 1:2.1. The first three whorls globular; the next ones gradually becoming fusiform. All the 

whorls are closely coiled with a height of only 0.043 mm in the tenth volution. The number of whorls in the adult forms 

is 16—19. 

The widths of the whorls are (in mm): 

I 0.97 

II 1.22 

Ul 1.42 

IV 1.64 

Vv 1.80 

VI 2.01 

VII 2.17 

Vill 2.36 

IX 2.56 

X 2.82 

XI 3.11 

XII 3.41 

六 II 3.72 

Spirotheca extremely thin, only 0.023 mm thick in the tenth volution. It is composed of tectum and keriotheca. 

Axial septa exceedingly thin, with a construction of three principal layers; the lower part is opaquely solidified. 
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Axial septula as thick as the septa but much shorter and varying in length. They begin singly in the interspaces of 

the septa in the latter part of the first volution and gradually increase to 4 or 5 between a pair of septa in the outermost 

volutions. 

Primary Spiral septula thin, rather regular in thickness in the inner whorls but becoming irregular in the outer 

ones. Their lower edges point to and connect with the summit of the parachomata. 

Secondary spiral septula very short, Tike ridges, first appearing in the tenth volution and intercalated between the 

primary septula. 

Aperture minute, subeircular. 

Parachomata generally in the form of subangular ridges. 

Proloculum large, thin-walled, usually deformed-spheroidal, having a diameter of 0.77 mm. 

Remarks: This species distinguishes itself from the allied species essentially by its wonderfully large proloculum 

and more compact whorls. It is much similar to Neoschwagerina douvillei Ozawa in many points. But the typical 

forms of the latter have a much smaller proloculum and comparatively loose volutions. In fact, the difference between 

the two forms is still so slight and intermediate forms present in the faunule are so many that I believe that these 

two forms may represent different generations of one and the same species. 

Horizon and locality: This form is found in abundant occurrence in the Maok’ou Limestone in the vicinity of 

Chenkiang, Kwangsi Province. Its association is the same as that of Neoschwagerina douville: Ozawa. 

Genus Yabeina Deprat, 1914 

Genotype Neoschwagerina (Yabeina) inouyei Deprat = Neoschwagerina globosa Yabe = 

Yabeina globosa (Yabe), 1914. 

Test short-fusiform to globular; whorls close; spirotheca composed of tectum and keriotheca throughout; axial 

septa, axial septula, transverse septa and transverse septula are developed and half consolidated; aperture in a row of 

minute round pores; parachomata fine, meeting the transverse septa; proloculum minute or large. 

Range: Permian of Asia, Europe, Africa and North America. 

Yabeina shiraiwensis Ozawa 

(Pl. XIV, figs. 8—10) 

1925. Yabeina shiraiwensis, Ozawa: Journ. Coll. Scien. Vol. XLV, Art. 6, pp. 63, 64; Pl. X, figs. 1, 2; Pl. I, figs. 

2b, 5c, 7b. 

Test elongately fusiform, slightly curved in most cases; the median zone moderately vaulted, the ends bluntly pointed. 

The axial length is 8.34 mm and the median width 3.27 mm in a specimen with twelve whorls; the form ratio is 1:2.5. 

In the more elongate forms the form ratio may reach 1:2.8. All the whorls are close; the first two or three are more 

globular, while the rest gradually extend laterally te become fusiform. The number of whorls is usually 12 or 13, 

rarely to 17. 

Two measurements on the width of the whorls ar given below (in mm): 

Proloculum 0.38 0.35 

] 0.50 0.50 

II ; 0.59 0.67 

Ill 0.71 0.84 

IV 0.82 0.99 

V 0.97 1.20 

VI 1.12 1.42 
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Vil 1.30 1.67 

VIII 1.54 1.98 

IX 1.80 2.28 

X Zid 2.59 

XI 2.45 2.90 

XII 2.81 3.25 

Specimen (5541) (5126) 

Spirotheca exceedingly thin, composed of tectum and keriotheca throughout. The thickness of the spirotheca is 

about 0.013 mm in the outer whorls. 

Axial septa thin and slender, with the lower part usually swollen and consolidated. 

Axial septula appear early in the second or even in the first whorl, at first alternating with the septa; they increase 

up to four or five in each septal interspace in the outermost whorls. Their lower edges are also somewhat enlarged. 

Primary Spiral septula thin, slender, varying in thickness in the different parts of the individual septula. 

Secondary spiral septula short, well developed in the outer whorls where usually one or occasionally two of them are 

found between each pair of the primary septula. 

Apertures minute, subcircular, numerous. 

Parachomata narrow but rather high, rising to meet the lower ends of the primary spiral septa. 

Proloculum generally spheroidal with a diameter of 0.35—0.44 mm. 

Remarks: Our form undoubtedly belongs to Ozawa’s species for the essential characters of both forms are quite 

similar although the Chinese form has a more elongate test than the Japanese type. 

Horizon and locality: It is associated with Chusenella douvillei Colani, Chusenella deprati Ozawa and Sumatrina 

annae Voiz in the lower beds of the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang, County, Hunan Province. It 

is also found in abundance together with Neoschwagerina craticulifera Schwager and Chusenella douvillei Colani in 

the Wuhsueh Limestone in the hills near Tienchiachun, Kwangchi County, southeastern Hupeh. 

Yabeina inouyei Deprat 

(Fi, i, fign. 7,9) 

1914. Yabeina inouyei, Deprat: Mém. Serv. géol. I’Indochine, Vol, III, Fasc. I, pp. 30—34; Pl. VI, figs. 4—10; 

P}. VII, figs. 1, 2. 

1924. Neoschwagerina inouye, Colani: Mém. Serv. géol. l'Indochine, Vol. XI, Fasc. 1, pp. 125—126, Pl. XXVIII. 

This species in our collection is only represented by several incomplete para-axia] sections, but the essential chara- 

cters are plainly displayed. The test is large, short, fusiform with the median zone considerably vaulted and the 

poles rounded. In one section 18 whorls are seen and the width measures 5.03 mm and the length 8.10 mm. Whorls 

are numerous, attaining to 20, and are regularly and tightly coiled. Spirotheca exceedingly thin, consisting of tectum and 

keriotheca throughout. The primary spiral septula particularly thin and more so in the last two or three whorls. 

The sccondary spiral septula well developed in the outer volutions, one between every two of the primary septula and 

about half as long as the latter; the upper parts of the two are frequently coalesced. The multiple apertures minute, 

subcircular. The parachomata well developed in the inner whorls but somewhat obsolescent in the outermost volu- 

tion. The axial septa are composed of three layers, and their lower portion is always coalesced, darkened and bending 

forward. The axial septula vary in strength, some longer and some shorter, one or two existing between each pair of 

septa in the inner whorls and three or four in the outer volutions. The shape and size of the proloculum are unknown, 

Horizon and locality: It occurs together with Sumatrina annae Volz in the lower beds of the Chinghsichung 

Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang County, Hunan Province. 
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Yabeina proboscis Chen sp. nov. 

(Pl, XIII, figs. 8 一 10) 

Test elongately fusiform, considerably vaulted in the median zone, wonderfully produced to incurved proboscis at the 

poles thus rendering the test to look grotesque. The axial length and the median width measured from a regular 

specimen are 9.05 mm and 2.96 mm respectively; the axial ratio is 1:3. In a para-axial section of the odd specimen 

the length of the test attains to 14.88 mm and the width 4.05 mm. Whorls compact, numerous, counting 17 in the normal 

form. The lateral] parts of the outer whorls strongly prolonged and at the same time irregularly curved, 

The widths of the whorls of a regular form are as follows (in mm): 

I 0.28 

I 0.41 

III 0.58 

IV 0.76 

Vv 0.97 

VI 1.14 

Vil 1.31 

VIII 1.48 * 

IX 1.65 

Xx 1.83 

XI 1.99 

XII 2.10 

XIII Dd 

XIV 2.47 

XV 2.63 

XVI 2.76 

XVII 2.96 

Siprotheca extremely thin, consisting always of tectum and fine keriotheca the latter of which is particularly weakly 

developed, 

Axial septa thin, slender, composed of three layers with the lower part coalesced and darkened, 

Axial septula vary in strength and their lower portions are also darkly solidified. In the last whorls three of them 

are thrust between each pair of septa. 

The primary spiral septula very thin, opposing the tops of the parachomata, The secondary spiral septula not well 

developed, only occasionally appearing as short rudimentary ridges in the interspace between the spiral septula. 

Aperture minute, subcircular. 

Parachomata in the shape of fine spiral ridges. 

Proloculum moderate-sized, 0.20 mm or more in diameter. 

Horizon and locality: This species found together with other Neoschwagerina in the Maok’ou Limestone, Cheng- 

kiang, Kwangsi Province. 

Yabeina sp. 

(Pl. VII, fig. 12) 

It is a very rare form, In our collection only a submedian section has been obtained. This section is cut through at 

some distance from the proloculum, and fifteen close whorls are sighted. The observed width measures 3.16 mm. The 
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keriotheca is poorly developed in some small parts of the spirotheca in the innermost whorls, but almost entirely disap- 

pears in the next ten volutions, where the spiral wall is composed merely of a single layer of thin solid tectum. Never- 

theless, the spiral wall of the last whorl, though still thin, is much thicker than that of the immediate inner whorls; 

it is perhaps made up of tectum and consolidated keriotheca. 

The axial septa and septula in the outer whorls are perfectly consolidated and irregularly warped, and they can 

be distinguished only by the difference in length still with some difficulty. Those in the inner volutions occasionally 

have the uppermost part unconsolidated. 

Horizon and locality: This form is found in association with Neoschwagerina douvillei Ozawa in the Maok’ou 

Limestone at Chinkiang, Kwangsi Prevince, 

Genus Afghanella Thompson, 1946 

Genotype Afghanella schencki Thompson, 1946, Journal of Palaeontology, vol. 20, pp. 153— 

155, figs, 1—12. 

Test inflated-fusiform; whorls closely and regularly coiled; spirotheca consists of tectum and not well developed 

keriotheca of fine structure; axial septa inclining foreward with a thin upper part and a thick lower part; one axial 

septulum intercalated between the axial septa in the inner whorls but 2 to 4 inserted in the space between the adja- 

cent axial septa in the outer whorls; the primary tranverse septula joining the parachomata; the secondary transverse 

septula first appearing one between two adjacent primary septula, and later increasing to 2 in the same space; 

parachomata small and numerous; foramina subcircular: proloculum small or large, often irregular in shape when 

large. 

Range: Permian of Asia. 

Afghanella schencki Thompson 

(Pl. XI, figs. 4 一 9) 

1946. Afghanella schencki Thompson: Journal of Palaeontology Vol. 20, No. 2, pp. 153—155; Pl. XXV, figs. 1—12. 

Test small, ellipsoidal, with a length of 3.73 mm and a width of 2.51 mm; the proportion of the latter to the 

former is 1:1.5. All the whorls are ellipsoidal, and closely and quite regularly coiled. The number of whorls is 10. 

Spirotheca consists of tectum and keriotheca, the latter of which is finely alveolar; on the outer surface of the tectum 

there appears a thin layer of solid mass which may result from the lateral spreading of the parachomata and possibly 

represents the outer tectorium. 

The Primary spiral septula have thin upper part and a swollen lower part which produces downwards to meet 

the parachomata. 

The Secondary spiral septula are short, first appearing in the fifth whorl and alternating with the primary septula. 

Apertures subcircular, minute and numerous, 

Parachomata are built in the comparatively coarse spiral ridges and the lateral sides of the base usually spread to 

meet together. 

Axial septa rather thick, with the lower free ends consolidated and opaque. 

Axialt septula short, only developed in the outer whorls, one inserted between each pair of the axial septa, 

Proloculum spheroidal, small, measuring 0.16—0.24 mm in diameter, 

The widths of the whorls (specimen 5609) are given below (in mm): 

I 0.26 

I] 0.43 
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III 0.57 

IV 0.77 

V 1.03 

VI 1.24 

VII 1.51 

VIII 1.74 

x 2.05 

X 2.35 

Horizon and locality: The specimens of this species were collected from the maok’ou limestone, Chunsan, Kwangsi 

Provnice. The associated fossils are yet unkown. 

Afghanella sumatrinaeformis Gubler 

(Pl, VII, figs. 9—11) 

1935. Neoschwagerina sumatrinaeformis Gubler: Les Fusulinides du Permien de L’Indochine, memoire la Soctete 

Geologigue de France, new series, vol. XI, Fasc. A, Parts 36 to 37. 

Test large, fusiform, 8.61 mm long and 4.61 mm broad, considerably vaulted in the median zone, rounded at 

the poles; the first three or four whorls are more globular, the next ones fusiform; all the whorls are tightly coiled; 

the number of whorls is 12. 

The widths of the whorls are as follow (in mm): 

I 0.80 

II 1.08 

III 1.39 

IV 1.68 

Vv 1.98 

VI 2.28 

VII 2.66 

VIII 3.02 

IX 3.50 

X 3.93 

Spirotheca very thin, composed of a single layer of tectum in the inner whorls but distinctly consisting of tectum 

and keriotheca in the outer volutions. 

Primary spiral septula short, extending downwards to the half-way of the chamber-height; they are made up of 

the lower inflated and consolidated mass and the upper thin translucent piece when they extend from the keriotheca, 

otherwise they are altogether consolidated. 

Secondary spiral septula are like the other septula in shape, differing only in smallness and shortness; a small 

number of them are made up of only a thin straight piece; usually one occasionally two of them occur between each 

pair of the primary septula. 

Axial septa in the outer whorls are composed of three layers, of which the middle one is the incurved part of the 

spirothecal tectum, and the other two are the anterior and posterior laminae of the keriotheca., 

Axial septula are like the spiral septula in all characters; at first one interposed between each pair of the septa, later 

on two or three, rarely four, are inserted in the septal interspace. 

Apertures numerous, minute, subcircular. 

Proloculum extraordinarily large, spheroidal, with a diameter of 0.63 mm. 

Remarks: In the fusiform shape of the test, the large proloculum and the growth of the septa and septula, the 
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present form is very similar to the Akasaka species. But some slight differences still exist between them: in the nearly 

.same transverse dimension, the Akasaka form has three more whorls than the Yunnan specimen, when the proloculum 

is nearly of the same size. The spiral septa and septula seem to have a regular thickness in the former, but the lower 

parts of them in the latter are inflated. 

Furthermore, the largest specimen in our collection possesses only 11 whorls, while the number of whorls in the 

Japanese form may reach 21]. 

Horizor and locality: It occurs in moderate abundance and associates with Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz and 

Neoschwagevina sp. in the Maok’ou limestone at Ning-érh, Yunnan Province. 

Genus Sumatrina Volz, 1904 

Genotype, Sumatrina annae Volz, 1904, 

Test elongately fusiform or subcylindrical; spirotheca composed of a single layer of tectum; four kinds of internal 

partitions developed with the lower edges swollen; the axial septa thick and long, the axial septula short, of equal length, 

usually two or three itnercalated between each pair of the septa; the primary spiral septula extending from the tectum 

to meet the parachomata, the secondary spiral septula shorter than the primary one, similar to the axial septula in structure 

and uniform in Jength, and usually two (occasionally one) disposed between two primary spiral septula; multiple 

aperture small, subcircular, numerous; parachomata in the form of small ridges; proloculum moderately large. 

Range. Permian of the Tethys sea area. 

Sumatrina annae Volz 

(Pl. VII, figs. 7, 8) 

1904. Sumatrina annae, Volz: Zur Geologie von Sumatra, Geol, u, Pal, Abh. herausgegeben vom Kohen, Vol. X, 

Cah. 2, p. 24; Neue Folge Vol. VI. 

1906 Neoschwagerina annae, Yabe: A Contribution to. the Genus Fusulina, Journ, Coll, Scien. Vol. XXI, Art. 5. 

1906. Sumatrina annae, Douville: Calcaires 4 Fusulines de l’Indochine, B.S. G. Fr., Ser. 4, Vol. Vi, pp. 561—576. 

1909. Neoschwagerina annae, Hayden: Fusulinidae from Afghanistan, Rec. Geol. Surv. India, Vol. XXXVIII, 

Pt. 3, pp. 250—251, Pl. XXII, figs. 8—14. 

1912. Sumatrina annac, Deprat: Mém. Serv. géol. I’Indochine, Vol. 1, Fasc. Ul, pp. 56—57, Pl. V, figs. 1—15. 

1924. Sumatrina annac, Colani: Mém. Serv. géol. I’Indochine, Vol. X1, Fasc. 1, pp. 150—152, PI. XX, fig. 20; Pl. 

XXI, figs. 1—8, 10—13, 16, 28. 

1925, Sumatrina annae, Ozawa: Journ. Coll. Scien. Vol. XLV, Art 4, p. 26, Pl. I, fig. 10; Pl. II, figs. 11, 12. 

1925. Sumatrina annac, Ozawa: Journ. Coll. Scien. Vol, XLV, Art 6, p. 64, Pl. X, fig. 8, Pl. . figs. 1b, 2b. 

1927. Sumatrina annae, Ozawa: Journ. Fac. Scien. Vol. Il, Pt. 3, p. 161, Pl. XXXIV, figs. 20, 21. 

This species is represented by several oblique thin sections. The median width is 1.73 mm in a specimen which 

has seven whorls; the axial length is about 4.10 mm and the median width 1.60 mm in another case. Whorls are 

comparatively joose. 

The widths of the successive whorls are as follows (in mm): 

J 0.38 

I 0.48 

IT] 0.65 

IV 0.87 

V 1.14 

VI 1.45 

Vil 1.73 
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Spirotheca is made up of a mere layer of tectum, rather even in the early whorls, but gently wrinkled equatorically 

in the last one. . 

Axial septa distantly spaced, the lower part usually enlarged. 

Axial septula short, somewhat irregularly disposed, some bending this way and others that way. They begin to 

appear two between a pair of septa, and later on four or five intercalated between two of the septa. The lower ends 

of the septula are slightly inflated. . 

The primary spiral septula are with thick lower edges opposing the parachomata and usually connected with them, 

The secondary spiral septula short, somewhat enlarged in the lower parts, usually two, rarely one or three being 

arranged in the interspace between the primary septula. 

Parachomata well running in the form of fine ridges. 

Apertures minute, elliptical. 

Proloculum spheroidai, comparatively large, 0.26 mm in diameter. 

Horizon and locality: It is found in rare occurrence in the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang 

County, Hunan Province and in the Wuhsueh Limestone, in the hills near Tienchiachun, Kwangchi County, Hupeh 

Province. Its association is the same as that of Sumatrina longissima Deprat. It occurs together with Neoschwagerina 

simplex Ozawa, Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz, Neoschwagerina craticulifera Schwager, Neoschwagerina megaspherica 

Deprat Neoschwagerina douvillie Ozawa and Pseudodoliolina ozawai Yabe and Hayzawa in the Maok’ou Limestone at 

Chunsan, Kwangsi Province. 

Sumatrina longissima Deprat 

(Pl. VII, figs. 46) 

1914. Sumatrina longissima, Deprat: Mém. Serv. géol. l’Indochine, Vol. Il, Fasc. I, pp. 36, 37, Pl. V, figs. 1 一 6. 

Test subcylindrical with rounded terminations, occasionally the median zone very slightly arched. The axial 

length and the median width of a specimen with 9 whorls are 5.59 mm and 1.62 mm respectively. The axial ratio 

derived from the above figures is 1:3.4. Whorls are closely coiled. The first whorl is more ellipsoidal and the next 

ones gradually changing through fusiform into subcylindrical. The number of whorls in adult forms is 9 or 10. 

The widths of the whorls of some specimens are tabulated below: 

| a | | | | 4s 
0.31 | 0.40 | 0.46 | 0.59 | 0.75 | 0.93 | 1.15 | 1.39 | 1.62 4957 

Width (in mm) 0.38 | 0.53 | 0.65 | 0,85 | 1.08 1 gare \ 155° skO gyal 4947 
0.38 | 0.50 | 0.66 | 0.90 | 1.18 | 1.46 i | | . 

Spirotheca consisting of a single layer of thick tectum and finely furrowed externally at the positions where the 

primary and the secondary spiral septula exist. 

Axial septa are somewhat club-shaped in section, widely spaced; the upper part is thin and the lower part consider- 

ably thickened. Their lower free ends are generally pointing forward. They number 9, 16, 16, 17, 20, 23, and 24 

respectively in seven successive whorls. In one case where the septa are more distant-spaced their number is only 18 

each in the sixth and seventh volutions. 

Axia] septula short and thin with the lower ends slightly thickened, extending down a little more than 1/3 the 

height of the chambers in the outer whorls. At first, two septula are inserted between the septa and afterwards the 

number gradually increases up to five or six in the outermost volutions. 

The primary spiral septula widely spaced, not very long, reaching nearly the midway of the vertical distance 

between the two successive spiral walls. Their upper part as thick as that of the secondary septula, while the lower 
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part highly swollen. 

The secondary spiral septula also thin and short, as long as the axial septula. Their lower ends are somewhat 

roundly thickened as well. They are not developed at least in the early part of the first whorl. When they make 

their first appearance one septulum is intercalated between the primary septula. In the last whorls two or three 

secondary septula are built in the interspace between the primary septula, but the number is not constant even in the 

same whorl. 

Parachomata are developed in round, low and narrow ridges, and distantly separated. 

Apertures elliptical, widely spaced. 

Proloculum large, thick-walled, variable in shape; when spheroidal, its diameter measures 0.21—0.28 mm. 

Horizon and locality: This species is found in great abundance together with Verbeekina verbeeki Geinitz, Schwa- 

gerina hunania Chen and Sumatrina annae Volz in the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang County, Hunan 

Province. 
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图 版 I (PLATE 1) 

1-3， Osawainella hunanensis (sp. nov.) 

1. Axial section of a thick specimen, Maok’ou Limestone, Chenkiang, Kwangsi Province. X 15, (Cat. No. 1824) 

eG a BIT, SFO KG 

A slightly oblique axial section. Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang, Hunan Province. X 15, (Cat, No. 4962) 

WS SR, BK, HIP RS 

3. Axial section showing the tooth-like chomata on the lateral slopes near the angular periphery. Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien 

Hunan Province. & 15, (Cat. No. 4961) 

Wr AAR, BK, IPRS 
4-7. Nankinella inflata (Colani), Maok’ou Limestone, Kwangsi Province. 

BG a Be Ba EAT, SF RR 
4,5. Axial sections. X 15, (Cat. Nos. 5641, 5629) 

6, 7. Median sections. 15, (Cat. Nos. 5633, 5629) 

8-11. Yangchienia kwangsiensis (sp. nov.), Maok’ou ‘Limestone, Liangyun, Kwangsi Province. 

We PG SE SE TRS 

8. An oblique section of a large form, X 15. (Cat. No. 5317) 

9. An axial section. X 15. (Cat. No. 5305) 

10. An axial section, showing the strong broad chomata. X 15, (Cat. No. 5311) 

11. A median section. X 15, (Cat. No. 5311) 

12. Schwagerina subobsoletus var. okuboensis Ozawa. 

Nm 

An axial section, showing the close whorls, gently fluted septa and minute proloculum, Chinghsichung Limestone, Hungshan- 

tien, Hsianghsiang, Hunan Province. X 15. (Cat, No. 5379) 

PS APR, BEL Re, BPRS 
13-16. Schwagerina tieni (sp. nov.), Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hunan Province. 

WM AHR eK, HAPRS 
13. A slightly oblique para-axial section, XK 15, (Cat. No. 5059) 

14. A slightly oblique axial section. X 15. (Cat. No. 5059) 

15. A median section. X 15, (Cat. No. 5058) 

16. A sub-median section. XX 15. (Cat. No. 5057) 

17-18. Schwagerina kwangchiensis (sp. nov.). Wuhsueh Limestone, Kwangchi, Hupeh Province. 

WEA RA, KARE 
17. A slightly oblique axial section. X 12, (Cat. No. 4698) 

18. An incomplete axial section. X 15, (Cat. No. 4671) 

19-21. Schwagerina henbesti (sp. nov.). Wuhsueh Limestone, Kwangchi, Hupeh Province. 

19. An incomplete axial section, showing two clear stages of development of whorls, X 12, (Cat. No. 4635) 

20. A para-axial section, & 10. (Cat. No. 5450) 

21. A sub-median section. & 12. (Cat. No. 4655) 

22-24. Gallowaitnella minima (sp. nov.) 

22. Ar axial section, showing the regular and intense fluting of the septa. & 30, (Cat. No, 5475). Chinghsichung Limestone, 

Hsiangsiang, Hunan Province. 

23. An axial section of a young form, X 30. (Cat. No. 5388). Chinghsichung Limestone, Hsiangsiang, Hunan Province. 

24. A median section, showing the two-layered structure of the spirotheca. 30, (Cat. No. 5283), Wuhsueh Limestone, Kwangchi, 

Hupeh Province. 
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13-15. 

16-18. 

国 版 Il (PLATE II) 

Chusenella tingi (sp. nov.). Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang, Hunan Province. 

Axial sections, showing the close inner whorls, X 15. (Cat Nos. 4927, 4800) 

A median section. X 15, (Cat. No. 4866) 

Schwagerina wuhsiiehensis (sp. nov.) Wuhsueh Limestone, Tienchiachun, Kwangchi, Hupeh Province. 

An axial section. X 15. (Cat. No. 4643) 

An oblique section, X 15. (Cat. No. 4631) 

A median section. X 15, (Cat. No. 4642) 

Schwagerina longipertica (sp. nov.). 

An axial section, Wuhsueh Limestone, Tienchiachun, Kwangchi, Hupeh Province, X 15. (Cat. No. 5166) 

A median section, Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hunan Province. X 15, (Cat. No. 4853) 

Schwagerina paralpina (sp. nov.). Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hunan Province. 

Axial sections, X 15. (Cat. Nos. 5050, 4786). 

A median section of a somewhat doubtful form with a large proloculum. X 15. (Cat. No. 4787) 

Schwagerina megalocula (sp. Nov.) 

An axial section of a specimen with few whorls and a particularly large proloculum. Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, 

Hunan Province. & 15. (Cat. No. 4804) 

Schwagerina skinneri (sp. nov.). Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hunan Province. 

A greater part of a para-axial section. X 15. (Cat. No. 4819) 

An incomplete axial section. X 15, (Cat. No. 4826) 

A median section. X 15, (Cat. No. 4826) 

Chusenella deprati (Ozawa). 

An axial section. X 15. Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hunan Province. (Cat. No. 4795). 

An axial section of a slender form. 15. Wuhsueh Limestone, Kwangchi, Hupeh Province. (Cat. No. 5109) 

A median section, X 15. Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hunan Province. (Cat. No. 4952) 

Schwagerima ytit (sp. nov.). 

An axial section, showing the exceedingly thin spirotheca and the moderately large proloculum, Wuhsueh Limestone, Tien- 

chiachun, Kwangchi, Hupeh Province. & 15. (Cat. No. 4701). 
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图 版 III (PLATE III) 

Schwagerina tienchiaensis (sp. nov.). 

An axial section, & 15, Wuhsueh Limestone, Kwangchi, Hupeh Province. (Cat. No. 5438) 

Chusenella douvillei (Colani). 

An axial secrion of a typical form. Wuhsueh Limeston, Tienchiachun, Kwangchi, Hupeh Province. K 10, (Cat. No. 5529) 

An axial section, Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hunan Province. X 10. (Cat. No. 4782) 

Median sections, Wuhsueh Limestone, Tienchiachun, Kwangchi, Hupeh Province, X 10, (Cat, Nos. 4677, 4713) 

Schwagerina exilis (Schwager) 

An incomplete axial section, Maok’ou Limestone, Chinkiang, Kwangsi Province. K 15. (Cat. No. 5178) 

A para-axial section, Chinghsichung Limestone, Fengkuanshan, Hsianghsiang, Hunan Province. X 15, (Cat. No, 1205) 

. Schwagerina lingyunensis (sp. Nov.). 

From the Maok’ou Limestone, Lingyun, Kwangsi Province, ; 

Two slightly oblique axial sections. X 15. (Cat, Nos. 5324, 5323) 

A somewhat oblique median section. X 15, (Cat. No. 5321) 

Schwagerina hunania (sp. nov.) 

From the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hunan Province. 

An axial section of a loose form. X 15. (Cat. No. 5521) 

An axial section of a typical form. 又 15. (Cat. No. 4803) 

A median section. X 15, (Cat. No. 4817) 
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图 版 IV (PLATE IV) 

1-3. Schwagerina yunnanensis (sp. nov.) 

1,2. Axial sections. Maok’ou Limestone, Ning-érh, Yunnan Province. X 15. (Cat. Nos. 6322, 6323) 

2 A median seciion，Ning-erh，Yunnan Province. X 15. (Cat. No. 6274) 

4-6. Schwagerina longitermina (sp. nov.) 

From the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hunan Province. 

4. An axial section. X 10. (Cat. No. 4767) 

3 An axial section e a typical form with highly produced poles. & 10. (Cat. No. 4735) 

6. A median section. X 10, (Cat. No. 4736) 

7,8. Chusenclla conicocylindrica (sp. nov.). 

7. A somewhat oblique axial-section, showing the median cylindrical portion and the lateral conical regions. & 15. (Cat. No. 

4773). Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hunan Province, , 

8. A diagonal section. X 10. (Cat. No. 5250). Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hunan Province. 

9-11. Misellina compacta (sp. nov.) 

From the lower part of the Wuhsueh Limestone, Tienchiachun, Kwangchi, Hupeh Province. 

9,10. Axial sections, X 15. (Cat. Nos. 4574, 4512) 

Vd. A median section which seems to be of the microspheric form. X 15. (Cat. No. 4690) 

12-14. Pseudodoliolina ozawai Yabe and Hanzawa. 

2. An axial section of a specimen with a large proloculum, possibly representing the megalospheric form, X 15. (Cat. No. 4743) 

Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hunan Province. e 

1B An axial section. Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang Hunan Province. X 15, (Cat, No. 4744) 

14) An axial section, Maok’ou Limestone, Hochien, Kwangsi Province. X 15. (Cat. No. 5078) 
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图 版 V (PLATE V) 

Schwagerina mengi (sp. nov.) 

From the Maok’ou Limestone, Ning-érh, Yunnan Province. 

SHAS AR SOK 

An axial section, showing the thick spirotheca and large proloculum. X 15, (Cat. No. 6185) 

A slightly oblique axial section. X 15. (Cat. No. 6295) 

A somewhat oblique median section. X 15. (Cat. No. 6187) 

Schwagerina brevipola (sp. nov.) 

An axial section, Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hunan Province. X 15, (Cat. No. 4830) 

Th Pes Fa SER ae 

An axial section. Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hunan Province. & 15, (Cat. No. 4832) 

A somewhat oblique axial section. Chinghsichung Limestone, Hungshantien, Hunan Province. X 15, (Cat. No. 5470) 

TA TS AF PA SEB ER BE Ls Wee 

A median section, Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hunan Province. & 15, (Cat. No. 4789) 

TAH Ps Fa TSE IR 

Schwagerina multialveola (sp. nov.) 

An axial section. Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hunan Province. & 10. (Cat. No. 4831) 

1 PS Fi PR eR 

Schwagerina suni (sp, nov.) 

An axial section, Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hunan Province. * 10. (Cat. No. 4790) 

WH Fes Fa PATER 

Schwagerina chinensis (sp. nov.) 

An incomplete axial section, Wuhsueh Limestone, Tienchiachun, Kwangchi, Hupeh Province. & 10. (Cat. No. 5445) 

TAAL 74 Inte PAA AeA 
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图 版 VI (PLATE VI) 

Paraschwagerina shengi Chen (sp. nov.) 

An oblique section Chinghsichung Limestone, Fengkuanshan, Hsianghsiang, Hunan Province, & 12, (Cat. No. 1322) 

A portion of an axial section. Chinghsuchung Limestone, Fengkuanshan, Hsianghsiang, Hunan Province. 12. (Cat. No. 

1228) 

A tangential section, showing the nearly quadrate meshes of the septal network. Wuhsueh Limestone, Tienchiachun, 

Kwangchi, Hupeh Province. X 10. (Cat. No. 4601) 

A median section, Chinghsichung Limestone, Fengkuanshan, Hsianghsiang, Hunan Province. X 12. (Cat. No. 1204) 

Misellina lepida (Schwager). 

From the Wuhsueh Limestone, Tienchiachun, Kwangchi, Hupeh Province. 

From the Chinghsichung Limestone, Chinghsichung Hsianghsiang, Hunan Province. 

An axial section of a typical form, X 15. (Cat. No. 4679) 

An axial section of a thick form. & 15. (Cat. No. 1172) 

A median section of the thick form. X 15. (Cat. No. 1166) 

A sub-median section of the typical form. X 15. (Cat. No. 5255) 

Misellina major (Deprat) 

Two axial sections. Chinghsichung Limestone, Tungshantien, Hsianghsiang, Hunan Province. 9, X 10; 10, % 15; (Cat 

Nos. 5390, 5371) 

A slightly eccentric median section, Wuhsueh Limestone, Tienchiachun, Kwangchi, Hupeh Province. X 10. (Cat. No. 

5441) s 
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图 版 VII (PLATE VII) 

Pseudodoliolina ozawai Yabe and Hanzawa 

An axial section of a thick form which may represent a variety. Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang, Hunan 

Province. X 15. (Cat. No. 4741) 

Median sections. 

from the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang, Hunan, Province. X 15 (Cat. No. 4739) 

from the Maok’ou Limestone, Hochien, Kwangsi Province. 15. (Cat. No. 5080) 

Sumatrina longissima Deprat 

From the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang, Hunan Province. 

Axial sections, X 15. (Cat, Nos. 4947, 4957) 

Median section. X 15, (Cat. No. 4956) 

Sumatrina annae Volz 

Axial section. Maok’ou Limestone, Chunsan, Kwangsi Province. X 15, (Cat. No. 5617) 

Median section, Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang, Hunan Province. X 15, (Cat. No. 4833) 

Afghanella sumatrinaeformis Gubler 

From the Maok’ou Limestone, Ning-érh, Yunnan Province, 

Axial sections. X 15. (Cat. Nos. 6185, 6273) 

Median section. X 15. (Cat. No. 6320) 

Yabeina sp. 

A submedian section, Maok’ou Limestone, Chinkiang, Kwangsi Province. X 15, (Cat. No. 1754) 
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1-3. 

图 版 VIII (PLATE VIII) 

Schwagerina hupehensis (sp. nov.) 

From the Wuhsueh Limestone, Tienchiachun, Kwangchi, Hupeh Province. 

IMAL Pi Nate RR IAB 

An axial section of a typical form. X 15. (Cat. No. 4725) 

A para-axial section of a slender form. X 10. (Cat. No. 4724) 

A median section, X 15, (Cat. No. 4721) 

Schwagerina pactiruga (sp. nov.) 

From the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang, Hunar Province. 

1A) FS 75 PASE att 

An axial section. X 10. (Cat. No. 5221) 

A sub-median section. X 10. (Cat. No. 4755) 

. Schwagerina granum-avenae Roemer 

From the Wuhsueh Limestone, Tienchiachun, Kwangchi, Hupeh Province. 

WAG Fa ee PER AB 

Axial sections of the microspheric forms. 6, 7, X 12; 8, X 10. (Cat. Nos. 4698, 4657, 4670) 

A somewhat oblique axial section of a megalospheric form. & 12, (Cat. No. 4702) 

A median section of a microspheric form. 15, (Cat. No. 4662) 

Chusenella conicocylindrica (sp. nov.) 

A slightly eccentric median section. Chinghsichung Limestone Hutien, Hunan Province. 

iW BS Fa PAR et 

Schwagerina longitermina (sp. nov.) 

A somewhat eccentric median section, Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hunan Province. X 15, (Cat, No. 4766) 

ii FS FT PH tt 

X 15, (Cat. "No. 5464) 
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1-4. 

图 版 IX (PLATE IX) 

Verbcekina ellipsoidalis (sp. nov.) 

From the Maok’ou Limestone, Lungwangchun, Shangchin, Kwangsi Province, Z. 32. 

PG a Ee RR AS 

A slightly oblique axial section. X 10. (Cat. No, 5597) 

A para-axial section. X 10. (Cat. No. 5583) 

Median sections. X 10, (Cat. Nos. 5593, 5596) 

Verbeckina verbeeki Geinitz 

From the Wuhsueh Limestone, Tienchiachun, Kwangchi, Hupeh Province. 

eta, ee 
A slightly eccentric axial section. X 10. (Cat. No. 5263) 

An eccentric median section. X 10. (Cat. No. 5484) 

. Verbeekina crassispira (sp. nov.) 

From the Maok’ou Limestone, Menkiang, Kwangsi Province. 

Be PG HP EAS 

Axial sections. X 10. (Cat. Nos. 5557, 5556) 

A median section. X 10. (Cat. No. 5554) 

A median section of a tight form. 10. (Cat. No. 5559) 

Verbeekina verbeeki sphaera Ozawa 

A slightly oblique axial section, Maok’ou Limestone, Lingyn, Kwangsi Province. X 15. (Cat. No. 5306) 

ea Ae 

An axial section, Maok’ou Limestone, Shangchin, Kwangsi Province. X 15, (Cat. No, 5637) 

广西 省 上 金 
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fh X (PLATE X) 

Neoschwagerina margaritae Deprat 

An axial section of a typical form. Chinghsichung Limestone, Fengkuanshan, Hsianghsiang, Hunan Province & 15. (Cat. No. 

1318) 

1H Fs a PAR Je 1 

An axial section Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang, Hunan Province. & 15, (Cat. No, 5411) 

TAN FS a A SED ER sR 

A median section. Maok’ou Limestone, Chama, Chinkiang, Kwangsi Province. & 15. (Cat. No. 5638) 

BEG A EIFS 

Neoschwagerina megaspherica Depart 

From the Maok’ou Limestone, Chinkiang, Kwangsi Province. 

广西 省 脖 江 

Axial sections, K 15. (Cat. Nos. 1791, 1811) 

Slightly oblique section, X 15. (Cat. No, 6544) 

Median sections. X 15, (Cat. Nos. 6543, 6538) 
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7, 8. 

‘SR XI (PLATE XT) 

Neoschwagerina leei (sp. nov.) 

Axial sections, showing the extremely thin spiral septula. Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang, Hunan Province, 

1-3, X 12; 4, X 15. (Cat. Nos. 5406, 5405, 5404, 5401) 

TH) Pes a PA IR ez 

Median sections, In the Chinghsichung Limestone. 5 from Hutien, 6 from Hungshantien, Hunan Province. X 15, (Cat. Nos. 

5407, 5392) 

ThA FS 25 PAR st AK 2 BE | Ly We 

Yabeina inouyei Deprat 

From the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang, Hunan Province. 

Thi HS Fa ALB 

A para-axial section. X 15. (Cat. No. 4834) 

An axial section, X 10, (Cat. No. 5522) 
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LO; 

1D: 

图 版 XII (PLATE XII) 

Cancellina schellwieni Deprat 

All from the Maok’ou Limestone, Lingyun, Kwangsi Province. 

We PU a eSe, Ae IR 

Axial sections. & 15, (Cat. Nos. 5314, 5312) 

Median section. X 15, (Cat. No. 5312) 

Afghanella schencki Thompson 

An axial section, Maok’ou Limestone, Shangchin, Kwangsi Province. & 15, (Cat. No, 5606) 

PGA bh ae PU 

An axial section. The transverse septula well developed. Maok’ou Limestone, Shangchin, Kwangsi Province, 15, (Cat. No. 

5604) 

Be GT ae REA 

A median section with a large proloculum, Maok’ou. Limestone, Chungsan, Kwangsi Province. & 15, (Cat. No. 5087) 

Weis Pa Pi 3 eR A AEF 

Median sections. Maok’ou ‘Limestone, Shangchin, Kwangsi Province. & 15, (Cat. Nos. 5587, 5586) 

RE DGG bs NRE EAT 

An axial section, Whorls numerous, Transverse septula well developed. Maok’ou Limestone, Chungsan, Kwangsi Province. 

>< Sn (Cats Nos 5609) 

Ve PG a RT AT 

Neoschwagerina craticulifera Schwager 

Two axial sections, Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang, Hunan Province. & 15, (Cat. Nos, 4971, 4972) 

WHS i REX , BRS 

A slightly eccentric median section. Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hunan Province. & 15, (Cat. No, 4966) 

THATS 73 PIER at 

Neoschwagerina simplex Ozawa 

An axial section of a slender form. Maok’ou Limestone, Suilii, Kwangsi Province. & 15, (Cat. No. 5304) 

Wc PU Fa RR LE 

A slightly oblique axial section of a typical form, showing the very thick spirotheca. Maok’ou Limestone, Shangchin, Kwangsi 

Province. & 15, (Cat. No. 5623) 

广西 省 上 人 金 

A median section cut at a small distance from the centre of the proloculum. Maok’ou Limestone, Shangchin, Kwangsi Province, 

X 15. (Cat. No. 5624) 

麻 西 省 上 人 金 

A median section of a slender form, Maok’ou Limestone, Chungsan, Kwangsi Province, & 15, (Cat. No. 5330) 

广西 省 崇 善 县 板 利 圩 
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图 版 XIII (PLATE XIII) 

Verbeeckina verbeeki Geinitz 

A slightly eccentric axial section, Wuhsueh Limestone, Tienchiachun, Kwangchi, Hupeh Province. & 8, (Cat. No, 5495) 

TAL Fi Bete PK FH AR 

Median section. Locality same as 1. & 10, (Cat. No. 5550) 

TAG a Be EIA HART 
Axial sections. Maok’ou Limestone, Chinkiang, Kwangsi Province. X 15. (Cat. Nos. 1760, 5221) 

Neoschwagerina douvillei Ozawa 

Axial sections, Maok’ou Limestone, Chinkiang, Kwangsi Province. 15, (Cat. Nos, 1760, 5221) 

麻 西 省 脖 江 

An axial section of an elongate form. Wuhsueh Limestone, Tienchiachun, Kwangchi, Hupeh Province. & 15, (Cat. No. 

5276) 

TAG Ar Nate RIK FA ACA 

Median sections. Maok’ou Limestone, Chinkiang, Kwangsi Province. 15, (Cat. Nos. 5639, 5642) 

ic Pa a aT 

. Yabeina proboscis (sp. nov.) 

From the Maok’ou Limestone, Chinkiang, Kwangsi Province. 

Para-axial sections. & 10, (Cat. Nos. 5158, 5156) 

A median section. X 10. (Cat. No. 5151) 
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图 版 XIV (PLATE XIV) 

Neoschwagerina colaniae Ozawa 

Axial section, Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang, Hunan Province. X 15, (Cat. No. 4873) 

TAS PS Fi SER at 

An axial section. In the same limestone as 1. Hungshantien, Hsianghsiang, Hunan Province. X 15, (Cat. No. 5388) 

TAH Pes Fa RTF ER BE IL Be 

A somewhat diagonal section. Locality same as 1. & 15. (Cat. No. 4876) 

A median section. Locality same as 1. X 15. (Cat. No. 4877) 

Neoschwagerina multicircumvoluta Deprat 

From the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hunan Province. 

TA BS 7a PE ER at 

A slightly diagonal axial section. X 15, (Cat. No. 5037) 

A sub-median section. X 15, (Cat. No. 5037) 

Neoschwagerina douviller Ozawa 

A median section. Wuhsueh Limestone, Tienchiachun, Kwangchi Province, Hupeh. X 15. (Cat. No. 5549) 

TAL a eR HARA 

Yabeina shiraiwensis Ozawa 

From the lower part of the Chinghsichung Limestone, Hutien, Hsianghsiang, Hunan Province. 

TH PS Fa ESR ee 

A diagonal section. X 15. (Cat. No. 4807) 

A slightly eccentric median section. X 15, (Cat. No. 4788) 

A median section. X 15. (Cat. No. 4835) 
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